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New method of Propelling Steam Vessels.

Kinkle & Hubbe's new method of propelling

steam vessels consists, generally, in the reactionary

power of water. The propulsion of steam vessels by

means of wheels and screws has probably attained

its highest perfection, the velocity of ships propelled

by these means not being capable of a great increase,

for the reason that great velocity in rotating wheels

or screws necessarily roacts upon the vessel and re

quires a proportionate increase of strength in the

construction of the hull, which again tends to coun

terbalance the velocity of the moving vessel, while,

by tho method of propulsion adopted by the invent-

An equal number of such pipes are inserted on each

side of the vessel ; all of them are properly packed

in stuffing boxes. The end of each of said pipes in

the inside of the vessel is connected with a force

pump, and each pump is driven by a small steam

engine. Each of said pumps is supplied with water

by a suction pipe through the bilge or bottom of the

vessel, and all the engines are supplied with steam

from one boiler, in such a manner that a supply of

steam may be cut off from each engine separately, or

from any number of engines, or from all of them, as

may bo desired.

The inner ends of the outboard pipes are connected

city, where those interested may receive further in

formation.

Iron and Steel Railroad Tracks.

Tho London Bailieay Nem says : " Mr. Williams

furnishes some details which will serve to show the

enormous wear and tear to which the rails of our

leading lines are subjected. On the section between

Hatfield and London, on the Great Northern line,

57,530 trains, carrying 17,700,026 tuns, destroyed in

three years the rails laid down in 1857. Some

heavier rails, laid in 1800, were worn down in thTee

years by 05,529 trains, and 13,484,001 tuns. In the
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< ore, no reaction upon the ship will be perceptible,

however great the velocity which a vessel thus pro

pelled may attain.

That the reaction of water forced out of pipes from

a ship may be used as a propelling power is demon

strated by the fact that a few vessels, constructed In

Europe on that principle, have actually been used

for traveling purposes, and are still in use.

The construction adopted in these vessels consist

ed mainly in placing in the center of the ship a

turbine wheel moved by a steam engine which dis

charged two jets of water simultaneously out of two

nozzle pipes, one on each side of the vessel ; but the

discharge pipes (or nozzle pipes) on either side of

the turbine wheel, being necessarily different in

length, the power thereby exerted on one side of the

vessel is greater than on the other, which impedes

the proper steering of the vessel ; and, again, the

propelling power itself is limited by the two discharge

pipes only, all of which i» obviated by this invention.

The principal features of this invention are as follows:

A series of bent pipes are inserted through the sides

of the hull, below or above the water line, as required

for the particular use of the vessel, the said pipes

being adjustable by a mechanism in such a manner

that the parts of the pipes on the outside of the

vessel may be turned aft, forward, or perpendicular.

with a mechanism by means of which the discharge

pipes on either side of the vessel may be turned si

multaneously in any direction at the will of the en

gineer or other person having charge of said mechan

ism.

Thus, if it is desired to move the vessel in a certain

direction, all the nozzle pipes are placed in the oppo

site direction, and the water being forced out of them

strikes or reacts upon the water in which the vessel

is floating, and thereby causes the motion of the ves

sel.

It is claimed that vessels constructed on this prin

ciple attain a much higher rate of speed, with a less

er consumption ofcoal than is the case with paddle

wheel or screw steamers, that the steering of this

new vessel is easier and more certain, that the

shaking of the vessel (caused by the action of the

engine on the screw or paddle wheel) is here entirely-

avoided. These and other advantages make it de

sirable to test boats constructed on that principle,

and for that purpose the inventors have designed an

experimental boat on a large scale, which they in

tend to build and to sail with it on the Hudson or

East rivers, and which is to attain a speed of 25 or 30

miles in an hour.

The plans and drawings may be seen at the office

of Mr. Charles Wehle, No. 290 Broadway, in this

case, however, of a section of railway between Bury

and Accrington, 62,399 trains and a gross tunnage

of 12,451,784 passed over rails which lasted seven

and a-half years, or two and a half times as long as

those of the Great Northern, with about an equal

amount of traffic. Again, at Bolton.it required 203,122

trains, and 38,803,128 tuns to wear out the same de

scription of rails in seven and a-quarter years. The

cause of this rapid wearing out of the rails of the

Great Northern as compared with those of the other

lines, is due, apparently, to the greater speed of the

trains. In the case of iron rails, as in the delicately

constructed mechanism of animal life, it is ' the pace

that kills.'

" Two steel rails of twenty-one feet in length were

laid on the 2d of May, 1802, at the Chalk Farm

Bridge, side by side with two ordinary rails. After

having out-lasted sixteen faces of the ordinary rails,

the steel ones were taken up and examined, and it

was found that at the expiration of three years and

throe months, the surface was evenly worn to the

extent of only a little more than a quarter of an inch,

and to all appearance they were capable of enduring

a great deal morework. These two rails had, during

the period of little more than three years, been ex

posed to the traffic of 9,550,000 engines, trucks, and

carriages, and 95,577,240 tuns. It is an amount of
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traffic equal to nearly ten times that which destroyed

the Great Northern rails above referred to in three

years. The result of this trial was to induce the

London and Northwestern to enter very extensively

into the employment of steel rails, and we learn from

Mr. Webb that in a short time arrangements will be

made at Crewe for the production of three hundred

and fifty tuns of steel per week, of which three hun

dred will be used for rails ; and that at the present

time there are about fifty miles of steel rails in use

on the line, and three thousand tuns of steel-headed

rails."

THE DOMESTIC SOTJBCES OF CHOLEBA AND TEE

MEANS OF AVOIDING THEM.

At the present time, when the influences of this

terrible pestilence are manifest in all sections, the

above subject is one of the most important that can

engage the attention of the people. We observe

that the members of the medical profession are at

variance in their opinions as to the contagiousness

of this fearful disease, but they are unanimous as to

its local causes, and the measures necessary to pre

vent it. These latter may be summed up in these

three words—Cleanliness, Pure Air, and Disinfection.

The history of the epidemics of cholera, in almost

every quurter of the world, demonstrates most de

cidedly that where these preventive principles have

been scrupulously attended to, there the disease has

been greatly diminished in degree, and in some

places wholly avoided, and that it invariably displays

its power most vigorously where they are neglected.

The first of these, cleanliness, is an idea which the

most ignorant can comprehend in its fullest extent,

implying as it does, simply, the careful removal of all

kinds of dirt and filth from the premises and persons

of the household, and the keeping of every thing

about the house sweet and clean.

The matter of pure air involves the principles and

practice of ventilation, which is a subject rather less

understood by people generally, though of equal

importance with the others, and easily attainable by

various means. The removal of foul air, and the

supply of fresh, pure air, are the points involved

therein, for which various methods have been sug

gested—a further allusion to which we may make

on a future occasion.

In many respects the practice of disinfection is the

most important of all these preventive measures. It

is universally admitted by those best informed upon

the subject that the foul gases, generated by the

putrefaction of animal and vegetable matters, are

the most active and abundant causes of this disease

and of many others. To prevent the decomposition

of all such substances, and thus avoid the production

of the poisonous gases, is therefore a matter of the

very first importance. Modern chemistry has

happily supplied us with materials for this purpose,

which are easily obtained, and when properly applied

are certain in their action.

It is a singular fact, that among the moat active

sources of the poisonous gases alluded to are the

exhalations and excrements of our own bodies.

Thus we arc told by the Council of Hygiene of the

New York Citizens' Association, that "Careful ob

servation has established the fact that neglected and

putrescent excrements and the effluvia from privies

serve to localizo the outbreak of cholera, and more

fatally than almost any other class of nuisances."

The Consulting Physicians of the City of Boston

tell ua in a recent public document, '• Among the

causes which act upon the human system to induce

the disease (cholera), are exhalations from the

bodies of human beings in crowded residences, and

unremoved oxcretions."

Dr. Greenhorn, of London, an eminent sanitarian,

says, " An atmosphere impregnated with the prod

ucts of fermenting excrements is at once the most

obvious and most constant concomitant of cholera."

Dr. E M. Snow, the distinguished Superintendent

of Public Hetlth, of Providence, R. I., tells us :—

In some conditions of the atmosphere, particu

larly when there is excessive heat and moisture, and

when there is any epidemic influence prevailing,

the impure air arising from these collections ofswill

and house offal is a most injurious nuisance and a

prolific source of diseases. The danger is still

greater when, as is frequently the case, the swill

and offal are deposited in cellars or arc thrown into

privy vaults.

Wo might multiply to an indefinite extent the and may be attached to any chamber vessel, water

evidence of this singular fact, that these results of closet, privy Beat4 swill pail, or other vessel contain-

the vital operations of our bodies aro a powerful | ing house olfal, and the disinfecting powder applied

causo of our own sickness and death, but our read- by it without exposing their contents to the air.

ers will doubtless be satisfied with the above ex- This apparatus, the " Ready Disinfector," is a very

tractB, and the question then arises, how are these I simple and easily managed instrument. It has been

consequences to bo avoided ? The answer la equally ! approved by t lie New York Academy of Medicine,

plain—by cleanliness nnd disinfection ; and we are by which it was unanimously recommended to the

pleased to be able to state how tho lattor operation ! consideration of the Metropolitan Board of Health,

can be most effectively performed. Tho vast extent of the beneficial effects derivable

Among the rules laid down by the Council of from the general use of such an instrument may be

Hygiene of the Citizens' Association, for the prcven- ; comprehended by one fact, viz, that if employed for

tion of sickness in general, and cholera in particular, the disinfection of all water closets, chamber vessels,

is tho following: " Avoil and prevent effluvia from slush buckets, privies, etc., in cities like New York,

excrementitious matters, sewers, privies, and chnm- ■ Philadelphia, and Boston, not only would there be

ber vessels. Frequently and thoroughly disinfect no odor arising therefrom in any dwelling, but all

these sources of fever poison." How to do it is i the sewers would likewise be completely deodorized,

therefore the important question. j whereby one of tho mos' potent causes of cholera, and

The following is a list of the substances at prc»cnt , many other diseases, would be entirely removed,

regarded by chemists and sanitarians as tho most ! Any further information of the subject, cither of

available and effectivo for the purpose. disinfectants, or the mode of applying them, may be

Common lime is useful as an absorbent of moist- ! had by addressing Mr. John H. Keyser, No. 158

ure, and a preventive of the decomposition of some [ Ninth street, opposite the Bible House, New York,

subtances. j It is not for the prevention of'cholera alona that

Freshly-burned charcoal is a powerful absorbent of j these sanitary measures should be universally

noxious gases, and to a certain degree a preventive ' adopted, but as against fevers of almost all kinds,

of decomposition. It is well known that wooden especially those of the typhoid character, many dis-

stakes, whose surfaces have been charred by fire, orders of the lungs, erysipelas, diarrhea, cholera

when placed in the ground, will be preserved a long ' morbus—in fact, all diseases derived from atmos-

time. pheric impurities, which are known to medical men

A combination of these two substances, lime and as zymotic diseases. Tlioro is no doubt that tho

charcoal, has recently been intioduced with good ' enormous mortality of infants, which occurs every-

effect, when finely ground together, in the propor

tion of one pound of charcoal to four of lime. This '

has received the name of " calx powder."

Carbolic acid, a product of coal tar, in the form of

crystals, when pulverized and sprinkled over foul I

where, might bo greatly reduced by careful atten

tion to these ideas.

Tbe Brazilian Exhibition.

We are iadebted to Counselor Azambuja, Min-

matters! is highly recommended'. It may bo used ' uter Brazil- for tho following particulars lelative

in solution also. I *° tQls exposition, which is to be opened in Rio do

Sulphate of iron, commonly called copperas, when I ^eil° on the 10th of October, in the present year,

used in the same manner, is also a valuable disiu- 1 B-v tho regulations and instructions of the man-

fectant and antiseptic. It may also bo used in solu

tion, in the proportion of an ounce to a quart of

water.

Chloride of lime has achieved a high reputation as

a disinfectant, but for domestic use it is loss availa

ble than those mentioned above. Its value for this

purpose depends almost wholly upon the chlorine j

gae which it gives forth. This is not only in itself a

very offensive substance, but as o gas it is only use- i

agers, it appears that foreign machinery and imple

ments are admitted and must be labelled " For

eign," and accompanied by the name of the manu

facturer, and inventor, with the cost of the machine.

They may be worked by the exhibitors, but may not

compete for the premium, the space and steam power

required being furnished free of expense ; but ma

chinery requiring any special construction will not

be admitted. The cost of transportation must be

ful in decomposing other gases, with which iUnust i by the exhibitors. No machinery can be taken

come in contact after they have escaped into tho I awny wituout a special permit, and if, after tho

air. This is like trving to catch a thief after he has ,;!osin« of tho °*Mbltion, they are sold, they wiU be

run away. The other disinfectants will prevent subiect to a dut>' of rcr ccnt ad valorem i but

the escape of the noxious gasses. 1 if re-exported will be free of duty. Free passes

We here make no mention of anv of the numerous are finished to the exhibitors. All persons wishing

advertised disinfectants, because their compositions t0 ex,,ibit ml,st Z1™ duc nolice *° the M5ntetol of

are kept secret, and are, no doubt, chiefly made up | 1Jra' 11 in Now lork> with ful1 Particulars of their

of the substances herein mentioned, in great part, i macurn '3-

If not wholly, and are got up solely for tho purpose The Minister informs us that tho Empire

of makin" money Brazil, is a field which our manufacturers of agiicul

of

There is one combination, however, which is no

secret, and which wo have personally proved to be

one of the very best compositions known for tho

purpose. It is called the " Ridgewood Powder," and

being made up of several of the substances previous

ly enumerated, it combines their deodorizing and anti-

putrescent properties in a very remarkable degree.

How and where to apply these poison preventives,

is the question next in importance. In their report

on epidemic cholera, the Council of Hygiene informs

us, when speaking of domestic hygiene, that :—

In every private residence, tenant domicile, hotel,

boarding house, public school, and place of resort,

there should be a thorough examination of the local

and house drainage—the stench traps, the cellars,

the vaults, the cesspools, and privies. Immediate

cleaning and disinfection should be enforced, and

proper precautions against every source of domicili

ary impurity should bo adopted ; and all privies,

water-closets, sinks, and excrementitious matters

should receive scrupulous care and thorough disin

fection.

To facilitate this most important and essential san

itary measure, so that disinfectants may be applied

in all the places indicated, without trouble or delay,

and without exposing fecal or other foul matters to

the air, an instrument has recently been introduced

which may be used in any locality and by any per

son, even by a child, without the possibility of mis

take or danger. It is called the " Ready Disinfector,"

turul implen not aflbrd to neglect.

Tlic EtcbuHdlug; of Charleston.

The Charles. ton City Council has referred to a spe

cial committeo tho following proposition to rebuild

the city. It is proposed to issue bonds of the city,

drawing set cn per cent interest, to all who may

wish to rebuild, upon the following basis:—

When a lot is valued at $10,000, and the parties

owning the same wish to bi.ikl a store, warehouse,

or dwelling, worth $15,000 upon it, it is proposed

to issue to the parties §15,000 of city bonds at

par,- the city to take a bond nnd mortgage with

insurance policies assigned for security, and as an ad

ditional safety and security for the city, tho interest

is to be paid semi-annually, and tho parties borrow

ing the city bonds are to be required to pay the in

terest in advance, so the city can bo sure of meeting

the interest on theso bonds. This would increase

the revenue of the city taxes in the following pro

portions: A lot now valued at $10,000, yielding

$175 taxes, would, with a building valued at £20,000

erected upon it, yield $525, or from $300 to $;350 in

crease over the present tax.

Cable Business.—There were twelve messages

received at tho New York Telegraph office for

Europe in one day, for which the su;r of $1,313 in

gold was paid.
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THE PBTJBS1AH NEEDLE GTTN.

We have received from an intelligent correspond

ent at Washington, who is thoroughly informed

upon the subject, and has spent considerable time in

Europe, the following observations upon the Prus

sian needle gun. In our next number we shall give

an illustration of the working parts of this arm, to

gratify the curiosity which its advertised success has

aroused :—

The late European news proves conclusively that

a very defective breech-loader, such as the needlo

gun, is a much more effective weapon in actual war

than the best muzzle-loader.

The needle gun is a clumsy, unsightly, heavy,

and expensive gun compared to many American

breech-loaders, it is complicated in its parts, and

delicate in its construction. The breech-piece, which

contains the breech-loading mechanism, is enormous

ly long, extending not loss than eleven inches to the

rear of the cartridge chamber. The bore of this

bieech-pieco is enlarged to receive a hollow cylin

drical plunger or breech-closer, about five inches

long. The plunger is operated back and forth in

order to open and close the breech of the gun, by

moans of a knobbed handle which slides in a longi

tudinal slot in the top of the breech-piece ; this slot

is widened for half its length from the front toward

the rear, thus forming a shoulder to receive the

knobbed handle and support the breech-closer when

the gun is fired. Within the cylindrical breech-

closer is a longitudinal steel pin which carries the

needle, and is surrounded by a spiral spring. In

the bottom of the breech-cldser is a narrow longi

tudinal slot to admit the trigger to take hold of

the needle pin. On the front end of the closer is

an expanding steel ring or gas check, which per

forms its functions badly, as there is so much escape

of gas that the gun cannot be fired one hundred

rounds without being cleaned. There Is also con

siderable escape ofgas into the mechanism through

the needle hole in the face of the breech-closer. This

escape of gas soon fills the chamber in the cylindrical

breech-closer, which contains the needle-pin and

spiral spring, with a residuum of burned powder, and

seriously impedes their action. To open the breech

preparatory to loading, strike up with the hand on the

knobbed handle of the breech-closer from behind

the shoulder, and withdraw it to the rear ; but now

the soldier must be very careful in inserting his

cartridge, lest he injure the delicate needle, which

projects its full length into the opening, or lest the

needle injure his own hand. To shut the breech the

closer is shoved hard forward, and the knobbed

handlo thereof pressed down in front of the shoulder

on the right hand side of the slot.

When the cylindrical breech-closer is shoved for

ward, the trigger, having taken hold of the needle-

pin from below, retains it to the rear, and thus

compresses the spiral spring, so that the simple act

of closing the breech cocks the piece, and it is only

necessary to pull the trigger to fire it. This arrange

ment is a convenient one for the soldier, and facili

tates the firing, but it is an objectionable feature in

a military arm, because when loaded it must neces

sarily remain at full cock. It is true there is a

means provided for locking the needle-pin in this

position to prevent accident, but if the soldier should

forget or neglect to avail himself of it, then serious

accident is liable to take place at any time.

The ammunition for the needle gun is complicated,

expensive, and difficult to make up, considerable

special machinery being required for that purpose.

The ball is contained in a small papier-mache cup or

sabot, to the base of which is attached the igniting

charge, consisting of a friction wafer ; the needle

must penetrate the whole length of the powder

charge before it reaches the fulminate ; thus the

powder is ignited forward instead of at the rear, as

usual. This is believed to be advantageous to tho

range of the piece. The needle gun cannot be fired

more than half as many rounds per minute as most

of the American metallic-cartridge guns. There is

no denying, however, that the needle gun is proving

itself a truly formidable weapon in the hands of the

Prussian soldiers, who have been educated to its use

for more than twenty years ; but its success proves

nothing in favor of the needle-gun as a specialty,

while it proves everything in favor of breech-loading

as a principle. If the Austrians had been armed

with good breech-loaders, the results of the conflict

would have been very different from what they are.

The writer spent seven months in 1859 making

trials with a broech-loader before the committee in

Vienna. The report strongly urged the adoption of

my arm for tho cavalry, to be extended to the in

fantry later. That recommendation was never com

plied with by the War Department. From that date

until this tho writer, either in person or by an agent,

has never ceased to urge upon the attention of the

Austrian authorities the importance of breech-load

ing arms, both large and small. What must be the

present feelings of the Austrian Emperor toward

those of his officials to whom he assigned this import

ant subject for examination and decision, and who

have thus long neglected to act, wanting either the

capacity or courage to arrive at a decision in favor

of any one of the many inventions proposed ?

It is stated that all the great powers are taking

Bteps to obtain needle guns. This report is totally

without foundation ; all tho groat powers, this

country included, being thoroughly familiar with

the principles of its construction, and having pro

nounced it totally unfit for military purposes. The

needle gun which tho Emperor Napoleon is Baid to

have received some years ago, and placed in his

cabinet of curiosites, is very properly bestowed, for

that is sure to be its final destination. The Prus

sians adhere to the needle gun only because it is

Prussian in its origin, and may continue to do so

with impunity until compelled to abandon it by the

adoption of a better arm by other governments.

The Prussians are beating the Austrians because

of their superior arms, and the Austrions are, at the

same time, beating the Italians for precisely the"same

reason ; the No. 1 rifled musket of the Austrians

being as much superior to the heterogeneous collec

tion of low-priced guns with which the Italians are

armed as the Prussian breech-loader is superior to

the Austrian arm. The Italians are brave as any

troops in the world, and are now inspired with a

degree of patriotic enthusiasm which ought to ren

der them invincible if they were only armed with a

good breech-loader. It does not seem to be gener

ally known that all the Prussian field artillery are

also breech-loaders. These guns are a combination

of the Prussian and tho Broadwell systems, consist

ing of the Kreiner double-wedge for closing the

breoch and the Broadwell gas-proof principle.

Breech-loading artillery and small-arms having

been adopted, it only remains to introduce the Gat-

ling gun to complete the national armament. The

Gatling gun is a revolving battery, capable of throw

ing two thousand missiles per minute when using

his compound ammunition, and one hundred half-lb.

balls when using simple ammunition. This gun is

designed to occupy the middle position between ar

tillery and small-arms ; it is destined to supersede

the old flank defense howitzers, and to be extensively

used in the field for defending fords, bridges, etc. ; it

will also, no doubt, be used for boat howitzers in the

navy. The recent successful trials with this gun

at Fortress Monroe astonished and gratified all who

witnessed them.

Success in war is no longer a question of numbers,

nor of courage and discipline on the part of troops ;

nor yet of military genius and experience on the

part of leaders ; but rather one of arms ; and this

will continue to be tho case until equality of arma

ment shall restore tho old relations.

INSURANCE 'AGAINST STEAM-BOILER EXPLO

SIONS.

We are gratified to learn that this subject is be

ginning to attract tho attention it deserves. In the

eleventh Annual Report of the Insurance Companies

of Massachusetts, we find the following :—

"Another very important experiment has been

conducted to a successful issue in the mother coun

try. Steam boilers have always been a terror to

timid fire insurance companies, and the enterprising

proprietors of tho grand motor of modern civiliza

tion have had to pay a very excessive premium for

indemnity against its fire damages, while they in

sured themselves against its hot water.

" In 1850 there was established in Manchester, En

gland, an association for the prevention of boiler

explosions. The plan was to employ the best science

extant to avoid the causes which lead to these fright

ful and destructive accidents, and to establish a

vigilant supervision.

" Each boiler, we believe, required the payment

of one guinea per annum to the fund of the associa

tion. A detailed annual report was made of the

proceedings of the association, with statistics in

regard to the boilers under its charge, and likewise

in regard to those not inspected by it. The success

of this experiment in diminishing the relative num

ber of those accidents, and bringing steam proprie

tors better to understand the nature and laws of the

force in their employ, soon led to the formation of

other associations, not only in Great Britain, but in

other countries. It has at last becomo so decisive

that the association now offers for half a guinea

per annum, in addition to the guinea already paid,

to insure against loss by explosion the boiler itself

and surrounding property to the amount of £300.

This is less than half tho average annual premium

of the mutual fire risks in Massachusetts ; and in

relation to the whole expense of the membership in

the association, where it insures, the premium is not

half what is charged by stock companies for insur

ing risks comprising steam boilers.

" Tho value of this positive discovery to the vast

steam interests of this country, if it should ever be

come generally known, would not bo less than that

of the discovery of petroleum or a new continent.

Men of practical science now believe that boiler ex

plosions, especially those of the most destructive

sort, are wholly unnecessary, and easily prevented.

What is wanted is a steam boiler insurance company

which shall also act as a board of caution and pre

vention. The experiment of Manchester shows that

the principle of mutual insurance is particularly

applicable to this specialty, and, encouraged as it

might be 'by a State guaranty, it would result in

saving far more than half of what has now to bo

expended in so imperfectly insuring this most im

portant species of property."

We are very happy to announce that this sug

gestion is being carried out. Some of the leading

engineers of this city have given their support to

the formation of a company to insure against acci

dents and loss occasioned by the explosion of steam

boilers, as will be seen by reference to our advertis

ing columns.

An Inefficient Boiler.

A correspondent—H. M. C, of New Jersey—says

he has a horizontal cylindrical boiler, two feet in

diameter, ten feet long, containing fifteen two-inch

flues, which does not draw well, tho tubes being of

too little capacity. The smoke passes under the

boiler and returns through the tubes, being dis

charged into the smoke stack over the furnace door.

He proposes to relieve the tubes by constructing a

brick arch from the rear end of the boiler, over its

top, to connect with the smoke box at one end and

the chimney at the other. It seems to us that it

would cost less and be more efficient to turn the

boiler end for end, and convey his smoke directly

through the tubes without return. Tho proposed

arch would render his tubes useless, and his boiler

would be merely a common untubed boiler. The

trouble, we think, is that the draught is not sufficient

to control the double passage of the smoke. If it

passed directly through the tubes, their capacity

would probably bo found sufficient.

M. Guipon has presented a note to the Academy

of Sciences, " On the Conducting Power of Mercury

for Heat." Experiments made after Peclet's method

showed that if the conducting power of silver = 100,

that of mercury = 3-54. It stands, therefore, the

last of the metals, and a little before marble and

gas coke. The author mentions that in this case

the conducting power for heat and for electricity

are very different, the former being 3-54, the latter

1*80.—Mechanics' Magazine.

Petroleum in England.—There appears to be

good reason for supposing that an abundant supply

of petroleum exists in the rocks of England. It is

stated that the surface indications of various parts of

Shropshire lead to this inference. Experimental

borings are already in progress. The oil pit which

has been sunk at Leeswood Green, in Flintshire,

continues in active operation, and is increasing in

product.
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Improved Sorghum Evaporator.

The process of making sorghum sugar is very

greatly expedited by the many machines and ap

paratuses introduced for the purpose. Sorghum

sugar as first made was of a greenish-yellow color,

not half drained, but we have seen samples that

would equal New Orleans sugar in appearance.

The engraving represents a new evaporator which

Is claimed to be a valuable improvement on those

generally used. Defecation is more thorough, and

the removal of the scum is facilitated, while the

danger of burning the sirup is obviated. The pan is

made of cast iron, formed in sections. The inventor

states that he tried sheet

iron, but found that he

could not increase the

heat beyond 220 deg. Fah.

without burning the sir

up, and at that tempera

ture the mucilage was

not separated from the

juice ; in fact, not thor

oughly until about five

degrees hotter—it set

tling to the bottom and

adhering there. With

cast-iron pans, however,

this trouble was not ex

perienced, and the heat

could bo raised to the

right point, when the mu

cilage rose to the top and

was taken off with the

scum, leaving the bottom

clean. The several sec

tions can be at any time

added to increase the

length of the pan, they

being held together by

bolts passing through

lugs.

The skimmer is very

convenient, being bus

pended from a frame, A,

by chains, B. The chains

are attached to springs, C, which hold the skimmer up

when not in use. When needed, a slight pressure

brings it down over the pans. The claim covers an

inclined scum trough with a depression in the cen

ter covered by a strainer, but in the model before

us this feature is not shown. The lodges, D, cause

the juice when boiling to flow back and forth in

currents through the whole length, and the scum is

deposited as fast as formed on the coolest side, which

is arranged to be the scum trough.

The whole affair is set on a brick arch, and is

convenient of access in all parts. It is claimed to be

economical in the matter of fuel, and safe with proper

management.

It was patented by J. F. Riggs, of St. Joseph, Mo.,

through the Scientific American Patent Agency, on

July 3, 1866. For further information address

Messrs. E. R. Brandow & Co., who are manufacturing

the apparatus at the above place.

metals, when washed from the saline liquid and

then dried and compresssd, possess a very remarka

ble degree of briliancy. Iron, cobalt, and nickel, so

precipitated, are highly magnetic ; zinc takes the

form of a large spongy mass, which the least com

pression renders brilliant. Magnesium does not

precipitate aluminum at all, and chromium and

manganese, as already mentioned, it precipitates as

oxides. It does not precipitate arsenic or antimony,

though it decomposes their salts, the arsenic or

antimony flying off in combination with hydrogen.

M. Roussin shows that groat advantages result from

the substitution of magnesium for the metals ordi-

 

Preclpltation of metal* from tbelr Saline

Solutions by means of magnesium.

M. Roussin has just published a paper on the ac

tion ofmagnesium on metallic solutions, and on its

application to toxicological researches, which shows

that magnesium is particularly well adapted for the

precipitation of other metals from solutions of their

salts. It is a general principle that one metal will

precipitate from a saline solution any other which

is less readily oxidable than itself, but some metals,

by no means among the most oxidable known, had

nevertheless, when M. Roussin began his researhes

on this subject, resisted all attempts to precipitate

them by the contact ot another metal with their

saline solutions. With two exceptions, however, all

the metals alluded to are precipitated in the metal

lic state by magnesium, the two exceptions being

chromium and manganese, which appear to be pre

cipitated as oxides. Among the metals which M.

Roussin has precipitated in the metallic state, by

means of magnesium, from slightly-acidulated solu

tions of their salts, are gold, silver, platinum, bis

muth, tin, mercury, copper, lead, cadmium, thallium,

iron, zinc, cobalt, and nickel. The precipitated

RIGGSS SORGHUM EVAPORATOR.

narily employed in toxicological reasearches for the

detection of these and other metallic poisons ; but

into that part of his subject it would be beyond our

province to follow him. His only further statement

respecting magnesium calling for mention here is

one relating to its use as a voltaic element. *' The

foregoing qualities," he says " encouraged the hope

that a substitution of magnesium for zinc in ordi

nary piles would offer a great electro-motive force,

and experiment confirmed this theoretical inference.

A small plate of magnesium, O'l grain in weight,

placed beside a plate of copper in a small tube of

glass of six centimeters cube, filled \\ith acidulated

copper, produced in less than ten minutes an electro

magnetic appearance, and illuminated a Qeisler's

tube ten centimeters long. If magnesium should

ever become cheap, this would decidedly be the best

way of producing electricty."

In a note to his paper, M. Roussin states that he

has observed that a sodium amalgam, shaken up

with an acidulous solution of a salt of chromium or of

a salt of manganese, changes to an amalgam of chro

mium or of manganese, as the case may be, and that

an amalgam of either of these metals, obtained in

the manner indicated, when distilled in a current of

hydrogen, after having been first carefully washed in

acidulated water, leaves the pure metal in the form

of a pulverulent sponge. The amalgam of manga

nese, he adds, is opalescent and crystalline ; that of

| chromium more fluid, and less variable at ordinary

temperatures. When the latter is heated in a small

porcelain capsule in the air, as the mercury flies off

in vapor it carries off mechanically with it particles

of chromium, which take fire, producing a singular

scintillation, which is best observed in a darkened

room. At length the chromium remaining in the

capsule suddenly becomes incandescent, and burns

to oxide.—Mechanics' Magazine.

tains, among others, the following remarks on moni

tors as cruisers : " Can the monitor style of iron-clads,

invented by Captain Ericsson, be so constructed as

to make them efficient fighting, sea-going cruisers?

The facts with regard to the behavior of this vessel

in a moderate gale of wind and heavy sea, when a

frigate would find it impossible to use her battery,

are as follows :—With head to the sea she takes

over about four feet of solid water, which is broken

as it sweeps along the deck, and after reaching the

turret is too much spent to prevent firing the 15-inch

guns directly ahead ; with broadside to the sea, either

at rest or while moving, her lee guns can always be

worked without difficul

ty, the water which pass

es across the deck from

windward being div ided

y the turrets, and her

xtreme roll so moderate

as not to press her lee

guns near the water;

lying in the same posi

tion, her 15-inch guns

can be fired directly

without interfer-

from water; and

when stern to the sea,

the water which comes

on board is broken up in

the same manner as

when going head to it.

In the trough of the sea

her ports will be liable

to flooding, if required

to use her guns to wind

ward. This, then, would

be the position selected

by an antagonist which

designed to fight a mon

itor in a sea-way. The

turret guns of a monitor

occupy a central posi

tion, where, notwith

standing the lowness of

'the vessel's hull, they

are more easily and safely handled in a sea-way than

guns of the same hight above the water in a broad

side vessel. The axes of the bore of the guns of

this vessel are 6i feet above the water, and the ex

treme lurch, when lying broadside to a heavy sea

in a moderate gale, was 7 degrees to windward, and

4 degrees to leeward—average five and a half de-

green, while the average roll at the same time of the

Augusta, a remarkably steady ship, was 18 deg., and

of the Ashuclot, 25 deg.—both vessels being steadied

by sail. A vessel which attacks a monitor in a sea

way must approach very close to have any chance

of hitting such a low hull, and even then the moni

tor is half the time covered by three and four feet

of water, protecting her and disturbing her oppo

nent's fire. From these facts, not unknown to mon

itor men, and the experience we derived from the

use of such vessels during the war, we may safely

conclude that the monitor type of iron-clads is su

perior to the broadside, not only for fighting pur

poses at sea, but also for cruising. A properly con

structed monitor, possessing all the requirements of

a cruiser, ought to be constructed of iron, and have

but one turret, armed with not less than 20-inch

guns, two independent propellers, and the usual

proportion of sail."—Mechanics' Magazine .

Sea-going monitors.

Captain Fox, Assistant Secretary of the American

Navy, has reported to his Government upon the

performances of the Miantonomoh at sea. His re

port is dated Queenstown, June 16, 1866, and con-

An Experiment.—Two ounces of the explosive

compound used in Roberts's torpedo, were experi

mentally fired off in a piece of tubing and drive pipe,

yesterday morning, above ground. The drive pipe

was broken into irregular pieces, and the tubing

transformed into shoo strings. As demonstrating

the probable effect of a subterranean explosion of the

torpedo, it was a very satisfactory experiment.—Titus-

viUe Herald, Aug. 9th.

Peruvian guano, which is held at $60 per tun in

gold by the agents of the Peruvian Government in

New York, has fallen from $110 to $90 per tun in

Alexandria. This is the most remarkable decline

that any other commodity in our markets has sus

tained, and must be attributable to unnatural com

petition.
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In remarking on the experiments made in En

gland with guns, or rather steel tubes open at each

end, we said, in our issue of June 23d, that we could

account for the velocity imparted to the projectile

only on the hypothesis that the air, in the rear of

the charge, confined between two felt wads, was

compressed laterally, changing its particles from the

spherical to the cone-like form, and thus acting as

wedges, producing a transverse strain upon the

walls of the tube, and forming, at the instant of

discharge, a diaphragm of resistance, acting as a

solid breech.

Although not certain of being correct in venturing

this supposition, which, however, was the only

hypothesis on which we could found a theory ac

counting for the results of the experiments, we have

some additional evidence that this is the path for

investigating these facts. We give, with this article,

a cut representing two conical bullets fired from a

Colt's revolving rifle of thirty-one inches length of

barrel and " 44 " caliber. The circumstances are

these : One of our correspondents, H. W. S. Cleve

land, of Danvers, Mass., in using the Colt's rifle at a

target, left his wiper rod in the piece to attend to a

temporary call, and when he returned, forgetful of

what he had done, he fired his rammer at the mark.

He fired again, and again, until he began to im

agine from the appearance of^the target that ho had

been shooting " wild." He found, on examination,

that he had pierced the target with a queer shaped

projectile. Disengaging it he found it as it appears

 

in the illustration. One ball, probably that which

projected the wiping rod, had lodged in the barrel

for warft of projectile force to propel it and the rod

beyond the muzzle. The next ball fired struck the

lodged ball and drove itself against it, changing

the form so much as to alter a cylindrical shot, with

cone-like termination, into a cylinder, compressed in

a concave form at the end which before was a cone,and

expanding the barrel about ten inches from the muz

zle. On the whole outward surface of this compressed

cylinder the rifles or " gains " of the gun barrel are

clearly impressed. It is evident, then, that the ex

plosion, in connection with the obstacle interposed

between the projectile and the atmosphere by

the lodgment of the first ball in the barrel,

changed the form of the projectile from that of a

cylinder, convex at the top, to that which is rep

resented in the illustration. The Colt's bullet of

fers only a portion of its surface to the effect of the

dischargo combined with the rifling of the piece.

But this projectile is clearly marked with the

" gains " of the barrel for its whole length. As this

length is more than that given to an ordinary

bullet, and, besides, as the illustration showB, the

bullet is " upset " or contracted in length by the ex

plosive force of the gas, it is evident that an agent

differing from that employed in discharging a pro

jectile from a gun was a means in producing this

effect. The bullet, notwithstanding its compression,

which changed its form from that of the ordinary

projectile to that of a perfect cylinder perforated at

one end, where before it presented a cone-like pro

tuberance, is now a cylinder bearing on its entire

length—which is almost as much as its original

length—the marks of the rifling of the gun. It

seems to be evident that another force than that of

explosion, or percussion in a direct line, was exerted

to produce this result.

Again, the appearance of the ball, which was

lodged in the piece in advance of that which drove

it out, is such that it is hardly possible to draw any

other conclusion from its elongated and attenuated

appearance than that the wedging of the gases

against the walls of the gun tube contributed to

compress the material of which it is composed.

Having some doubts as to tho critical acumen of

our informer, wo had an interview with him, in

which we plainly stated these doubts. We had the

idea that possibly the bullet which showed the

rifling on its surface was the first which left the

gun, or, at least, the first which struck the target.

Our doubts were removed when he told us that he

found the double projectile in the target—a cedar

post—the elongated bullet in advance of the other,

and the two so firmly united that it required some

. force to separate them. Could the two bullets have

changed their relative positions in the flight from

the gun 1 This would be against the experience of

gunners, or those who use the rifle. Undoubtedly

the elongated projectile reached the target first, and

its elongation was due to a compression it was sub

jected to before it reached the target ; otherwise how

could it appear lodged in the target in advance of the

bullet which followed it, showing on its surface tho

rifling of the gun and the depression of the butt of

the first bullet ?

In regard to this singular matter, Mr. Cleveland

makes tho following statements :—

" The position of the first bullet in the barrel was

about ten inches from the muzzle. To move that

bullet forward would require but little force, as any

one may prove by ramming a bullet through a

barrel. It is obvious, therefore, that no portion of

the enormous force required to expand the barrel

could have been exerted against the bullet, or it

would have given way instantly. Tho only con

ceivable mode in which this lateral pressure could

be produced, is by the wedging together of the com

ponent particles of air. The process of the operation

was therefore in the following order, although the

whole performance was (to our apprehension) in

stantaneous. The column of air between the two

bullets being compressed by the advance of the rear

one, and wedged together by its lateral pressure,

caused the barrel to expand at the base of the bullet

which was fast in the gun. The moment this ex

pansion commenced a space was opened round the

bullet, which was instantly filled with the air, and

the bullet being of soft metal, was compressed and

elongated, thus relieving the barrel from the ne

cessity of further expansion. At the same moment,

this elongated bullet was struck by the one in the

rear, the point of which was expanded by the blow

so as to fill the threads of the rifle, and the two

passed out together, firmly united, but with their

momentum so far diminished that they made but a

slight penetration of the target."

It seems plain that the principle of Hardy's non-

recoil gun is at least worth investigating, and it

shows, also, that our idea of the compression of ex

plosive gases is the best means of accounting for

such a singular phenomenon as this we illustrate.

We wait for farther information. Evidently there

is much in this matter that ought to engage the at

tention of our scientists and mechanics. If Hardy's

plan for firing projectiles, from tubes open at both

ends, has any value as a useful means of simplifying

gunnery, it should be known, and it seems that such

experiments as we have illustrated will do much

toward giving that information.

NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES.

This body has just held a session of five days at

Northampton, Mass. A large number of the most

distinguished scientists of the country were in at

tendance, and the proceedings were of a most satis

factory character to those attending, particularly to

the learned men themselves.

It is unfortunate, in our opinioD, for the country

at large, that these gatherings do not assume a char

acter of a more useful and popular nature. By many

they are regarded as convenient occasions to venti

late speculations and theories looking to no useful re

sult as their ultimate. Science should lead and di

rect art, but papers on abstractions, which, by no ef

fort of the mind and no endeavor of the will, can be

made to yield a particle of useful information, are al

together out of place in a meeting of scientific men.

Whether language belongs to the field of physical

science or to the domain of moral philosophy, does

not appear to be a question that can in the remotest

degree aflfect the improvement of the race. Such

problems may do very well as amusements for hy

percritical minds or transcendental tastes, but for all

their benefit to the world at large we might as well

have a treatise on the cause of lunacy in bedbugs.

It is pleasant to know that all the investigations

and the amusements of this scientific society are not

of this style. It may be well enough to allow some

mere abstract speculator to ventilate his learned

nonsense before a company of sympathizing safaris

and befogged listeners ; but the true value of tho

Academy must be found in their useful labors.

Speaking of the labors of the Academy, the report,

er for the Tribune says that *' Professor Bache, the

President, was in such intimate relations with the

■ Government, and Mr. Lincoln set so high n value

upon his services, that a Cabinet meeting was held in

his office every week during the war. It was Pro

fessor Bache who made the Academy especially valu

able to the Government. By his vast labors during

the war, Professor Bache was entirely broken down,

and for the last year has been utterly unable to work.

It is to be most ardently hoped that he may soon

recover and resume his great usefulness to tho

country and to science. Of the immediate useful

ness of the Academy to the country, there is suffi

cient evidence in the fact that the annual report

shows that the Government has referred to the Aca

demy for reports on the following subjects :—

" In the first year, from the Navy Department,

weightB, measures, and coins, their decimalization,

etc. ; methods of protecting the national currency

from being counterfeited; Saxton's oleometer, in

tended as a substitute for the hydrometer now in use.

The protection of the bottoms of iron vessels from

corrosion by sea-water and from fouling. The cor

rection of the compasses of naval vessels, especially

of iron vessels and iron-clads. The inquiries as to

the expediency of continuing in their present form

the publication, by the Navy Department, of the

wind and current charts, and of the sailing direc

tions. In the second year, from the Surgeon Gener

al—as to the best method of testing the purity of

whisky employed for medicinal purposes. From the

Navy Department—to conduct, witness, and report,

upon experiments on the expansion of steam. From

the Treasury Department—the examination of al

uminum, bronze, and other alloys, for the manufac

turex>f cent coins.

" On most of these subjects the Academy has al

ready, by a committee, presented elaborate reports,

which have been accepted as decisive and exhaust

ive so far as they claim to go. It will be seen that

these subjects embrace matters of the utmost import

ance to the country. Thus the Academy has in

dorsed the French decimal system of weights and

measures as against the anomalous and puzzling

lack of system now in use in this country, and recom

mended its adoption. Should their suggestions be

followed, their influence would reach almost every

person in the country almost every day, and after

the change was once made, affect him most desira

bly."

Bleeding from the Nose.

Some two years ago, while going down Broadway,

in New York, blood commenced running from my

nose quite freely. I stepped aside and applied my

handkerchief, intending to repair to the nearest

hotel, when a gentleman accosted me, saying,

" Just put a piece of paper in your mouth, chew

it rapidly, and it will stop your nose bleeding."

Thanking him rather doubtfully, I did as he sug-

gested, and the flow of blood ceased almost immedi

ately. I have seen the remedy tried 6ince quite

frequently, and always with success. Doubtless any

substance would answer the same purpose as paper,

the stoppage of the flow of blood being caused

doubtless by the rapid motion of the jaws, and the

counter action of the muscles and arteries connect

ing the jaws and nose.

Physicians state that placing a small roll of paper

or muslin above the front teeth, under the upper

lip, and pressing hard on the same, will arrest bleed

ing from the nose—checking the passage of blood

through the arteries leading to the nose. H. C. K.

The London Pneumatic Dispatch, by which small

parcels are transported from one part of the city to

another, by means of the exhaustion of air from a

tube, is familiar to our readers. It appears, from a

report recently made by the directors of this company,

that 120 tuns of goods can be transmitted through

the tube every hour, at a speed of eighteen miles an

hour, and that the cost is less than one penny (two

cents) per tun for each mile. They anticipate largo

dividends from the line when completed to points

outside the city.
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Photographing Cannon Balls.

[From the British Journal of Photography.]

Some months ago when on a visit to Woolwich

Arsenal, we were shown by Mr. M'Kinlay, Proof Mas-

charge the gun ; hence it is important that the

lenses be kept open until the gun really discarges

its contents. The means for effecting this are as

I simple as they are ingenious and complete. When

ter, some photographs taken of guns while being ] the tri£ger acts so as to release the disk from its

fired, which not unnaturally excited feelings of ! cnf°rced pent-up condition, it is propelled forward

surprise. So rapid had been the exposure, and so i bv thc central spring until the apertures in the

well had the proper moment for the exposure been

seized, that the projectile could be seen protruding

from the cannon's mouth while in the act of pro

ceeding on its distant mission. Mr. M'Kinlay kindly

afforded us every requisite information relative to

his invention for securing such wonderful results ;

and, from the fact that the comparative efficiency of

certain kinds of small-arms and the influence they

are now exercising in European affairs are at present

receiving a large share of public attention, we think

that it may not prove uninteresting to bring before

our readers some matters of scientific interest in con

nection with our own " great guns," and the means

employed for ascertaining by photography, and with

the utmost possible precision, not only tho path of a

projectile in the air, but the time occupied in its

progress between two or more points anywhere in

the course of its flight. It will be obvious that

■when it is desired to obtain a photograph of a gun at

the moment of discharge, the gun itself must bo

made subservient to the exposing and covering

of the sensitive plate. It is impossible that any

person, however delicate his eyes and ears may be,

can operate so dexterously as to stop the exposure

when the ball has been projected, say a few inches

from the muzzle of the gun, and when it is conse

quently traveling at its greatet velocity. This can

only be accomplished by automatic arrangements,

aided by electricity.

Let us now suppose that a stereoscopic camera,

fitted with powerful lenses of short focus, has a thin,

light disk fitted up in front of the lenses, revolving

on an axis between the two lenses. Two holes in

this disk correspond with the apertures of the lenses,

bo that if a circular spring—liko that of a pair of

snuffers—cause the disk to make half a revolution

with great rapidity, the holes or apertures will,

when flashing past the apertures of the lenses,

admit the light for an exceedingly brief period of

time. This is the means employed in the Arsenal

for effecting the exposure of the plate.

We shall now enter into the details of the manner

of discliarging and arresting the circular exposing

diaphragm. The opening and shutting of the ca

mera at the precise instant of time is, as we have

said, by far too nice an operation to be accomplished

by hand. It must be borne in mind that a gun

commences to recoil as soon as the projectile is fairly

clear of its muzzle. The picture which we exam-

amined had been taken when the projectile was yet

emerging from the gun's mouth, and before it had

got quite clear of it, and consequently before the re-

ooil of ths gun had commenced. The exposure was

very rapid, but not so much so as to show the front

edge of the emerging projectile with a sharp outline.

Although the gun, from tho recoil not having com

menced, was quite sharp, the front edge of the pro

jectile, was, so to speak, vignetted.

The gun is fired by means of the galvanic tube

invented by Mr. M'Kinlay, and such as is used in

proving ordnance. Inside of this there is a small

platinum wire, which, when a current of electricity

is passed through it, instantly becomes red hot and

melts. Let us now see how this affects the operation

of photographing the gun. When the gun is ready

for firing, the disk in front of the lenses is wound up

so that the rotating force of the spring in the center

is at its maximum. It is retained in this position by

means of a catch and trigger, the latter of which is

operated on by means of an electro-magnet. The

following, then, is what takes place : When the gal

vanic current is sent through the wire, the fine pla

tinum wire imbedded among the gun powder of the

discharging tube or fuse immediately becomes red-

hot and melts. But while in progress of melting,

it accomplishes two things—it transmits a current

through it by which the electro-magnet becomes

vivified and pulls the discharging trigger of the disk

in front of the camera lenses ; and secondly, it ignites

thc gunpowder and discharges the gun. But were

this all, the exposure would be made before the pow

der hud had time to ignite and consequently dis-

disk and those of the lenses coincide, where, by

means of a stop, tho disk is retained until the pow

der is ignited and the gun discharged, when, the

platina wire being ruptured, the passage of the elec

tricity is stopped, the electro-magnet simultaneously

loosing the power by which it was enabled to arrest

the rotatory progress of the disk, which thus darts

forward and closes up the camera as the contents of

the gun are in the act of being ejected from It.
 

Developing Ilcat.

Messrs. Editors :—I see in your foreign corres

pondence, on page 98, current volume of the Scien

tific American that Mr. B. Stewart, at Kew, is con

ducting some new experiments for developing heat

by rotating a disk in vacuo, and that this heat

arises from causes unknown. Allow me to observe

that this experiment is only a modification of the

experiments of Arago, who rotates a disk under a

compass needle, and so produces currents in the disk,

which react on the needle, and Foucault, who turns

a disk between the poles of an electro-magnet, and

thus develops currents which strongly heat the disk.

In every rapidly-turned metallic disk, electric cur

rents are induced by the influence of the earth's

magnetism, and these currents will necessarily heat

the disk. When the magnetic influence is weak, as

| is the case with the earth, the currents are weak,

and the heat developed will be so slight, that it

takes a thermo electric pile to observe the rise of

temperature. As the friction and disturbance of the

surrounding air may produce much moro heat, the

disk is placed in vacuo in order to eliminate this in

fluence, but when trying to neutralize tho earth's

magnetism by an opposing steel magnet, placed at

a certain distance, we may neutralize the earth's ac

tion on the compass needle placed at a certain point,

but the opposing neutralizing currents will be still

there, and show their action in any moving me

tallic mass, by inducing electric currents, of which

the existence is proved by the consequent rise of

temperature P. H. Vander Weyde, M. D.

Philadelphia, Aug. 10, 1866.

Pleas and mosquitoes.

Messrs. Editors :—In an article on pago 82, cur

rent volume of tho Scientific American, you state

that oil or essence of pennyroyal is believed to be a

specific against thc attack of fleas. I have always

used it when fleas were in my bed or about my

clothing, and found that it would banish them en

tirely, and am now using it with equal success to

banish musquitoes ; they will not come near where

it is. W. N. Taylor.

Steam Fire Engines.

Messrs. Editors :—If any of your readers can give

the greatest performance of an American steam fire

engine, replies upon the following points are solicit

ed :—Diameter of steam cylinder ; stroke of do. ;

pressure of steam ; diameter of water cylinder ; pres

sure ; number of strokes per minute ; length of hose

through which one stream was projected ; diameter

of nozzle and distance of projection. Length of hose

of 100 feet is preferred. C. H. H.

New York, Aug. 10, 1866.

Preserving Green Peas.

Messrs. Editors :—In answer to the inquiry con

cerning green peas, on page 69, current volume, I

give the following :—

I have found that, by gathering peas when

young, and in the best condition for immediate use,

then podding and scalding, and drying thoroughly

in the sun or oven, they will keep almost any length

of time done up in paper bags. When wanted for

use, soak them in mint tea until they swell again to

their natural size. J. H. D.

AGRICVLTVRAL EXHIBITIONS.

Notwithstanding our best endeavors, we have not

succeeded in procuring so complete a list of promi

nent fairs as we desired. We give a selection from

the list we have.

Tho New England Agricultural Society and the

Vermont State Society will hold a joint exhibition

at Brattleboro, Vt., on the 4th, 5th, 6th and 7th days

of September. The Agricultural and Mechanical

Association of St. Louis will open an exhibition in

that city Oct. 1st, to continue six days. The premi

ums amount, in the aggregate, to over $20,000.

State Paths.—American Pomologtcal, St. Louis, Sept. 4 ;
Canada Went, Toronto, Sept. 34, 2B : Illinois. Chicago, Sept. 24, 29 ;
Indiana, Indianapolis, Oct. 1,5; Iowa, Burlington. Sept. 18,21;
Kansas, Lawrence, Oct. 2, 5 ; Kentucky, Paris, Oct. 2, 5 ; Michigan,
Adrian. Sept. 18, 21 ; Minnesota, Rochester, Oct. 3, 5 ; New Hamp
shire, Nashua, Sept. 18, 20; New York, Saratoga, Sept. 11, 14;
Ohio, Dayton, Sept. 25. 28; Pennsylvania, Eaeton, Sept. 23, 27 ;
Wisconsin. Janesvllle, Sept. 2S, 28.
New York.—Slate and County :—Albany, Albany, Sept. 25, 28 ;

Genesee, Batarla, Sept. 19, 20; ''International," Rouse's Point,
Sept. 18, 19.
Massachusetts.—State and County:—Bristol, Taunton, Oct. 2 ;

Berkshire, Plttsfleld, Oct. 2; Essex, Haverhill, Sept. 23; Hamp
shire, Franklin and Hampden, Northampton, Oct. 4 ; Hampden,
BprlngnoldjOct. 2; Middlesex. Concord, Sept. 20; Norfolk, Ded-
ham, Sept. 27 Plvmonth, Brldgcwater, Sept. 27.
New Jersey.—State and County:—Monmouth, Freehold, Sept.

19,20; Morris, Morrlstown, Sept. 11, 14.
Pexnsylvania.—State and County:—Bncks, Newtown, Sept.

25,26; Chester, Westche-ter.Sept.27,29.
Kentucky.—State and County:—Warren, Bowling Green. Sept.

18,20.
Michigan—state and County:—Jaokson, Jackson, Sept. 26, 28.
Illinois.—State and County:—Cass, Virginia, Sept. 4,6; Peoria,

Peoria, Sept. 19, 21.
Wisconsin.—State and Connty:—Brown, Green Bay. Sept. 26,

27: Horse Show, Milwaukee, Sept. 11,18.
Iowa.—State and County:—Cerro Gordo, Mason, Sept. 20, 21.

THE MABKETS.

Aithomgh there are many complaints of the general dullness in

business, and there are no very encouraging signs of an early

fall trade, yet prices arc well sustained, and money is plenty and

obtainable at low rates. The new tariff law, which went into

operation Aug. 10th, has tended to enhance the prices of such im

ported articles as were subjected to a higher rate of duties. Re

ports of a damaged crop of cereals have not had the effect to stim

ulate speculation to any great extent, notwithstanding the facili

ty of obtaining money. This is probably owing to the manifest

unreliability of these reports ; as it is morally certain the crop

will be an unusually large one : at least, whatever occasional fail

ure there may be in the wheat crop, induced by local causes, will

be more than counterbalanced by the excess in the corn yield .

The unsettled state of European affairs still threatens the peace of

that continent, and although the European crop reports are gen

erally favorable, we believe the demand for American grain will

be large.

GOLD—Has held firmly at about 149. Exchange is dull and the

rates in favor of the buyer. Money is obtained on call at 4@5 fi

cent. Discount at about 6 *p cent.

ASHF.S—Pots are quite doll, but with continued light receipts,
market steady ; the sales are SO bbls. at {8 37,H@3 50. Pearls are
nominal; we near of no business.

BRICKS—Common Hard have advanced to $12. Croton and
Philadelphia are unchanged at $lks.$15 lor the former, and $40
for the latter.

COFFEE—Rio held firm. No disposition to sell. St. Domingo.
1 r , in bond, and Costa Rica at 17k ; both gold.

COPPER—Detroit, S1®S1X ; Portage Lake, SI.

COTTON—Market depressed. Prices have declined fromK(S4c.
Ordinary, 25@28; middling, S8®S7c.

FLOUR—Slight advance. Common brands, $8 55@$9 85 ; Genesee
extra, $10 25@$12 50 ; Canada not in demand.

MEAL—Dull.

GRAIN—Wheat advanced slightly. Milwaukee, $2 20®$2 22X
Amber, $2 75; North Carolina Red, $2 86. No exports. Rye,
Western. 82c ; Corn. ROfflSlc ; Western iflxed. $1 ; Oats declined to
S0®44 Chicago ; 45ft47 Milwaukee; 57 Delaware.

IRON—Market Inactive. No. 1 American pig $47@$48. Scotch,
$47(3$50. Bar and scrap very quiet.

LATHS—Arc Ann, with sales of Eastern, at $4, three months.

LEAD—Pig is in better demand, and, though prices are without
quotable change, the market Is rather in sellers* favor ; the trans
actions are 300 tuns Spanish at $6 75 ; 50 do., English (Cookson's),
17, all gold. Bar, Sheet, and Pipe may be quoted steady at lOXc,
cash.

LEATHER—The market for Hemlock Sole continues dull,
and prices are very firm. We quoto Rio Grande and Buenos Ayres
Light Weights, Sfesi cents; Middle do., 35@36; Heavy do.,
S6®37; California Light, 81(332 ; Middle do., SSKgatK ; Heavy
do., 34(335; Orinoco, £c.. Light, 31(332 ; Middle do., SS®S1 ; Heav
do., 290432 ; Slaughter Upper In Rough, SlrSSS. Oak Sole Is '
stock, and the market Is firm. French and American Ci
are firm with a fair demand.

LIME—Rockland Is In good demand. Common at $1 50 ; Lump
is nominal at $2 00, cash. Rosendal Cement, 91 75, cash.

LUMBER—There is an active demand for Eastern Spruce, with
sales at $26, usual terms.

MOLASSES—Thero has again been a more active demand for
thc low and medium grades Cuba, a considerable portion of
which, we learn, Is to pass Into the hands of distillers. The oper
ations, including two or three cargoes to arrive coastwise, are
1.704 hhds. and 84 tcs. Clayed Cuba, at 420444c.-. 480 hhds.. lOtcs.,
and 131 bbls. low grade Cuba Muscovado, 48c; 434 hhds. do.,
52@55 ; 197 hhds. and 28 tcs. English Island. 50 ; 65 hhds. Porto
Rico, 6O@70, 4 mos., the lower price for tart ; and 450 hhds. and
75 tcs. Centrifugal Cuba, on terms not mentioned.

NAILS—Cut are very Arm and scarce, with a tendencv to ad
vance ; some sizes are scarce, and for these J< cent more is paid.
We quote: Cut, 6*@7 cents; Clinch, 8)f; Forged Horse, S3
Pressed do., 22(424 ; Copper 50; Yellow Metal, S3: Zlnc,20; and
Wronght Ship and Boat Spikes, 7@8 cents, as to sizes, net cash.

SUGAR—Prices have favored sellers, and we have to notice an
advance of % of a cent V lb on Rcflnlng grades, bringing Fair Rc-
tlnlnK Cuba lol0JC@10K cents; Good, do., to 11(811)?; and No. 12
Box to 11X@HX. 4 mos. Grocory grades are without particular
change, but are the turn dearer. Keflned continues in good de
mand, but Is less active than before. Messrs. Stuart quote tnelr-
best Crushed. Granulated, and Ground, 10% cents; White A, 16X;
and Yellow C, 15%—the range of other manufacture is lUK'&tf
cents for Hard; tor Soft White (B and A only), and 14®
15K for Yellow.

WLRE—Telegraph, 9c.®10c. for Nos. 7 and 11, and for hoop
skirt, 55c. for No. 18 covered, and 35c. for uncovered.

WOOL—Market unsettled. Western Fleeces at 48®50c. for low
grades. 55 for ordinary, and 65(372 '4for choice—tho latter price for
Ohio picklock ; snper and extra nulled, 53@65 ; short staple at 35 ;
Texas, 15@18 for Inferior, 20(324 for ordinary, and 25r380 for supe
rior.

_ ZINO—9X0. less 4 per oent. for gold; lSXc, currency, for Le
high.
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The following are some oi the most prominent of

the patents issued this week, with the names of the

patentees :—

Loom.—W. B. Walkeb, and N. D. HAjtTLEY^Salem, Iowa.—

This invention to simplify and improve that kind of hand loom

in which several leaves of harness arc employed.

Pouncing Hat Bodies,—S. S. Wiieelek and D. B. Maxley,

Danbury. Ct.—This invention constats In pouncing a hat body by

means of an emery cylinder or wheel revolving at a high speed

against the surface of a hat body revolving at a comparatively

low speed.

Coal-Oil a*id other Lamps.—C. H. Bagley, Elgin, 111.—Tills

Invention consists, among other things, In trimming the wicks of

c:al-oll and other lamps by means of a scraper so hung within

the top of the lamp as to be moved across the npper end of the

wick tube, audits wick, thus scraping ofT or removing the charred

or burnt portions of the wick.

Rendering Tallow, Etc.—J. J. Eckel and I. S. Schuylee,

New York City.—This invention is a device for rendering tallow

which wlil preclude the possibility of the tallow being scorched

or burnt during the process, and by which all offensive odors will

be avoided.

Street Lantern.—B. A. Johnson, Jeffersonville, Ind.—This

Invention consists In f rming the bottom or base portion of a

street lantern, of cast metal, and the body of sheet metal, whereby

sufficient strength Is secured In connection with durability and

convenience of handling, and diminished expense.

Spreading Mastic Roofing.—W. R. Coe, West Mcrlden, Ct.—

This invention is an improved apparatus for spreading roofing

cement, evenly, quickly, and conveniently, and consists in the

combination of the guiding and pressure roller, the box or hopper,

and the adjustable spreading hoard.

Cigar Holder and Hat Hook.—Chas. Gsctiwind and John

Gretheh. Union Hill, X. J.—This invention relates to a simple

device which can be conveniently carried In the pocket and used

as a cigar holder, and also a hat hook whereby the hat can be

suspended In any convenient spot.

Tobacco Box.—Thos. Huckacs, New Baltimore—This Inven

tion consists of a box for carrying tobacco having a partition

through it with an A-shaped base, which latter forms a receptacle

for matches, which are to be withdrawn from an opening In the

front of the box, a slide attached to the cover confining them in

the case when the lid is closed.

Ditching Machine.—Peter Lcgsnbell, Greensburgh, Ind.

—This ditching machine consists in a novel construction of the

excavator and the arrangement of tho same in the framing, where

by a very simple and efficient device for the purpose specified Is

obtained.

Sorghum Evaporator.—P. C. Van Slyke, Bloomflcld, Ind.
—The object of this invention Is to Improve tho construction of

evaporators forsorghmn sirups so as to promote crystallization

and the production of sugar.

Soldering Eavestrottcihs.—E. W. Wilkinson, Jr., Mansfield,

Ohio.—This Invention relates to a holder for eavestroughs, while

being soldered, whereby the work can be accomplished with

much facility and more evenly than by the method heretofore

practiced.

Kitchen Table.—E. L. Staples, Nashville, Tenn.—This Inven

tion relates to a table which serves all the purposes of the com

mon one, being convertible Into a kneading trough and table

combined, and It appears to be very simple and compact in its

combination and to fully answer its purposes.

Hinge.—ALVABftWiswALL, New York City.—This invention

consists in applying a spring to one or both of the hlugos of a door

or gate, In such a manner that the spring will close the door or

gate after being opened for a person to pass through, and when

the door or gate is opened further than Is necessary to keep It

open.

Hay-Elevating Device.—E. Shoreley, Lcwisburgh, Pa.—

This invention relates to a new and improved device for elevating

hay in barns and depositing it In bays by the aid of a horse.

Slide Bolt.—John Decker. Sparta, N. J.—This invention con

slsts in applying a series of tumblers to a slide bolt in such a

manner that an ordinary bolt may be rendered as secure a fasten

ing as an ordinary tumbler lock, and without materially.augment,

ing the cost of the manufacture of the slide bolt.

Incrustations in Steam Boilers.—N. Spencer Thomas,

Painted Post.N. Y.—This Invention relates to a compound which

when introduced into a steam boiler, will prevent the formation

of incrustations or scales, and which can also bo used with ad

vantage for the purpose of removing scale already formed iu

steam boilers.

Vulcanizing India-rubber, Etc.—L. Hoffbtadt, Phila

delphia, Pa.—This invention consists In the arrangement of a self-

acting regulator in combination with a vulcanizing apparatus in

such a manner that the flame which heats the boiler of the

vulcanizing apparatus Is extinguished when the temperature rises

beyond a certain degree.

Cabpenter'Alamp.—Hermann Schmidt,New York City.—This

invention consists In a carpenter's clamp which is provided with

movable outs in such a manner that by releasing the nuts from the

§crews, the two Jaws of the clamp can bo moved freely In either

direction and readily adjusted at the desired distance apart.

Rendering Labd.—John J. Eckel and Isaac S. Schuyler

New York City.—The object of this Invention Is to avoid the

dessemination of vapors and unpleasant odors from kettles in

which tallow is being rendered, and to utilize said vapors by

rendering them available ns a fnel.

Throttle Valve.—li. B. Angus, Tremont, Pa.—This invention

relates to a flask made for the purpose of casting throttle valves ;

it is composed of a cylinder bored out to the diameter of the seat

into which the V3lvc has to fit, and is provided with suitable

blocks, the inner ends of which, when properly put together,

form the mold for the valve to be cast. The blocks arc held in

positionoy a screw clasp so that they can be screwed up as the

metal shrinks, and a suitable hole passing transversely through the

cylinder allows of Introducing the pin or rod which forms the core

for the axle of the valve In such a manner that the hole forthe

axle is cast in and a valve Is obtained which is ready to be put in

Its seat immediately upon being removed from the mold.

Pressure Foot, etc. — James J. Rrss, Worcester, Mass.—

This Invention consists In so arranging a pressure foot for planing

and molding* machines that It can bo adjusted in position to ac

commodate Itself to the cutterB of the machine, whether largo or

small, and also adjusted to conform to the bevel or inclination of

the surface of the stuff or wooden strip which is being passed

through the machine.

Plow-cleaning Attachment.—Timothy Terrel, Spring Hill,

Ohio.—This invention relates to anew, simple, and useful attach

ment for plows, whereby the same are effectually prevented from

becoming choked or clogged up with weeds, etc., during the

operation of plowing.

Fishway.—AlonzoLtvermore, Ashland, Pa.—This invention

consists In constructing a fishway of any desired diameter, divided

off Into compartments to form pools or water chambers, an open

ing being made through each division wall for the current to pass

through, and around these openings there are securod water

breaks in the form of tubes pointing obliquely and against the

current ; by which contraction and arrangement the velocity of

the current is broken.

SnapHook.—B. B.Lewis, New York City.—This invention lsa

snap hook for hitching straps which will admit ofbeing disengaged

from apostor.ring by simply pulling the reins or lines by which

a horse Is driven, and thereby obviating the necessity of detach

ing the book; from the ring previous to getting into a vehicle or

mounting a horse.

Concentrated Liquid Extract.—N. Spencer Thomas, Paint

ed Post, N. Y.—This invention consists in the application of Jets of

air or steam injected at or through the bottom of a vacuum pan

in which tho concentration of a liquid extract is to be effected, so

that by thesejets of air or steam the molstnre contained in the ex

tract Is completely expelled, and a solid extract can be made

before removing it from the pan.

Picker for Fibrous Material.—Levi Ferouson, Lowell,

Mass.—This Invention consists In giving to the comb plates a vi

brating motion toward and from the cylinder by means of suitable

cams, eccentrics, or other means, In such a manner that the teeth

of the comb plates alternately take tho fibers from the cylinder as

they move toward the same, and cleaning themselves as they

move from tho cylinder. The operation of picking Is greatly

facilitated.

Disinfecting Compound.—Henry Napier, Elizabeth, N. J.—

This Invention relates to a disinfecting compound, the chief in

gredient of which is phenic acid, and which can bo used with good

effect in public places, or in hospitals, sick rooms, and wherever

a disinfectant is required.

Fountain Pen.—H. Madeheim, Brooklyn, N. Y.—This inven

tion consist* In a fountain pen with a hollow piston rod, station

ary piston and movable pump barrel, In such a manner that the

barrel or reservoir can be filled from either end, and a coinpara.

lively large supply can be taken In by the pen.

Skeleton Shape or Frame.—Miss P. A. La Mem , New York

City.—This invention consists of a skeleton frame or ** shape,"

which, being applied to the waist of a person, can be so adjusted

as to perfectly conform thereto, and wheu removed the form will

be retained, over which a dress can be fitted.

Sheet Metal Pans.—M. S. Sager, Washington, Ohio.—This

invention relates to a useful machine for the manufacture of

sheet Iron and other sheet metal pans, whereby snch portions of

the sheet metal as are to constitute the sides of the pan can be

bent upward, and their several corners firmly nnlted.

Bed Bottom.—E. M. Payne, Waverly, New York.—This in

vention consists In the combination of sacking, rollers, pawls,

and ratchet wheels with each otner, and with the frame of the

bed bo' torn, for the purpose of straining or tightening the sack

ing; and in the combination of half elliptic springs or equivalent

with the frames of the bed bottom.

Drying House.—H. B. Gallop and Charles Wood, Water-

town, Wis.—The object of this invention Is to obtain a honse for

drying lumber and other substances, which will be fire-proof, and

possess other advantages over drying houses now In use.

Machine foe Turning Hubs.—Hiram Inman, Hagaman's

Mills, N. Y,—This invention relates to a new and Improved ma

chine for turning hubs, whereby the work may be rapidly and

perfectly performed, effecting a great saving both in time and

labor.

Cutting Apparatus for Grain and Gbass Habvesteh.—

M. P. Hathaway, Mankato, Minn.—ThlB invention consists In

having the cutters of a harvester attached to an endless apron

placed at the front end of the platform, or a suitable bar arranged

In such a manner that they will work or pass each other with a

drawing cut, and operate similar to a pair of Bhcars.

Securing Teeth in Circular Saws.—William Clkmson,

Middletown, N. Y.—This invention relates to a new mode of se

curing teeth in circular saws, whereby tho following results are

obtained :—First, The ready removal of the teeth from the saw

plate, as well as the ready attaching of them thereto. Second,

The preventing of the swelling or warping of the plate by the

lateral pressure of the clamp which secures the teeth in the plate.

Folding Umbrella.—Daniel Kellet, Slatersville, R. I.—

This invention relates to an umbrella the ribs of which are made

In two parts lo slide one on the other, and are provided with a

spring catch in such a manner that when the ribs arc extended to

their full length they are rigid, and the umbrella when folded is

reduced to a small compass.

Car Coupling.—G. D. Spooner and J. F. F.Hall, Rutland,

Vt.—This Invention consists in the arrangement of a central hori

zontal parti Hon In the drawheads of a car coupling In such a man

ner that the link or Bhacklc bar can be readily adjusted for cars

of a different height, and a universal self-locking car coupling fe

obtained. .. - -

BurroN.-»-E. A. Robinson, -Waterbury, Conn.—This Invention I

consists In the use of a iuetaillc.pial£» irr"\flf»Pfi° JlorrfsiianaUhg^

diameter to that of the mold, the center of which 1b broken out,

forming a " ragged" edge, flange, or Hp. This plato by Its flange

is driven Into the center opening ofthe mold in which the eye or

loop Ib first placed, tightly and flrmly securing it.

Sewing Machine.—Austin Leydxn, Atlanta, Georgia.—This

Invention is a sewing machine which will make, at the pleasure of

the operator, several varieties of Btltches without requiring to be

stopped for alteration or adjustment.

Sewing Machine.—Anton Galleth, New York City.—This

Invention is an Improvement in rotating feeding devices for sew -

lng machines, consisting In Improved means for converting a

reciprocating Into an Intermittent rotary motion.

Shoe Cleaner.—B. Frank Early. Palmyra, Pa.—Thts Inven

tion consists of a frame constructed and arranged in such a man

ner that corn husks and other suitable subBtanccs may be made

to form a durable and efficient mat or foot cleaner, to be re

newed at pleasure.

Clothes Bab ob Holder.—Theodore F. Skover, Menasha

Wis.—This invention consists of a eerleBOfbars or rods so hung

within a common head or frame, that when not desired for use

they can be swung up out of tho way.

Washing Machine—B. BiBBEE.East Pharsalla, N.Y.—This in

vention relates to Improvements in that class of washing ma

chines in which a revolving cylinder 1b used, into whose Interior

the fabrics, etc., to be washed are placed, and whirled round to

cleanse them.

Valve in the Hull of a Vessel.—John H. Faibbank and

Fbederick Rhodes, McKcesport, Pa.—Thla invention consists

In the application of a valve to the hull of a vesssel, whereby the

vessel can be filled with water and punk In case of fire.

Beeb Measure.—James Dailet, Albany, N. Y.—This Inven

tion Is a device for measuring fermented liquors while the same

are in either a foaming or quiet state.

Rose Engine Lathe.—Thomas Lippiatt, New York City.—

In this lathe the dictator, in lieu of being stationary, Is arranged

so as to move laterally as the mandrel Is revolved, according to

the figure of the pattern secured on the mandrel, the cutting tool

being connected with the dictator In such a manner as to partake

of its movements, thus transferring to the article turned a similar

configuration to that of the pattern.

Vehicle.—Francis Crick, Beancavllle. Ohio.—This invention

consists In the peculiar construction of the spring* and gearing

of wagons and other vehicles.

Labd Lamp.—Timothy Tebbel, Spring Hill, Ohio.—This In

vention consists In a novel manner of securing or arranging the

wick within the fountain, whereby the wick may be raised or

lowered with the greatest facility.

Holder fob Nbck-tieb.—W. H. Habt, Jr., Philadelphia, Pa.—

This invention relates to a holder for scarfs, neck-ties, etc., by

moans of which they can be readily secured in position upon the

neck, or removed therefrom without injuring or soiling the col

lar, and without requiring the scarf or neck-tie to be passed en

tirely around the neck.

QUESTION ABOUT PKIOE INVENTION.
BEFORE THE EXAMINERS-IN-CHIEF ON APPEAL.

Interference between tfte respective appltcation^of TP. ff.SaHs-
bury and Charles Jones.

The above case came on, some time since, for hearing before the
xnmliiflrR-in-Chtpf nt tho m-, ...... t .» - -

* i. ,0 equally clear that.
In June, 1864. Salisbury put a single specimen In actual use, and in
the course of the next month, as many as twenty. The date of
his invention goes no further back than June.
The Board found, from tho testimony, that Salisbury obtained

the invention from Jones, and that Jones had not abandoned it as
an unsuccessful experiment, although the evidence upon these
points was not decisive. The discussion respecting It would not
prove interesting; but a legal question was raised, upon the state
of facts that is ot general Importance.
On the part of Salisbury, It was contended that Jones had for

feited his right to a patent In consequence of his not having used
due diligence in perfecting and adapting his invention, while
Salisbury had aetnally reduced It to practice. In support of this
position, his counsel urged that even he who obtains a patent sur
reptitiously, or unjustly, while tho true Inventor Is thus negligent,
is entitled to hold it against the latter, under the ISth Section of
the Act of 183C. It has been held in several cases. Thov further
added, that ho who first reduces an Invention to practice 1b en
titled to a patent against him who had conceived it previously,
but had been guilty of laches In maturing 1 1. From tuis they ar-
Sned that Salisbury was, under the circumstances, entitled to a
eeision.
The Board came to a different conclusion. They did not acnul-

eBce in the position first advanced, for, though it might be implied
from what tias been sometimes said, (hat he who obtainB a patent
surreptitiously may hold it against a prior but negligent inven
tor; yet, if so, this must be regarded as a Bort of penalty Inflicted
upon the latter for his lack of diligence. Like all othcr'penaltles,
however, it can be imposed only under the precise circumstances
under which the statute has prescribed It; and that Is, when a
patent has been actually obtained. Where neither party holds
one, no such punishment can be inflicted.

It, Indeed, the parties were both independent inventors, who
had acted in good faith, he <vho first matures tho invention there
by acquires tne right to It, except in the single Instance where his
competitor first conceived It, and has been diligently engaged In
adapting and perfecting It. But this doctrine merelv determines
the civil rights of two innocent and bona Ude competitors. It has
never been applied where one of them Is found to have ohtaincd
the Invention ironi the other. To hold this would be inflicting the
penalty In a case where the law has provided none ; that Is, where
the party who first matured the inventlou had not obtained a
patent.
The decision declaring Jones the prior inventor was according

ly pronounced by S. H. Hodges for the Board.
The decision nas lately deen aliirmed by Cartter, Chief Justice

of the Supreme Court for the District of Columbia.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Joseph J. Couch, formerly ol Philadelphia, Pa., now of Brook

lyn, N. Y., having petitioned for the extension of a patent granted

to him the 23d day of November, 1852, for an Improvement In ma

chines for drilling Btone, it Is ordered that said petition be heard

on Monday, the 5th day of November next.

Stephen C. Mendenhall, Richmond, Ind., having petitioned for

the extension of a patent granted to him on the 9th day of Novem

ber, 1852, for an Improvement In mode of throwing shuttles in

looms, it is ordered that the said petition be heard on Monday, the

22d day of October next.

Stephen C. Mendenhall, of Richmond, Ind ,and Obed King and

Ezra King, of Salem, Iowa, having petitioned for the extension

of a patent granted to them on the 0th day of November, 1859, for

an improvement in hand looms, it 1b ordered"that thVeaid "petition

be heard on Monday, the 22d day of October next.
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DEAD-STROKE POWER HAMMER. j It is well known to mechanics, especially steel

| workers, that forging thin plates of it is the hardest

There is no question but that the employment of , duty a hammer can do. Tho heat is soon lost, and

power hammers would be far more universal at

the present time if some simple and efficient ma

chine existed for the purpose. Tho ancient trip

hammer is not by any means uncommon in the best

workshops, and where steam is available, we find

many hammers worked directly by it. Atmos-

much of tho work is unavoidably done at a black

heat. Trip hammers running on this work soon

jar themselves to pieces, as do all others, unless care

is taken. Owing to tho peculiar construction of

this hammer, however, the very causos which de

stroy others are taken advantage of hore to give

pheric machines are also in use, but each and all of greater efficiency—the recoil is stored up and made

these have peculiar difficulties inherent in them I to operate to some purpose.

which cannot bo surmounted. Tho trip hammer,! The parts are few and simple ; an upright frame, A,

as is well known, entails constant supervision and is fitted with a transverse shaft at the top, on which

is a crank wheel, C ; to

this crank is attached a

connecting rod, D. This

rod is attached to a spring,

E, and works the hammor

in tho guide brace, F.

These are the principal

points. When tho ham

mer is given a recipro

cating movement by the

parts alluded to, it strikes

with a force proportioned

to its velocity. When

the revolutions are in

creased rapidly, the effi

ciency of tho machine is

very great—a hundred-

pound hammer being ca

pable of drawing a four-

inch bar down to any de

sired thickness at one

heat ; it strikes with ir

resistible force, and is

equal in round numbers

to a blow of 20,000 lbs.

weight. While this effi

ciency is obtained, the ar

rangement is such that

the working parts above

receive no injury, for the

hammer head is attached

to a peculiar connection,

G, which is made of leath

er belting, so that it is

held suspended, and free

from communicating any

shock or jar to tho shaft

and bearing.

The dies are also well

arranged for convenience.

By reference to the en

graving it will be seen

that a wedge, H, is em

ployed as usual, but in

stead of battering at it

with a sledgo for some

minutos in order to loosen

it, a bolt is screwed into

the frame so that by ono

turn of it the dies can

This feature is of great

 

KIWO'S OILER.

Any one who has seen a laborer oiling shafting in

a factory must have often trembled for his safety.

Many lines of shafting are so full of pulleys hat it is

scarcely possible to get a ladder near the bearing to

be oilod, and tho man often reaches his arm in

among rough-edged pulleys and couplings, with

projecting bolt heads, at the risk of having it torn

from his body. The common way of pouring oil

from a can is also wasteful, for much more is applied

than is necessary.

SHAW'S DEAD-STROKE POWER HAMMER.

outlay to keep in order, for tho entire weight or

force of the blow, uncompensated by any arrange

ment whatever, comes upon tho handle of the

hammer, and through it is transmitted to the

centor on which it vibrates, to tho bed plates, and

even to the line of shafting which drives it. As a

consequence the handle has to be renewed very

often, and the saddle piece, as well as other parts,

are constantly broken by tho shocks they undorgo.

Steam hammers also require groat oversight, for

having many parts, valves, pistons, levers, etc., in

spection is requisite to keep the tool in good order.

Pneumatic or atmospheric hammers, that depend

upon tho compression of air for their motive power,

are open to similar objections, for air is a much more

subtlo fluid than steam. Space is also a considera

tion in many cases, and the trip hammer is par

ticularly objectionable on tliis account.

Tho hammer here illustrated is an entire novelty

in its lino, as well as in mechanical effect for the

power expended. Tho proprietors and manufac

turers are large workers of steel in the form of car

springs, and finding the common difficulties with

trip hammers, were led to investigate with a view

to improvement—the result is the hammer illus

trated.

be removed in a moment,

importance.

We are not able to give, in a short article like this,

a just idea of the utility of the hammer. It is capable

of being applied to a great variety of uses and is so

simple that it can be worked by ono man. The

belt tightener which operates tho hammer can be

worked by the foot of the smith, and when he has

a heat ready ho can work it off without the necessity

of calling his helper. It can be run fast or slow,

strike light or heavy, will forge thin steel, and may

even be run on the dies with impunity. It is con

fidently recommended as a useful and economical

tool. The manufacturer has had one in use forging

plates for car springs for a long time and no repairs

of any amount have been needed.

This power hammer was invented by Thomas

Shaw, and is manufactured by Philip S. Justice, Xo.

.42 Cliff street, New York, and Xo. 14 North 5th street,

Philadelphia, to whom all orders should be ad

dressed. Patented Feb. 27, 1800.

 

Coal oil is a better substance for preserving po

tassium and sodium than naphtha. In coal oil, sodi

um keeps its luster for months, while in the purest

naphtha it is dimmed in a few da? -s.

Thii oiler is claimed to be an improvement on tho

old plan, for it is not necessary to use a ladder at all,

and the quantity of oil discharged at once can be

seen. Tho details consist of a vessel, A, filled with a

cylinder in which a plunger, B, works. ^This vessel,

A, is filled with oil which finds its way to the small

cylindor through holes in the bottom of the same.

Tho plunger is operated by a wire, C, which runs

down to the bottom of tho shaft, D, on which the

oiler is fixed. This shaft may be made of any de

sired length. By pressing on the lever, E, the

plunger will be drawn down and oil forced up

through tho pipe, F, on to tho bearing over which it

is held. It is claimed that this is a desirable instru

ment for the purpose.

It was patented through the Scientific American

Patent Agency by John King, of Ansonia, Conn., on

July 10, 1866, who wishes to dispose of county or-

State rights.
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ARTISTS AND ARTISANS.

It is gratifying to notice our progress in refine

ment, as shown in tlie desire of Our engineers and

mechanics to consider the beautiful, as well as the

useful, in their productions. It is only within a

few years that any attention was paid by them to

beauty of form, while they consulted safety, strength,

necessity, and durability in their works. Indeed, a

strong prejudice deterred the mechanic from em

bodying his ideas of beauty and harmony in forms

of strength and utility. A bridge was simply a struc

ture to permanently connect two points, and if the

ends of strength and durability were attained, the

dssign of the builder was fully answered. A ma

chine was simply an agglomeration of masses of

metal andwood—looking only to the utilitarian, and

offensive to the eye and the taste. The gratification

of taste was deemed a weakness.

As the demands of the world increased the pro

ducts of the mechanic, educated taste revolted at the

permanent divorce of the useful and the beautiful,

and an attempt was made to reconcile the two by

adding to the misshapen structure an overlay of mer

etricious ornament—carving, painting, and gilding.

The radical deformities were thus brought into more

repulsive relief, and the eye, offended, turned to

less pretentious structures, which assumed to fulfill

only the object of utility.

A new element of beauty has, however, been in

troduced into our mechanical progress. It is that of

form rather than of ornament. An unadorned

structure, possessing a graceful form, is more pleas

ing tlufn an uncouth mass decorated with inharmo

nious gewgaws. A church, fashioned like a barn,

may be commodious and answer the purpose of con

gregational worship, but however plain it may be,

there is no reason why it should not possess dis

tinctive characteristics to denote its uses and not

offend the eye. The lines of a bridge need not be

ungraceful. A tall chimney need not be uncouth.

In fact, the architect, the engineer, and the mechanic

may be artists and in no way detract from their use

fulness. It is their duty to consult the requirements

of correct taste as well as to follow the rules of me

chanical construction ; for every work of art sub

serves the purposes of education, and a love of the

beautiful is implanted in our nature for a wise and

benevolent purpose. To be sure, there is a beauty in

the perfect adaptation of the means to the end.

There is a satisfaction in witnessing the operations

of a machine which answers the end proposed by

the builder, apart from the form which the material

is made to assume ; but beyond this is the gratifica

tion of taste in viewing a perfect union of the useful

with the beautiful. And there is no valid excuse

for the designer if he wantonly neglects this higher

demand while endeavoring to subserve the lower

requirements of use ; for in the hands of the me

chanic all materials become plastic, and ho is false

to his better tendencies if he forces them to assume

outlines offonsive to the eye, when this object of

symmetry can bo attained without sacrificing utility.

And certainly, the cases are few where both these

objects may not be attained.

Viewed rightly, an invasion of the sphere of the

artisan by the artist is no degradation of the latter.

It is not necessary to refer to the example of some of

the greatest artists to illustrate this fact ; nor is it pue

rile for the artisan to study the specialty of tho artist,

and endeavor to catch and fix the spirit of beauty in

his works. We look for a rapid improvement in

this matter now that it is not thought beneath the

dignity of institutions of learning to recognize the

mechanical engineer as a proper object to wear their

such cases, but they are when the tool is one that

cannot be injured for one class of work by using it

for another. Still, in the general use of tools, those

will be found to bo most serviceable which have a

particular work to perform, and are not diverted to

strango and unnatural usos. Every shop or me

chanical concern should bo furnished with tools

perfectly adapted to the specialty of its business.

It is well enough for small manufacturers to utilize

the means at their hand, and compel their tools to

do doublo duty ; but when in a position to avail

themselves of tools specially designed for tho dif

ferent departments of their work, they are blind to

their own interests if they waste the timo necessary

to convert a tool or machine from its legitimate pur

pose, and adapt it to a new one, and risk the injury

to tools and the unfinished state of a job, together

with their reputation, for this false economy.

ENGINES OF THE STEAMSHIP "BISING STAB."

The magnificent paddle wheel steamship Biting

Star made her engineer's trial trip on the afternoon

of tho 11th, running from the foot of King, street,

North River, to below tho outer Quarantine and re-

honors. When the mechanic is conceded his proper turning. She is a noble vessel, unusually strongly

place he will rank with the discoverers in science,

the masters in literature, and the ministers of the

beautiful, and with them be considered as an edu

cator of the race.

TOOLS FOB SPECIAL AND FOB GENEEAL USE.

Po&sibly it is prejudice, but we confess wo always

look upon a combination tool with a certain degree

of suspicion. Yet tho genius of our inventors seems

to be guided in the direction of constructing ap

pliances for work which are intended to be capable

of performing several very distinct and differing

branches of labor. Sometimes tho combinations are

successful, but oftener not. A machinist's lathe will

turn a shaft or cut a screw with equal facility ; but

let the same lathe be used indiscriminately for turn

ing wood and iron, or for chucking, boring, drilling,

and turning, and it will soon be found that it ftiils

to do one, perhaps all these differing processes, with

the exactness and nicety required. Tho results of

the work done by the planer and the milling ma

chine are frequently very similar, but what ma

chinist does not know that the latter is invaluable

even when he possesses one of tho best of the

former. Again, the milling machine is but a modi

fication of tho gear cutter, yet the latter is necessary

for accuracy. Tho shaping machine, working with

adjustable crank, with quick return motion, is but a

miniature and restricted planer ; yet both are ne

cessary to rapidity and perfection in doing work.

Probably no tool used by mechanics generally is

capable of so many diverse applications as the lathe,

and because of this it is often greatly abused. Take

a well-adjusted screw-cutting turning lathe, and

screw on the live arbor a massive universal, or scroll

chuck, which recoives a pulley or gear weighing

fifty or one hundred pounds. Then apply the drills

and reamers, or the resistance of a turning tool

against the rim of a wheel as largo as tho lathe

can swing. How long will it be beforo tho lathe

cannot be depended upon to turn a shaft or cut a

fine screw? The intelligent manager, knowing

that this application of one tool to varying purposes

is seldom successful, furnishes his shop with "special

tools," and in this ho is right and reasonable. Let

the screw lathe, the chucking lathe, the drilling

lathe, each do its legitimate work, and be confined

to its specialty. Let tho planer be restricted to

planing, and never forced to do the work so much

better performed by the milling or the shaping ma

chine, and the employer, customer, and workman

will be gainers. We have seen a mechanic calling

himself a workman planing in a lathe. Cutting a

key-way by means of the carriage of a lathe may be

a bright idea, but it is not a profitable one.

We prefer to see a machine or tool specially de

signed for a particular department of labor, and con

fined to that use ; and where this plan is followed, we

may be sure tho work turned out will be of the

best quality ; at least the fault will not be because

ofimperfect tools.

It may be that commonly-used implements can be

adapted to two or more purposes. We know of

built, and fitted up in the most complete and

thorough manner. She was intended originally for

the New Orleans route, but is, wo believe, to run

on the Atlantic route to Aspinwall, under the

auspices of tho Pacific Mail Steamship Company.

The main boilers are 30 feet long by 15 feet 9

inches diameter, of Smith's pattern, with a double

tier of furnaces. The fire surface has 12,500 square

feet, and the grato surface 400 square feet. The

cylinder is 100 inches diameter with 12 feet stroke.

The wheels are 36 feet diameter and 12 feet face,

the paddles divided and graduated, and ono wheel

set in advance of the other, designed to prevent that

unpleasant jar usually noticed in paddle-wheel

ships. That this object was attained was evident to

all who accompanied tho ship on her trial trip.

She has a tubular condenser with a surface of

5,000 square feet. The cylinder is provided with a

super-heating steam jacket, the steam for the jacket

being supplied by an independent boiler, at a press

ure of about ten pounds more than that of the

steam supplied to the cylinder from the main boilers.

Tho steam in this auxiliary boiler is made from salt

water, and after circulating in this hollow cylinder

head, the jacket, and cylinder bottom, enveloping

the working cylinder, it passes to the main boilers,

thence to the piston, performing its work, when it

is condensed and used to supply the main boilers.

By this means these boilers are supplied with com

paratively fresh water—a great desideratum which

has never yet been fully realized on any sea-going

vessel. This jacket of high steam is hotter than

the steam used in the cylinder, preventing any loss

of power by radiation.

The rims of the wheels are planed to an edge be

fore being formed into segments, so that the peri

pheries between and outside the paddles offer but

little resistance in passing through the water.

The pillow blocks are peculiar, being arranged to

admit of tho removal or repair of the brasses with

out the usual labor and cost of disconnecting the

engine, and also admitting of the " lining up " of

the engine without disturbing the fastening of tho

pillow blocks. Practical engineers will see at onco

the advantages of this arrangement.

The engine was built at the Etna Iron Works,

this city, from tho designs and under the direction

of Erastus W. Smith, A. P. D., assisted by Mr.

Thomas Main, engineer for the builders.

The Rising Star was commanded on her trial trip

by Captain Horatio Nelson, and in all respects the

test was a most satisfactory one, the engine, during

a portion of the time, making 18 turns per minute

with perfecj. ease and without jar.

The nineteenth annual exhibition of American

manufactures and the mechanic arts of the Maryland

Institute will be opened at the hall of the Institute,

at Baltimore, on Tuesday evening, Oct. 2, 1866, and

continue to Oct. 30th. Exhibitors intending to com

pete for the premiums must enter their goods by the

27th September. For further information address

the Actuary of the Institute.
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ISSUED FROM THE U. S. PATENT OFFICE

FOR THE WEEK ENDING AUG. 14, 1866.

I Officiallyfor the Scientific American.

ZW Pamphlets containing the Patent Laws and mil particulars

of the mode of applying for Letters Patent, specifying Bize of

model required, and much other information useful to Inventors

may be had gratis by addressing MUNN & Co., Publishers of the

Scientific American, New York.

57.061.—Pitman Box.—A. S. Acker, Albion, New

York.
I claim the combination of the cap, C. as described, part, B,

with the reservoir, E, opening into the inner face thereof, the
flanged ball, d', and the pitman, A, arranged and operating in the
manne/ and for the purpose specified.

57.062.—Mold for Casting Throttle Valves.—

R. B. Angus, Tremont, Pa.

I claim the blocks, B C. and screw clamp, D, In combination
with the cylinder, A, all constructed and operating substantially
as and for the purpose specified.

57.063.—Method of Making Smoke Bells.—J. S.

and T. B. Atterbury, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Weclalm the method substantially as herein described, of pro

ducing gla -s smoke bells and other articles, consisting in blowing
the glass in divided molds, and then shaping the bells over coni
cal fluted formers, substantially as set forth.

57,084.—Lamp.—Chas. H. Bagley, El^in, 111.
I claim, First, So arranging or hanging within the top of the

lamp in which a wick U used, a metallic or other suitable scraper
or trimmer that It can be moved forward and backward over the
said wick at the other end of the wick tube, substantially as and

—ose described.
i combination with the above, so placing a receptacle

the Interior of the cylinder the suds or water, substantially as
shown and described.
Second, The Cleats, C C, secured npou the Inside of the slats,

B B, at an angle therewith or obliquely, substantially us and for
the purpose herein ppeeltled.
Third, In cylinder washing machine, I claim the employment

of the catch, b d, for automatically looking the lid or door ofthe
machine, and holding it when closed as well providing a
quick means for liberating t!ic door when desired, substantially as
herein shown and described.

I 57,076.—Hat Rack and Seat.—Edward S. Blake,

: Pittsburgh, Pa.
' 1 claim the hat nek, f, in combination with the Beat, c, con-
■ Btracted, arranged, combined and operating substantially as
herein described and for the purpose set forth.

I 57,077.—Hoop-Skirt Supporter.—Erastus Blakes-

| lee, Plymouth, Ct.
I claim the combination of the two honk*, A B, united together

by, and combined with a hook or its equivalent, C, and arranged
In relation to a corset and skirt, substantially in the manner and
for the purpose specified.

57.078.—Flooring Clamp.—Asa S. Blum and D.

W. Hewitt, Dubuque, Iowa.
Weclalm the arrangement and combination of the head block,

A, arms, H, parts, C, with the screw, B, ratchet wheel. T, pall, F,
and lever, D, when constructed to operate substantially as de
scribed.

57.079.—Oil Injector for Steam Engines.—G.

B. Brayton, Boston, Mass. Antedated July

30, 1800.
I claim the construction by which the oil orltlcc of the injecting

barrel is worked through a packing, inserted and compressed be
tween the reservoir and steam tube, substantially as set forth.

57.080.—Roofing.—Albert Brisbane, New York

City. Antedated Aug. 3, 1866.
I claim the construction of roofing or weather boards, formed
m a curved or trough shape, by bending, and laid together and
combined with the concave rafters or bearers as herein de
scribed.

57.081.—Gang Plow.—A. H. Burlingame, Sparta,

I claim, First, The combination of the tongue, G. pivot, f, rock-
bar, G\ plow beams, D D, and laterally adjustable support, J,
substantially as and for the purpose described.
Second, The roar under support, J, applied and operated sub-

for the purpose described
Second, In combination witn tne aoove. so placing a recepti

upon the wick tube of a lamp and below Its upper end that It can
be readily removed or replaced at pleasure, substantially as and
for the purpose specified.
Third, Forming the upper end of he wick tube of a circular or

curved shape. In combination with a slot In the lamp cap piece, and
the receptacle, J, or its equivalent, when arranged together, sub

stantially as herein described tor the purposes set forfli.
Third,* The perforated rocking bar, Q\ tongue, G, plow beams,

D D, laterally adjustable rear support, J, and the device, hjk,
all coinblned'nnd nrranged substantially as described.
Fourth, The combination of the vertical Joint, f, and the hori

zontal Joint, G', with plow beams, l> L>, and a carriage, AB B\
which is susc?ptlble of being depressed or elevated at one or
both ends, substantially as described and for the purpose set
forth

57,082.—Harvester.—Caleb Cadwcll, Waukegan,

111.
First, I claim the circulating cutting device, consisting ofthe

teeth, F', when constructed as herein described and employed In
combination with t lie sprockets, G, (V, in the manner and lor
the purpose sot forth

stantially as described and for the purpose speciilea. Second, I claim the arrangement of the finger beam, A, cap

57 065 Spinning Flyer B fV Batlev Tjpwfetnn Plato, B, stationary cutter bar, EE'.plato.C, guide, DD'. plate.Me xisxm, r>. i*.. uaney, LitWlSlon, £ and cultin^ device, F F\ all constructed and operating as

I claim constructing the abutting check of the spring, h.from
its own wire at the upper end thereof, substantially as shown and
described.
Also In combination with the shaft, c, and spring, h, the clutch,

e e, when constructed, arranged and operating substantially as
described.
And the combination with the part, e, ofthe clutch, of one or

both ofthe stops, f, as described.

57,060.—Garden Rake.—Milton G. Baker, New

Burlington, Ohio.

for the purpose set forth.
I also claim the peculiar construction and arrangement of the

two outer teeth, G G.for the purpose set forth.
I also claim the construction and arrangement of the middle

teeth, H H, for the purpose specified.

57.067.—Grubbing Machine.—Cortland gall and

J. W. Houghtelin, Detroit, Mich.
We claim the arrangement of the drum, C, ratchets, D D, lever

frame, E, pawls, G G, clamp or chain, H H, applied in combina
tion with the axle. A, of the wheels, B, all constructed and operat
ing in the manner and for the purpose described.

57.068.—Mode of Hitching Horses to Seeding

Machine.—D. C. Baughman, Tiffin, Ohio.
First, I claim pivoting the double tree, A, to an Inclined rod,

a, which is supported at its upper and lower ends and made ad
justable In a direction with its length, substantially as described.
9ccond, The adjustable screw rod, a, having the double tree

pivoted to It and provided with adjusting set screws, cc, and a
lower brace, c, substantially as described.

57.069.—Malt Shovel.—William Beach, Albany,

N. Y.
I claim the construction of a wooden Shovel by making the

handle with a cross bar separate from the blade, and fastening
them together with screw bolts, or rivets and straps, so that they
may be separated from each other, in the manner and for the pur
pose described.

57.070.—Vegetable Cutter.—David Bearly, New

Castle, Ind.
I claim the arrangement of a vegetable cutter having the gear

ing. C D, frame, H, curb, C, and cover, C\ with a revolving disk,
G, bearing adjustable knives, the several parts being attached,
connected^ ana arranged, substantially as sec forth.

57.071.—Portable Drug Crusher.—H. C. Becker,

New York City.
I claim connecting in a drug crusher and cutter, the plate, cut

ter and crusher, under the arrangement, substantially as set
forth

57,072 —Safety Pocket.—John A. Bell, Lacon,

111.
I claim the clasp or pin, D, In the described combination with

the bar, C, and elastic thong, A, to adralc of the latter being
readily applied to the garment or detached therefrom at the
will of the user.

57.073.—Farm Fence.—John S. Bettis, Hanover,

N. Y.
First, I claim the hook, c, as a means of holding and connect

ing the rails and post made either with a single or double loop,
substantially as herein described.
Second, I claim the hook or staple, C, with a single or double

loop, made adjustable on the post by means ofthe key or wedge,
d, substantially as set forth.

57.074.—Hat Protector.—G. "W. Bidwell, New

Haven, Ct.
First, I claim the combination of three or more pins, a, on

the top ofthe hat when constructed and arranged to operate in
the manner and for the purpose herein set forth.
Second, The combination and arrangement of three or more

pins, p, upon the brim ofthe hat, substantially as and for the pur
pose specified.

57.075.—Washing Machine.—B. Bisbee, East

Pharsalia, N. Y.
First, I ol lm the slats, B B. having their edges beveled off on

opposite sides, as shown, to form the openings for admitting to

operating as
herein shown.
Ti.lrd, I claim the rotating blocks or sprockets, GO', and hol

low Journals, Q2 G3, when combined and arranged as and for the
purpose herein shown and described.
Fourth, I claim the reels consist ng of the parallel arms, K.

chains, K\ wheels. L M, uprights, O, and adjustable arms, N, all
constructed and arranged in the manner and for the objects
specified.

57.083.—Photographic Printing Frame.—J. W.

Campbell, New York City.
I claim. First, Holding the plate to the back of the photo

graphic printing frame by atmospheric pressure, substantially
as und for the purpose described.
Second, The double hinged section, C, in combination with the

backs, B, and the frame. A, substantially as and for the purpose
described.
Third, The lock, D, in combination with the double hinged sec

tion, B, and bick, 11, constructed and operating substantially as
and for the purpose described.

57.084.—Let-off Mechanism for Braiding Ma

chines.—James M. Carpenter, Providence, R. I.
I claim the combination of the tnbe, T, the stnd, f, and groove,

g, or their equivalent, with the spool, its spindle and the let-ofl'
mechanism or ILs equivalent.

I also claim the Improved let-off mechanism, consisting of the
gear with one range of tseth and of the dent aud wedge Hp ap
plied to the spindle and the tension weight, substantially as
specified.

57.085.—Corset Clasp.—John W. Carter, Green

ville, N. J.
I claim the armed looped clasps, D E F, made In one piece,

and secured substantially as described for the purpose specified.

57,080.—Pump for Deep Wells.—Aaron Carver,

Little Falls, N. Y.
First, I claim the pump cylinder In combination with an outer

cylinder, J, within which it Is eccentrically placed so as to form
a chamber, L, between them, substantially as described.
Second, I also claim locking the valvc'box of a pump within

the cylinder so that it cannot be displaced by pressure from be
low, substantiallv as described.
Third, I also claim making the diameter of the neck of the valve

box less than that of its body and perforating it as described to
allow any liquid in rhe valve box to escape and make way for the
end of the piston when the latter is screwed Into the neck ofthe
valve box, substantially as above set forth.

57,087.—Regulator for Gas Burners.—William

Clark, Boston, Mass.
I claim, in combination with the tip of a gas burner, a regulat

ing device constructed of the fmsto conical valve and valve seat,
with the cross bar c, and the screw spindle, d, operating together
In the manner described,

57,038.— Saw. — William Clemson, Middletown,

N. Y.
I claim slots, f, one or more, made In the shanks or tamrs or the

teeth or in the saw plate, or both, and hiving such a relative
position with the rivets, clamps, or fastenings, as to form springs
or elastic strips, E,to bear or bind against the rivets, clamps or
fastenings with an clastic or yielding pressure, substantially as
described, „

I also claim the plate or clamp, G, fitted in the recess, F, In the
saw plate In connection with the recess, D, in the shank or tang,
a, substantially as and for the purpose sot forth.

57,089.—Water Wheel.—Walter R. Close, Ban

gor, Me.
I claim the improved water wheel made substantially as de

scribed, viz., witn the arched nnnulas, the series of curved and
bent wings and the shaft tube or the same and Us flange, arranged
asset forth,

57,000.—Thill Coupling—Geo. E. Clew, Port

Byron, N. Y.
I claim the socket. C, catch, d, and shoulders, e c. employed In

connection with the thill iron, A ' A 1 a, substantially as arid tor
the purpose specified.

57,091.—Method of Spreading Mastic Roofing.

—Winfield R Coe, West Mcriden, Ct.
1 claim the combination ofthe guiding and pressure roller, B,

the box or hopper. A, and the adjustable spreading board, P.
with each other, substantial!)- as described and for the pnrposc
set forth.

57.092.—Wheel Tire.—Ebenezer Coleman, Wo-

burn, Mass.
I claim the arrangement and combination of the series of

notches, c c c, and teeth d d, or the r equivalents, and the slot, e,
with the tire laps, a b. the same being to operate together with a
felly and confining bolts, substantially as specified.

57.093.—Mode of Disinfecting Bone-Boiling

Establishments. — Dominique E. Contaret,

New York City.
I claim the disinfection of bone-boiling and fat-melting estab

lishments, by means of chemical process aud reagents, or anv
others substantially the same, and which will produce the Intend
ed effect as desired.

57.094.—Running Gear of Carriages.—Francis

Crick, Beanesville, Ohio.
First, I claim tho Remlclrculnr or horso shoe springs, D and

F, constructed as described, in combination with the axles, D and
J, and with the body, A. ottho carriage, substantially as described
and for the purpose set forth.
Second. The gearing consisting of the reach, M, the lever, N,

thecircnlar arm, K, the horizontal arm. L, and king bolt, I, con
structed and arranged as herein described In combination with
the axles, E and J, substantially as described and for the purpose
set forth.

57.095.—Burning Fluid.—James P. Cross, Water-

town, N. Y.
I claim the combination of the within Ingredients In the manner

and about the proportion described, for the purpose specified.

57,096—Curtain Fixture.—W. R. P. Cross,

Portland, Maine.
First, 1 claim the combination of the bent wire having the rin^

and hook, with the curtain roller sheave, as and for the described
purpose.
Second, The combination of the wire, h, having the friction

hook. Land swivel, .1, with a curtain cord, tassel, and roller. In the
manner and for the purposes set forth.

57,097.—Liquid Measure—James Dailey, Albany,

NY.
First, I claim the combination of the vessels, A and B, with a

spiral or other spring. C, and Index plates, one or more, D, and
Indices, b, substantially as shown and described for the purpose
specified.
Second, I claim the spiral spring, C, In combination with the

vessels, A and B, substantially as and for the purpose specified.

57,098—Trace Buckle.—John Weslev Denton,

Paris, 111.

First, I claim the check. A, clamp, E, and tongue, F, arranged
and adapted to operate as set forth.
8econd, In combination with tho elements of the clause Imme

diately preceding, I claim the spring, N, attached to the heel of
the tongue, and operating as set forth.

57.099.—Machine for Turning Wagon Spokes.

—T. Deringkm, Carbondale, 111.
First, I claim the feeding and governing pattern, constructed

with Irregular grooves or threads, substanllallv as and for the
purpose set forth.
Second, The arrangement of the rollers, V b*, straps, b b, and

horizontally adjustable beam, Cj, with rail on its top, in a ma
chine which is constructed and operated substantially as de
scribed, all for the purpose set forth.
Third. The arrangement ofthe spring, e\ with its roller, r, upon

the cutter carriage and the rail, f, for holding the tooth, c', up to
the patterns, substantially as herein described.
Fourth, The arrangement with the cutter head of a pulley on

both ends of IU shaft, and applying belts which move with the
cutter carriage on both of said pulleys of the head, all for the
purpose of driving the cutter with a more regular and sleady
luotlon, as herein set forth.

Fifth. The combination of a cutter head constructed with right
and left auxiliary sets of cutters, S S, and a central main or finish
ing set of cutters, with a reciprocating carriage and the feed in"
pattern, constructed as described, so that the work of roughfn"
and smoothing is performod at one time, and also during the back
as well as tho forward movement of the cutter carriage, substan
tially herein described.

57.100.—Axle and Journal for Carriages.—

Lathrop Dorman, Worcester, Mass.
First, I claim the combination with the axle, A, and projection

B, of the wrist, G, hollow Journal, D.nut, E, and shoulder, C. sub
stantially as set forth.
Second, The combination with Journal, D, of nut, E, and pro

jection. Is, snbstanli ally asset forth.
Third, I claim making the journal, D, hollow Its entire length,

and providing it with a wick, f, which passes through hole, h,
whereby the outer surface of journal, D, Is always kept lubri
cated, and the end, B, If accidentally broken on', can be removed
substantially as set forth.

57.101.—Button.—R. N. Eagle and C. D. Smith,

Washington, D. C.
First, We claim a button or bntton-head made of soft rubber,

or analogous elastic material, substantially as described.
Second, We claim a button or stud having one or more elastic

heads and ashank ofdifferent or harder material.
Third, We claim a rubber head attached to a metallic tubular

shank by means of a stem, a. which is held within said tubular
shank, substantially as described.
Fourth, We claim the combination of an elastic head. A, metal

shank, B, and disk, C, substantially as and for tho purpose herein
Bet forth,

57.102.—Shoe Cleaner.—B. Frank Early, Pal

myra, Pa.
I claim a frame composed of adjustable side pieces, substan

tially as shown, in combination with rods having corn husks or
other suitable substance doubled or adjusted around them, snd
fitted or clamped within the frame to lorm a new and improved
mat, for the purpose specified.

57.103.—Apparatus for Rendering Tallow

etc.—J. J. Eckel and I. S. Schyler, New York

City.
We claim. First, The two kettles, B C, the latter, C. being fitted

within the former. 11, and sufficiently less In diameter to admit of
aspace, c, between them, in combination with th ■■ boles, d. In the
kettle, C, substantially as and for the purpose set "forth
Second, The rotary stirrer, K, placed within the kettle, C, when

used In connection with the case, D, or other cover for the ket
tles, for the purpose specified.
Third, Tho condensing apparatus composed ofthe chambas, E,

or other sultahle or equivalent water pass lges in the tube D for
the purpose of admitting ofthe ketlles being closely covered dur
ing the cooking or rendering process.
Fourth, The receiver, H. arranged with the pipes, G J, substan

tially as shown and described, to serve as an auxiliary to the con
densing apparatus, and also to Insure the drawing off of the con
densed steam or vapor from D.

57.104.—Apparatus for Rendering Tallow.—

John J. Eckel and Isaac S. Schyler, New York

City.
We claim, First, In rendering tallow, the drawing off' of the

vapor or vapors from the contents or covered, or confined or
partially confined kettles, by means of a suction or a vacuum pro
duced in pipes by any suitable mechanical moans.
Second. The injecting of the vapor or vapors drawn off from

the kettles into the lire, by which tho contents of the kettles are
cooked cither by the direct application of the fire or through the
agency of steam generated by the same, substantially as set forth.

57.105.—Machine for Cutting Turf.—Richard

H. Emerson, Fond Du Lac, Wis.
I claim a machine for cutting turf, having a shaft, A, wheels B

stops, D, knives, C and F, constructed and arranged substantially
as herein specified.

57,106—Fruit Picker.—Elijah Evans, Sparta,
Ohio. v '

I claim, First, A fruit picker in which two quarter spherical ■
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Jaws, C, are caused to close by mechanism, operating substan

tially as set forth. _ _ a,~„,A
Second, Attaching the jaws, C, by a single rivet on one side, and

by separate, rivets on the other, so aa toi produce a shearing motion
by the junction of their edges, substantially as set forth.
Third, In combination with the Jaws, C. I claim the lugs, C\

and pins, D2, actuated substantially as act forth.
Fourth, The device for actuating the Jaws of a fruit picker, con

sisting of the pulleys, D and D\ the spring, E, cords, G C and A, or
their equivalents, and bell crank, I, attached to the handle. A,
said several parts being respectively constructed, and the whole
combined for use substantially as set forth.

57.107.—Screw Driver.—Cyrus Eversol, Com

merce, Missouri.
I claim. First, Forming the lace or edge of the screw driver,

B, In the form of a cross with equal arms, substantially as de
scribed and for the purpose set forth.
Second, The combination with the handle, C, of the BOrew

driver ofa ratchet wheel, D, and pawl, E, constructed and oper
ated substantially as described and for the purpose set forth.

57.108.—Valve for the Hulls of Vessels.—J.

H. Fairbanks and Frederick Roads, McKees-

port, Pa.
We claim a valve, A, applied to and arranged in the hall of a

vessel, so as to operate and to be operated substantially In the
manner described and lor the purpose specified.

57.109.—Picker for Fibrous Materials.—Levi

Ferguson, Lowell, Mass.
I claim the arrangement of the comb plates, E, with their armB

moving In slots, b, of the frame, the cam grooves, c, and the seg
mental apron, D, operating with the picker cylinder, A, all con
structed m the manner and for the purpose herein specified.

57.110.—Horse Hay Fork.—Daniel Figge, Jenners

Cross Roads, Pa.
I claim the bars, A and B, constructed as shown and described,

and arranged to operate In combination with the lever, C, as and
for the purpose set forth.

57.111.—Machine for Cutting Fat, Lard, etc.

—Charles Forschner, New York City.
First, I claim the arrangement of a series of knives, F and J,

crossing each other In the end of a trough or longitudinal box, C,
In combination with a piston, D, capable of passing into the open
ings formed by the knives, F and J, in the manner and for the
purpose substantially as described.
Second, I claim in comb.nation with the above the knives, N,

operating at right angle to the trough, C, or to the motion of the
Jtiston, D, in the manner and for the purpose substantially asset
orth and specified.

57.112.—Method of Transmitting Power by

Means of Railroad Cars Operating upon

Rails.—Clinton Foster, Galesburg, 111.
First, I claim the oscillating lever, B, arranged to operate In

combination with the rail, A, substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.
Second, I claim the use of the rubber springs, li, in combination

with the lever, E, and pitman, n, as shown and described.

57.113.—Corn Harvester.—F. F. Fowler, Upper

Sandusky, Ohio.
I claim, in combination with a machine for cutting corn, a pi v-

oted holding and transferring lever, with Its cord, pulley, hook

57.125. — Pullet Attachment for Raising

Weight.—(xeorge W. Gregory, Binghamton,

. N. Y. Antedated Feb. 14, 1866.
I claim the combination of the grapple and pulley, and the ar

rangement of the several parts whereby to facilitate the action
and move the apparatus from place to place, substantially as and
forthe purpose herein set forth.

57.126.—Cigar Holder and Hat Hook.—Charles

Gschwind and John Grether, Union Hill, N. J.
We claim a device composed of two Jaws, a b, sliding ring, f,

springs, c, and sharp pointed hook, g, all connected and operating
substantiaUy as and for the purpose set forth.

57.127.—Machine for Adjusting Chain Cables.

—Charles Hall, New York City.
I claim the combination of a stretching frame for sustalninc; the

strain incident to stretching the chain with a clamp link-holder,
and with means of applying force to the chain held by the link-
holder, substantially as set forth.

I also claim the combination of a stretching frame for sustain
ing the strain incident to stretching the chain with a hook link-
holder, and with means of applying force to the chain held by the
hook link-holder, substantially as set forth.

I also claim the clamp link-holder, with recessed Jaws, con
structed substantially as set forth.

I also claim the hook link-holder, recessed at its inner side, sub
stantially as Bet forth.

57.128.—Brick Machine.—Enoch Hallett, Hills

dale, Mich.
First, I claim the combination of the levers, R T, applied to the

follower, F, substantially In the manner as and for the purpose
set forth.
Second, The combination and arrangement of the segments,

c c, chains, Q Q\ and the segments, D D, and chains, J J, for the
purpose of operating the mold carriage, L, and follower, F, as
set forth.

57.129.—Neck-Tie Supporter.—William H. Hart,

Jr., of Philadelphia, Pa.
I claim, in combination with a neck-tic supporter, A, the loop,

C, and catch, D, as arranged, substantially as described.

57.130.—Cutting Apparatus for Harvester.—

M. P. Hathaway, Mankato, Minn.
First, I claim the endless cutting belt, B, provided with cutters,

H, having diagonal or obllqno cutting edges, and arranged rela
tively with the platform or bar, A, to operate In the manner sub
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.
Second, The combination of the belt, B, wheel, C, wheel, D,

rollers. E, sliding bar, F, guides, a a, screw, G. arranged and
operating in the manner and for the purpose herein specified.

57.131.—Wind Mill.—John II. Heyser, Hagers-

town, Md.
I claim the sail, abed, slides, e e, cords, p p, pullies, g g, and

fulcrums, H H, in combination with the wind wheel, all construct
ed and arranged as specified, and for the purposes substantially
as described and set forth. .

and reel, for compressing an3 holding the Bhock of corn while
being transferred from the machine and set np upon the ground,
where It may be bound, substantially as herein described and rep
resented.

57.114.—Horse Hay Fork.—F. F. Fowler, Upper

Sandusky, Ohio.
I claim locking and releasing the brace, G, by means of the cord

or rope, e, which Is also the guiding and directing rope of the
fork, substantially as described.

57.115.—Stack Bottom and Feed Rack combined.

—F. F. Fowler, Upper Sandusky, Ohio.
I claim a portable stack bottom, feed rack, and stock shelter,

constructed, arranged, and operating as herein described and for
the purpose set forth.

57.116.—Feed Wheel of Sewing Machine.—An

ton Galleth, New York City.
I claim the noBe.e, on the Jointed feed lever, C, In combination

with the friction block, B, and feed wheel. A, constructed and
operating substantially as and for the purpose described.

57.117.—Drying House.—H. B. Gallup and Charles

Wood, Watertown, Wis.
We claim a drying house, having its walls constructed of brick,

stone, iron, or other fire-proof material, provided with a flooring
of metal bars, and arched roof, provided with meta; vent-pipes,
and the Interior surfaces of its walls provided with gutters, all
arranged substantially' in the manner as and for the purpose set
forth.

57.118.—Water Gage for Steam Generators.—

George M. Githens, New York City.
I claim, I irst. The arrangement of the secondary water-pipe, F,

with the connection, D, in combination with the gage, B, lor the
'purpose of obtaining a constant flow through said pipe auu con
nections, substantially as herein Bet forth.
Beeoud, The three-way cock, E, In combination with the con

necting pipe, F and D, arranged for the purpose substantially as
herein specified.

67.119.—Hoe.—James Glasson, Brooklyn, N. Y

I claim the hoc constructed and attached to the handle, In
stantlally the manner specified.

67.120.—Machine for Cutting Barrel Hoops.—

i sub-

Andrew Goodyear, Springport, Mich,
_ jlalm, First, The use of the cam, i, in combination with the

gear wheels, SI $2, fly wheel, w, and vibrating rod, R, arranged
and operated relatively with each other, and with the platen table
and frame, substantially as and for the uses specified.and frame,substantially as and for the uses specified.
Second, The mode ofBecuring the cutter kulfe, C\ by clamping

It between the half beams, A, in combination with backing bolts,
e, and nuts, n, substantially as herein described.
Third, The employment of a spring. J, In combination with re

cessed guides1 L, for safely discharging a hook, b, or other cut
article

57.121.—Straw Cutter.—Heinrich Gottfried, New-

York City.
* First, I claim the circular knife, E, placed eccentric on shaft,
D, the latter being central ornoarlyso with the feeding tough,
B, substantially as and lor the purpose herein set forth.
Second, The compressing plate, L, or its equivalent, In combin-

•***»• ™**>' lever, K\ and cam, K, shaft. I, bevel gears, H H, shaft
E, substantially as and for the purpose herein set

67.122.—Cleaning Wool and Woolen Goods.

—William A. Govern, Holyoke. Mass.
1 claim the uae of the articles above named, or either ofthem

for the cleansing of wool and woolen goods, whether used alone
or In combination with other Ingredients, substantially as aet
forth.

57.123.—Manufacture of Illuminating Gas.—

H. D. Green, Portland, Oregon.
I claim the manufacture of Illuminating gas from coal and saw

dust combined, and subjected to distinctive distillation, substan
tially In the manner and for the purpose set forth.

57.124.—Taps and Dies.—Franklin S. Gregg, Cin

cinnati, Ohio.
I claim the process of manufacturing case hardened wrought

Iron taps and dies, substantially as described.

57,132,

man

Washers for Bolts.—Gibbons G. Hick-

Coatesville, Pa
I claim providing the washer with a lip or lips, to be bent Into a

groove in the bolt, cither with or without the lip, c5, to be bent
against the side of the nut, according to the circumstances of the
case, substantially as and for the purpose described.

57.133.—Railroad-Car Brake. — Aaron Higley,

South Bend, Ind.
First, I claim the combination of friction clntch, D, pulley, F,

and clutch lever, G, the dog, I, ratchet wheel, b, and pulleys, E
Ej as and for the purpose set forth.
Second, The spring, H', swivel, I', and chains, ce, In combina

tion with the chains, d\ and spring, d, as and for the purpose set
forth.
Third, The clutch pulley, EE', trlctlon clutch, D, In combina

tion with the ratchet wheel, b, and pulley, F, substantially as and
for the purposes set forth.

57.134.—Basin Faucet.—Jacob Hills, Haydenville,

Mass.
I claim as my invention the above-described Improved fauTet as

made with the pivot, f, and Btep, g, the valve, c, and the key, D,
applied to the parts, A and E, as specified, and with the globe, B,

f the diBchar:
parts, A and E, a-s specified, and with the glol
ging tube, B* applied to the base tube. A, in
to be capable of being revolved thereon, sutsubstanner, and so as v

tlally as specified.

57,135.—Vulcanizing Flask for Dentists.—L.

Hoffstadt, Philadelphia, Pa.
First, I claim providing the boiler, A, with a flange, a, in com

bination with the cover, E, and hook-shaped sere
od and operated substantially as and for the purp>
Second, The regulator, F, in combination with the boiler. A,

and dial, G, constructed and operating substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.
Third, The lever catch, H, and stop cock, D, In combination with

the regulator, F, adjustable screw, h, and boiler. A, constructed
and operating substantlallv as and for the purpose described.
Fourth, The regulator, F, boiler, A, lever catch, H, stop cock,

D, hammer, m, and bell, n, all constructed and operating substan
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

B. Holden, Worcester,57.136.—Punch. — Cyrus

Mass.
I claim the slotted lever. A, pivoted arm, C, and lever, B, In

combination with each other and with the punch, constructed and
arranged substantially as and for the purpose herein Bet forth.

57.137.—Coal Scuttle.—James Holden, Philadel

phia, Pa.
I claim, as a new article of manufacture, a coal scuttle made of

flat wooden sides, shaped as described, in combination with the
sheet iron casing, B B , substantially as described.

57.138.—Grain Binder.—Solomon T. Holly, Rock-

ford, 111.
First, 1 claim the combination, in a binder, of the drum and ar

bor of the compressing strap with a ratchet wheel and pawl, sub
stantially as Bet forth.
Second, The combination, in a binder, of the ring carrier with

shear blades for cutting the binding material.
Third, The combination. In a binder, of the traveling finders or

forceps for gripping the end of the binding material with shear
blades for cutting it, substantially as Bet forth.
Fourth, The combination, in the binder, of the traveling flnirers or

forceps and the instrument for carrying them around the gavel
with a stationary projection in the track of the binding materia
for retaining it In Us proper place, substantially as set forth.
Fifth, The combination, in a binder, of the traveling forcept

with a stationary inclined block for operating them, substantially
asset forth.
Sixth. The combination, in a binder, of the traveling forceps

with a heel extending across the opening between the jaws, sub
stantially as set forth.
Seventh, The combination, in a binder, of the jaws of the travel

ing forceps with a guard, substantially as set forth.
Eighth, The twister, with radial Jaws, projecting from concen

tric shafts, constructed and operating substantially as set forth.
Ninth, The twister with radial and booked Jaws projecting from

concentric shafts, constructed and operating substantially as set
forth.
Tenth, The combination of the twister with Its driving shaft, by

means of pinions and cog wheels, and the spring connection, sub*
stantlally as set sorth.
Eleventh, The combination, In a binder, of the traveling for

ceps with a movable driver for the band, substantially as set
forth.
Tweltth.The combination, in a binder, of the movable driver

for the band, with a ring carrier for carrying it around the gavel
ibstantially as set forth.
Thirteenth, The combination, in a binder, of the traveling for

ceps and movable driver with a directing Instrument to guide the
two extremities of the band together, substantially as set forth.
Fourteenth, The combination, in a binder, of the spool or reel

of the binding material with the ring carrierby frlctlonal contact,
substantially as set forth.

Fifteenth, The combination, in a binder, of the swlnEing arm of
the spool of the binding material with a movable bearing, and
with a curved chair for Bald bearing, substantially as set forth.
Sixteenth, The combination. In a binder, of the ring carrier and

spool of the binding material with mechanism for moving said
spool Bllghtly from the wheel that is in friction contact with it,
substantially as set forth.
Seventeenth, The arrangement, in a binder, of the spool of the

binding material and the mechanism for relieving its pressure up
on the instrument that resist!* Its turning by friction. In inch man
ner that the turning of the spool, when the pressure Is relieved,
is sufficiently resisted by friction to neutralize the movement of
the spool, substantially as set forth.
Eighteenth, The arrangement of guide for the binding material,

spool, and friction tension mechanism, in such mannerthat the
drawing of the material through the guide tends to move the
spool from the friction tension mechanism, substantially as Bet
forth.

57.139.—Box for Tobacco and Matches.—Thom

as Huckaus, New Baltimore, N. Y.
I claim a tobacco box. A, divided Into two compartments, a b,

one for holding smoking, and the other for chewing tobacco, and
ab o provided with a match receptacle, D, substantially as herein
described.

57.140.—Harvester Pitman.—Butler J. Hunter,

Ledyard, K. Y.
I claim the Bwivl piece, C, constructed with a chamber or re

cess for the reception of the pitman head, B, substantially as and
for the purposes set forth.

I also claim the combination of the swivel piece, having a recess,
with the boxes, F and G, and bolts, E, substantially as described.

57.141.—Tire Shrinking Machine.—Gideon Hun

tington, Almont, Mich.
I claim the combination of the platform, A A, movable heads,

B B, wheel, L, with eccentric threads, G O, segments, H H. cogs,
1 1, and block, E, with the loop3 or beveled mortises and self-act
ing keys, when made and used as above described, and for the
purpose herein set forth.

57,143.—Machine for Making Axles.—Edwin F.

Hurd, Johnsonville, N. Y.
First, I claim the adjustable compound guide and gage, v, con

structed and operated substantially as described.
Second, The movable gage, v\ used In connection with the dies,

w\ constructed and operated substantially as herein recited.
Third. The arrangement, on the same bed or platform, of the

of the tilt hammer with dies, and the machine herein set forth.

57.143. — Harness. — Robert Huyck, Sheboygan

Falls, Wis.
In combination with the wagon tongue, A, the springs, E E, and

straps, F F, for the purpose set forth.

57.144.—Clothes Drier.—Lewis T. Ilgin, Cedar-

vilie, 111.
I claim the arrangement and combination of the slats, a b, with

the rods, c c' c", and elbow stops, d, substantially as and for the
purpose set forth and described.

57.145.—Lathe for Turning Wagon Hubs.—

Hiram Inman, Hagaman's Mills, K. Y.
First, I claim the rotary cutters, P P, and fixed cutters, e e,

attached to a carriage, L, on the frame, A, of the machine, and
arranged m connection with the fixed heads, B B', and arbors,
C C, between which the block, Q, is centered, substantially as
and for the purpose Bet forth.
Second, The carriage, T, with cutter, W, and stops J J, attached,

in connection with the arbors, S S', In the fixed heads, R R\ sub
stantially as and for the purpose specified.

57.146.—Ship's Windlass.—Peter H. Jackson, New

York City.
First, I claim the sleeve, h.'connected by the gearing, p q r, and

s, with the shaft, c, in combination with, the capstan barrel, f,
and keys, 1 i, for connecting the said capstan barrel and sleeve
to give to the said shaft, c, and windlass, a slower movement than
that of thecapstan, or allow of the separate movement of the cap
stan, as set forth.
Second, I claim the head, 1, on the upper end of the shaft, c, in

combination with the keys, o o, and capstan barrel, f, and gearing,
p n r nnd 8, as and for the purposes set forth.
Third, I claim the friction band, n, applied to the Inner recess

of the chain wheel, t, as and for the purposes set forth.
Fourth, I claim the combination of the friction strap, u. blocks,

v, and 2, and cam, 8, applied substantially as and forthe purpose
set forth.

57.147.—Plow.—David Jacoby, Mendota, 111.
I claim for the arrangement said combination of the screw, P,

and Its lever by which the end of the plow is elevated or de-
freased and thus a deep or shallow plowing effected : the levers, L,
ir directing the lateral motion, and the hinged paddle, G,for reg

ulating the vertical motion of the plow, with the diagonally Bet
wheels as herein described.

57.148.—Street Lantern.—B. A. Johnson, Jefler-

sonville, Ind.
I claim a street lantern, having its base, A, madeof cmt iron or

other suitable metal, and Its body, B, of sheet tin or other suitable
sheet metal, substantially as described and for the purpose speci
fied.

I also claim the fcrrnle or sleeve, F, secured to the bottom or
base. A, of a sheet lantern by means of arms, E, substantially as
described.

57.149.—Lamp-Chimney Cleaner.—W. J. John

son, Newton, Mass.
First, I claim constructing the two arms of a lamp-chimney

cleaner of a single piece of wire, or its equivalent, bent into the
requisite Bhape, substantially as set forth and for the objects
specified.
Second, Uniting the two arms, A A, by means of the spring, B

or Its equivalent, substantially as and for the pnrpose described.
Third, The loop or guide, d, substantially as and for the pur

pose described.
Fourth, Confining the material of which the brush Is formed, bv

means of the serrated plate, G, and clasp, E, substantially as and
for the purpose described.

57.150.—LATcn Fastening.—Henry M. Jones, West

Meriden, Conn.
I claim the reversible latch, consisting of the semicircular bolt,

g.with its square end, q, and beveled end, r, handle, 1, Blotted
plate, b, and end piece, c, arranged and operating in the manner
and as herein described.

57.151.—Umbrella. — Daniel Kelly, Slatersville.

RI
I claim the flanges, d and d\ nnd spring catches, e, In combina

tion with the two parts, c c', of the ribs of an umbrella, substan
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

57.152.—Gate Latch.—Frank Ketcham, Elizabeth

Township, Pa.
I claim the combination of the bracket, C, cap, D. wheel, F,

post, B, and gate, A, substantially as shown and described.

57.153.—Reclining Chair.—John Kline and An

ton Schmacker, Cincinnati, Ohio.
First, We claim the arrangement of seat, A, hinged bnck, B C,

hinged nnd sliding arms, I> E, stationary posts, F. studs, G,
notched channel, H J, spring latch, I, and retracting thongs and
springs, K, for thepui pose set forth.
Second, The sliding rest, L, adapted to support the seat when

the chair is nscd In a sitting posture, and to support the feet when
In a reclining posture.

57.154.—Lady's Imitation Collar,—Charles Lang,

New York City.
I claim an improved article of manufacture, being an imitation

of Indies' imitation collars, made of paper linen, cotton-lined
paper, paper mixed with cotton threads or linen threads, cotton
cloth, linen cloth, or similar material, made In the manner sub
stantially as described, by one continuous operation, by embos
sing the design on said paper or similar material, and by remov
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ing the elevated parts thereof while lying on the die, for the
purpose substantially as described.

57.155.—Medicine.—Joseph Levy, Chicago, 111.
I claim the medicine prepared from decoctions and Juices or

powders of young oak treeiind, camomile flowers, parsley, black
radish rind, peppermint, and cinnamon, in the manner and pro
portions herein described and specified.

57.156.—Snap Hook.—B. B. Lewis, New York

City.
I claim a snap hook attached to a hitching strap, and constructed

and applied substantially as shown and described, to admit of the
detachment of the hook from the ring by the simple palling of the
rein or line to which the hitching strap is connected, as set forth.

57.157.—Sewing Machine.—Austin Leyden, At

lanta, Ga.
I claim the combination with the detainer, F, of the crank, H,

and bar or rod, G, substantially as described.

57.158.—Rose Engine Lathe.—Thomas Lippiatt,

New York City.
I claim the combination of the movable dictator, h, and cutting

tool, r, projecting arm, m, sliding rest, n, and sliding block, P,
arranged relatively to each other, and operating in the manner
as and for the purpose herein specified.

57.159.—Fishway.—Alonzo Livermore, Ashland,

Pa.
I claim constructing a fishway or other conduit, with division

■walls built transversely to its length, and openings through said

division walls and tubes or lips projecting therefrom In an ob
lique direction and against the current, by which construction
the velocity of the current can be decrcaseu as may be desired.

57.160.—Ditching Machine. — Peter Lugenbell,

Greensburgh, Ind.
First, The rotary excavator, composed of the cylinder, K, with

blades, J, and rims, L L, attachea and provided with movable
plates, N, operated through the medium of the stationary cam, J,
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.
Second, The adjustable curved strips. P P in combination with

the excavator, when the same Is constructed substantially as and
for the purpose specified.
Third, The colters, Q Q, in combination with the rotary ex

cavator, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.
Fourth, The pendent plate, O, in combination with the rotary

excavator, as and for the purpose specified.
Fifth, The combination of the rotary excavator with an adjust

able frame, F, arranged as shown, and adjusted through the me
dium of a screw, substantially as described.

57.161.—Car Brake.—George F. Lynch, Milwau

kee, Wis.
First, I claim the ratchet or pawl bar, m, in connection with

the lever, p. or the Inclined face of the cross bar, o, by which the
brakes are locked as applied at the one end or tripped by the
bumper at the other end. as they are arranged and operated
substantially as herein recited.
Second, The extra bar, v, in connection with the bumper or

draw bar, constructed and operated as and for the purposes sub
stantially as set forth.
Third, The combination of the crosshead guide, bars, and slides,

by which the motion of the bumper or extra bar is communicated
to the levers, and through them or their equivalents to the brakes,
as described.
Fourth, The use of the hand or ratchet wheel and stem, in com

bination with the other means herein recited for taking up the
slack and wear, substantially as Bet forth,

57.162.—Fountain Pens. — Herman Wadeheim,

Brooklyn, N. Y.
First, The combination of the hollow piston rod, b, piston, a.

ink retainer, c, movable barrel, e, and pen, d, all constructed
and operating substantially as and for the purpose described.
Second, The longitudinal partition, i. in the Ink retainer, c, sub

stantially as and for the purpose described.
Third, The stops, l.on the Inner end of the body of the pen

holder, or on the end of the barrel, c, for the purpose set fortn.
Fourth. The air channels, k, In the body of the barrel, as and

for the purpose described.

57.163.—Piston-Rod Packing.—Richard Martin,

Brooklyn, N. Y.
I claim a steam packing made by combining with the body of

said packing, a covering consisting of wire and fibrous material,
interwoven, intertwisted, or interbralded together to form said
covering, substantially as set forth.

57.164.—Apparatus for Carhuretting Air.—

Hugh L. McAvoy, Baltimore, Md.
First. The air-forcing chamber, C, revolving in the tank, B,

which Is surrounded by the reservoir, A, in which the carburet-
tlng cylinder, or its equivalent, revolves.
Second, Theinverted chamber, F, vibrating upon the axis and

actuated by the varying pressure of the gas contained therein to
operate as a regulator, substantially as described.
Third, /%-■ displacing chamber, c.Mn the chamber, C, operating

as described.
Fourth, The carburcttlng cylinder, D, provided with cups or

receptacles on Its Inner side, and with reticulated or permeable
surface on Its periphery.
Fifth, The chamber, B, containing the fluid in which the air-

forcing cylinder revolves, and separating It from the fluid in the
reservoir.
Sixth, The hanging stands or tapes, h', In the chamber, C, as

and for the purpose described.

57.165. — Stuffing and Currying Leather.—

Thomas McDonald, Roxbury, Mass.
I claim the employment of caoutchouc or a solution thereof,

substantially as described, with the oil and tallow or fatty matters
used In currying leather.
I also claim the employment of beeswax and resin, or either,

and a solution of caoutchouc with the oil and tallow or fatty
matters used In stuffing leather, they being combined as set forth.

I also claim buffing the leather with a slicker, while such leather
is damp, and subsequently coloring such leather and applying the
stuffing to It as specified, not meaning to claim the application of
the stuffing to the leather, and subsequently carrying on the

57.166.—Harrow.—William McFishback, Union,

Ohio.
First, The arrangement in the plane of a harrow frame of two

or more rock shaftB, each being provided with teeth and cleaners,
as described, in combination with coupling bars and levers for
vibrating said shaft simultaneously, the whole being arranged for
operation as shown and described, so that the teeth of the one
shaft may bo cleared by the cleaners of the next succeeding shaft.
Seconds In combination with the rock shafts provided with

teeth and cleaners, as described, I claim the stationary cleaners
attached to t'ne crossbeam In rear of the rocker shafts for the
purpose of clearing the teeth of the rear rock shaft, as herein
shown and set forth.
Third, I claim the cleaners constructed as herein described, that

Is to say, each cleaner being formed of one continuous piece of
metal, which Is bent to form the Jaws between which theharrow
tooth passes, the rear end of the cleaner forming the base by
which the same is secured In Its position.
Fourth, In combination with a harrow frame, having a vibra

tory or rocker frame provided with teeth and cleaners as above
set forth, I claim the wheels mounted in said frame on a fixed
axle, In the manner and for the purposes herein shown and set
forth.

Fifth. In combination with a harrow constructed as set forth, I
claim the hereinbefore described device for making furrows, that
is to say, the rock shaft provided with shovel teeth and guide,
arranged and operating as and for the purposes herein shown ana
frpccilled.

57.167.—Lantern.—Charles F. Moeller, Newark,

N. J.
I claim a lantern having a book, J, flanges, E, spi ing hook, S.

slide, F, spring catch, w, and hook, v, adjusted, combined, and
on apged as herein r-pccillcd.

57.168.—Shoe Brush.—C. F. F. Moeller and C.

Latham Sholes, Milwaukee, Wis.
We claim the construction and arrangement of the scraper, In

combination with the brnsh as herein described, consisting of the
end, f, for cleaning the edge of the sole, the point, c, for cleaning
between the sole and upper, the curvilinear edge from c to d, ana
attached to the side of the brush, for the purposes Bet forth.

57.169.—Hoop Skirt.—E. L. Morris, Boston, Mass.
I claim, In combination with a hoop skirt, and so as to form

part of the same, a cloth band so applied to the hoops, c, as to be
detachable therefrom, the band being provided with pockets and
with hoops or wires sliding loosely therein, and the ends of the
band being made to lace or fasten together, all substantially as
described.

57.170.—Ironing Board.—Miss S. A. Mort, Day

ton, Ohio.
I claim the combination of the legs. G, the pressing block, H,

neck, B. rest, d, shonlder, c, pin, 1, fly, f, and rod, J, all arranged
as and for tbe purpose herein set forth.

57.171.—Double Revolving Plow.—John Mott,

Danville, Cal.
I claim. First. The peculiar depressions In the front and back

standards, a a b b. and extension of the arms, d d, of the front
standard conforming to the mold boards, and the forked brace,
c, forstrengthenlnc: the plows, as described.
Second, The corked washer, f, and adjustable washers, m m,

and lever, e e, and the peculinr shape of the outer ends of the set
screws, 1 1, substantially as described and for the purposes set
forth. •

57.172.—Mode of Preventing the Freezing up

of Gas Pipes.—James II. Mulhall, Albany,

N. Y.
1 claim the employment at the Junction ofthe lamp post gas pipe

and of the service pipe at the bottom of the post, oris reservoir to
hold alcohol or other fluid uncongealable at tno lowest tempera
ture of the. climate, said reservoir to be formed, fitted, and ar
ranged substantially as described.

57.173.—Railroad Car Roofs.—William H. Myers,

New London, Conn. Antedated July 9, 1866.
I claim In roofs for railroad cars and other structures combin

ing the strips, c, which form the bodies of such roofs with metal
lic bands and nosings, substantially as above set forth.

57.174.—Disinfecting Compound.—Henry Napier,

Elizabeth, N. J.
I claim, First. The combination of pbenlc acid with alnmina, for

the purposes set forth.
Second, The combination of a metallic perchloride with alnm

ina. for the purposes set forth.
Third, The combination of a solid sulphite with alumina, for

the purposes set forth.
Fourth, A disinfecting compound, made as herein described.

57.175.—Explosive Compound. — Alfred Nobel,

New York City.

I claim nltrine, or crystallizing nltro glycerin, produced by the
mixture of glycerin, sulphuric acid, and nitric acid, free or
nearly free from hyponitrlc acid, for the purpose specified.

57.176.—Carpenter's Bench Hook.—Lewis F.

Noe, New York City. Antedated Aug. 2, 1866.
I claim a reversible bench hook, constructed and operating

substantially as herein set forth.

57.177.—Loom for "Weaving Cloth with Swells

or Gores.—Morris Opper, New York City.
I claim the pressure rollers operated by the lay of the loom,

substantially as described, and controlled by the Jacquard or
equivalent therefor, In combination with the take up roller, sub
stantially as and for the purpose specified.

57.178.—Machine for Converting Reciprocat

ing into Rotary Motion.—John B. Page,

Chicago, 111.
I claim the arrangement and combination of the racks, D, sup

ports, F, with the lever, k, and pinion, H', substantially as de
scribed and set forth.

57.179.—Carriage Pole.—Henry "W. Painter, New

Haven, Conn.
I claim the combination of the bar, R, with the pole, inserted In

the manner and for the purpose specified.

57.180.—Head Block for Saw Mill.—John W.

Parsons, Owenton, Ky.

I claim. First, Tbe setting mechanism, consisting of the double
rack, D. and pawls, F f F* r. capable of simultaneous or separate
action, substantially as set forth.
Second, I claim the cam, K, lever, L, rod, 1, and tongue, M,

adapted for the optional release of both or either head block, in
the manner explained.

57.181.—Bed Bottom.—E. M. Payne, Waverly,

N.Y.
I claim the combination of the half elliptic springs, D, with tbe

upper and lower frames, B and A, ol the bed bottom, with rollers,
c, pawls, F, ratchet wheel, E, and canvas, G", substantially as
described and for the purpose Bet forth.

57.182.—Machine for Writing and Printing.—

Ahner Peeler, Webster City, Iowa.
I claim. First, Printing reading matter by means of a self-ad

justing type plate having a compound movement, and a lever
press, substantially as described.
Second, The lever, C, and pin, E, combined with the hinged

block, F, when mied for the purpose specified.
Third, The linger plates, R and 8, with their several adjuncts as

described, or their equivalents, for the purpose of moving and
adjusting the type plate.
Fourth, The hinged blocks, F and I, constructed and operating

substantially as and for *hc purposes set forth.
Fifth, The sliding beam, O, ratchet and pawl, N, and paper

bolder. P, constructed, combined, arranged, and operating sub
stantially as and for the purposes specified.
Sixth, The entire machine constructed, combined, and ar

ranged substantially as described.

57.183.—Derrick for Raising Sunken Vessels.

—Sherman Petrie, Buffalo, N. Y.
I claim tbe double Bet of lifting tackle, C C, and chains, G G',

arranged, combined, and operating substantially as described, by
which the sunken vessel may be raised, aud at the same time the
derrick vessels maintained in their upright positions, as set forth.

57 184.—Alloy.—Frederick Pfeiffer, Philadelphia,

Pa.
I claim the aforesaid new and Improved alloy metal, plated or

covered, and particularly the addition of bismuth, antimony, and
tin, to lead and copper, In the order, proportions, and for reasons,
as already stated, using for that purpose the aforesaid metals, or
any other substantially the same, and which will produce the In
tended effect.

57,185.—Comrtned Seeder and Cultivator.—

Thomas J. Price, Auburn, Ky.
I claim, First, The combined cultivator and seed coverer. con

structed and arranged substantially as herein shown and de
scribed, that Is to say. having adjustable, Interchangeable teeth,
capable of being shifted and secured In different parts of the
frame, as and for tbe purpose set forth.
Second, In combination with the cultivator with adjustable and

Interchangeable teeth, as described, I claim the spiked roller
when constructed and arranged for operation as ana for the pur
poses herein set forth.
Third, The combination In a cultivator or seed coverer, con

structed ana arranged as herein described of the roller with a
l" to clean the roller and prevent Its be

lly as heroin set forth.

57.186.—Pluto.—Richard Raven, New York City.
I claim introducing beneath tbe principal sounding board of a

f>lano a drum or sounding chest, composed of one or more sonnd-
ng boards, on which the principal sounding board Is supported,
with their edg-cs secured permanently to the case of the instru
ment, substantially as shown.

57.187. — Heating Furnace. — C. R. Rand, Du

buque, Iowa.
I claim. First, The open fbrnaoe, provided with the air r.

G, In combination with the lateral air flue. D, located In the
part of the fireplace, as shown and described.
Second, In combination with the air passages. G and D, I claim

the hollow or tubular barred gates, U, arranged and operating as
set forth.
Third, In combination with the open furnace I claim the air

chamber, R, and the vertical flues, P and P\ arranged as shown
and described.
Fourth, The arrangement of the smoke flues, I I"H and H\ as

Bet forth .
Fifth, The adjustable water vessel, K, located within the hot-

air chamber, .is shown and described.
Sixth. The dividing chamber or passage. F, when provided with

the valves, 1, and deflecting plates, K, arranged as herein set forth.

57.188.—Steam Pump.—Louis C. Rodier, Spring

field, Mass.
I claim, First, The arrangement In each end of a steam cylin

der of the valve, b, with a steam reservoir, L, and poBt, f, so as to
be operated by the piston to admit steam to the main valve chest,
substantially In the manner and for the purpose set forth.
Second, The construction of the stem of the valve, b, at each

end of the cylinder, In such a manner that it shall be moved re
versing the raiin valve before the piston reaches the end ot the
cylinder so as to cushion the piston, as set forth.
Third, The arrangement or the ports, h and s, respectively in

the m aln valve and its seat so as to communicate with the exhaust
port, and the valve chest, substantially as set forth.
Fourth, The arrangement of the water valves bong on trunnions

in the plntc8, substantially as set forth.
Fifth, The construction of the upper nlug divided into three

parts by means of partitions communicating with either end ofthe
cylinder and with the delivery pipe and air chamber, as shown
and described.
Sixth. The arrangement of the yoke, n, operating substantially

as set forth. *

57.189.—Piston-packing Ring.—John B. Root,

New York City. Antedated August 8, 1866.
I claim a packing ring 'beveled at its outer edges, as shown at

e c, and herein described, and fitted to the piston and cylinder, to
operate as herein set forth.

57.190.—Trunk Engine.—John B. Root, New York

City.
I claim the arrangement of the packing rings within the trunk

in combination with the cylindrical guides, FF, attached to the
cylinder, substantially as and for the purpose herein specified.

57.191.—Planing Machine.—James J. Russ, Wor

cester, Mass.
I claim the pressure foot for planing machines, arranged and

constructed to operate substantially as described.

57.192.—Manufacture of Paper.—William A.

Russell, Lawrence, Mass.
I claim the Improved fabric or manufacture of paper as com

posed of a coarse, stronger and more opaque material (such as
Manilla hemp or Manilla rope. Sisal grass. Jute or gunny bag
ging), and two superficial or finishing lavers of a finer and whiter
material (such as linen or cotton or a mixture of bothy, applied,
arranged, and combined together, under circumstances and in
manner as hereinbefore explained,

57,198.—Horse Hay Fork.—Andrew V. Ryder,

Germano, Ohio.
First, I claim the above-described arangement of the tines, A

and D, with the tubular head, H, arras, C, and rope, E, substan
tially In the manner and for the purposes set forth .
Second, I also claim the arrangement of the locking lever, G,

with the tumbler, H, and dog, I, substantially as described.

57.194.—Desulphurizing Ore.—Van Buren Ryer-

son, New York City.
I claim the process, substantially as described, of subjecting ores

which have been desulphurized and their base metals oxidized, to
the action oi the gases evolved from the process of desulphurizing
another charge of such ores in the. presence of atmogpheric air,
and mingled with binoxide of nitrogen and jets of steam, for the
purpose specified.

57.195.—Hand-screw Clamp.—Hermann Schmidt,

New York City.
I claim the movable nuts.ee. In combination with the screw,

B B\ and Ja ' 8, A A\ of a carpenter's clamp, constructed ana
operating substantially as and for the purpose described.

57.196.—Lubricator.—Charles Schott, Nashville,

Tenn.
I claim the arrangement of the ratchet wheel, c, carrvlng the

dippers, the pawl, e, lever, B, and cam, I, in relation to the Journal
box, in the manner and for the purpose herein set forth.

57.197.—Meat Cutter for Sausages.—Jean Se-

gondy, St. Louis, Mo. Antedated July 31, 1886.
I claim the sliding head blocks, G, and the slide, 1, when con

structed and employed as and for the purpose set forth.

57.198.—Car Seat and Couch.—Thomas Sharp,

Carlisle, Pa.
First, I claim providing means, substantially as described,

whereby hinged backs of car seats are elevated after they are
swung over to a horizontal position, and after being thus elevated
are retained In position, either' permanently or with only a slight
freedom to move up and down, all for the purpose set forth.
Second, The arrangement of the suspension rods, g g, and

springs, h, in combination with the hinged vertically-adjustable
backs of car seats, substantially as and lor the purposes described.
Third, The Jointed or folding cushions. I>. in combination with

supports, a, formed on the seat frames beneath the bottoms of the
seats, D\ whereby the cushions, D, when not In use are sustained
out of the way ofthe foot rests, C. substantially as described.
Fourth, The combination of the cushions, D or D\ springs, S S,

and slats, E E, substantially as and for the purposes Bet forth.

57.199.—Horse Hay Fork.—E. Shorkley, Lewis-

burg, Pa.
I claim the cose or sheath, A, provided with an arm or pro

jection, B, at Its upper end in connection with the hooks, FF.
connected with the rod, c, and case or sheath, A, and operated
through the medium of the lever, D, or its equivalent, substantially
as and for the pnrposc set forth.

I also claim tbe particular arrangement of tbe hooks, F F,
links, g g.and arms, h h, to operate In the manner substantially
as and for the purpose specified.

57 200.—Plow.—J. B. Skinner, Rockford, 111.
First. I claim ewlveling the colter or cutter for plows or culti

vators In sockets or brackets so attached to the beam as will per
mit the colter or cutter a lateral and vertical adjustment, sub
stantlally as and for the purpose set forth.
Second, Giving the swiveled colter or cutter, both a vertical

and horizontal a'djnstment, substantially In the manner and for
the purpose set forth.

57,201.—Braiding Machine.—Thomas J. Sloan,

New York City.
I claim the second guide on the carrier bar, and the scconi*

guide on the sliding weight, In combination with the first guide?
on the carrier bar aud weight heretofore used, substantially as
and for the purpose described.

57,302.—Button Hole.—Charles D. Smith, "Wash

ington, D. C.
I claim a button hole having a continuous metallic binding, sub-

" asandfortfce$
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57,203.—Mode fob Curing Pcmx.^iorris H.

Smith, Brooklyn, N. Y. Antedated Aug, 8,

1866.
I claim the suspending of hams find shoulders, during the pro

cess of curing, with the bnt forward and the shank down in such
away that the brine dripping from one ham will fall on that be-
neatn, as herein described, using for that purpose parallel bars, or
any other means substantially
the Intended effect.

he same, and which will produce

57.204.—Clothes Drier.—Theodore F. Snover,

Menasha, Wis.
I claim the combination of the plate, B, with its shouldered

collar, D, the slotted plate, F, and bars. II, with studs, a, con
structed as described and operating: in the manner and for the
purpose specified.

57.205.—Saw-toothing Machine.—Adam Saw-

den, Cincinnati, Ohio.
I claim the arrangement of shearing jaws, J J, and toothing,

Jaws, K K\ In the described combination with the adjustable
traveling gages, N, as and for the purposes set forth.

57.206.—Suspended.

57.207.—Potato and Drill Machete.—Silas L.

Spencer, Hopewell Cross Roads, Md.
I claim the arrangement of the double hopper, J K , and strike,

k, In combination with the delivering oxes, e e e, in the opening
joints, 1 1 1, endless belt, c c, rollers, C D. driving mechanism, E t ,
and frame, A, constructed and operating In the manner^ herein
described for the purpose specified.

57.208.—Car Coupling.—G. D. Spooner and J. F.

F. Hale, Rutland, Vt.
We claim the double stop, c, in combination with the horizontal

partition, a, and coupling pin, b, of a car coupling, constructed
and operating substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

57.209.—Table.—E. L. Staples, Nashville, Tenn.
First, The inclined molding board or kneading trongh, L>, in

the top of a table, substantially as described.
Secondl The combination of the sliding top, K. with its at

, and the Inclined molding hoard on the top of a table,
as and for the purpose herein specified and set

57.210.—Vulcanizing Flask for Dentists.—Eli

T. Star, Philadelphia, Pa.
First, The combination of the two rings, A B, and interchange

able plates, b e, substantially as herein set forth for the purpose
specified.
Second, The holes, f, beveled or counter-sunk at their outer

endst in combination with the covering plate, A, and a ring A or
r the purpor *

descnbi
i, r, and p

, substantially as herein Bet forth for the purpose

tached let

CUUO, HI vuutuiuaiiiuu nimi vuisiiu|
B, substantially as herein get forth for t
Third, The slotted lugs, g, recessed a

In combination with the T bolts, J, nuts,

he purpose specified,
g, recessed as described of the plate, s,
r bolts, J, nuts, r, and perforated lugs,

k, of the plate,
specified.

57,211.—Method of Elevating Water in Rail

road Tanks.—Charles L. Stevens, Galesburg,

First, The rail platform. A, operating on a series of compound
levers, c c c, and so connected with the rods, a a a, of the plat
form, and the shafts, E E E. as to Impart, by means of the \ assage
of a train of cars, sufficient motion thereto to operate one, two
or three pumps, as may be desired, substantially in the manner
and for the purpose as herein set forth.
Second, The rods, a a a, of the platform constructed with the

;rictlan rollers, e e e, on their ends and operating in slots, D, in
the bed sills, B, under and against the rails as to give the proper
direction and position to the platform in Its elevation and depres
sion, substantially In the manner and for the purpose as herein
set forth.
Third, I claim depressing the rail platform and retaining It In

that position by means of the lever, h, on the shaft, being locked
into the upright spring plate, 1, by the brakesman or man In at
tendance, substantially In the manner and for the purpose
as specified.
Fourth, The fulcrum lever, h", vertical rod and lever connect

ing therewith in combination with the shaft, E, substantially In

Fifth, The weights, F F, and levers, ff, on shafts as arranged
to elevate the rail platform on every succeeding depression of it
by the cars of the train when passing thereon, substantially in the
manner and for the purpose specified.

57,212.—Preserve Can.—Charles F. Stilz and J.

C. Knoepke, Pennsylvania City, Pa.
First. We claim the combination of the tin can, A, the conical

flanged neck, d, the cast Iron stopper, E, gum ring, G, ears, K
• gbar," 1 ' " ', M, when arranged

A, tile conical flanged
l, G, loops, o o, cross-
and operating sub-

K \ and spring
as described.
We claim the combination of the tin

neck, d, the cast Iron stopper, K,
bar, N, and thumb screw, p, when
stantlally as described.

57,21:5.—Grater for Carrot and Other Vege

tables.—Emos Stimson, Montpelier, Vt. Ante

dated July 30, 1866.
I claim a rotary grater with an open end attached to the end

of an arbor operated by gears and crank in connection with the
frame and rest as described and for the purpose above specified.

57,211—Saddle.—H. Stockton, Newport, R. L, and

W. 8. Smoot, Washington, D. C.
First, We claim a saddle tree highly arched underneath, flat on

top. opened between the bars and covered and bound, substan
tially as herein described.
Second, In combination with a saddle such as described, and

without padding, a saddle cloth having a leather re-enforce, c, sub
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.
Third, Tho combination with the stirrup loop of a hinged lock

ing and unlocking lever, x x, operated without a^pring, substan
tially as set forth.

Lamp.—Timothy Terrel, Spring

I claim a lamp for burning lard and other similar substances,
javlng a cylindrical body or fountain, A, with a toothed wheel,
E, fitted concentrically within it, on a horizontal shaft, D, to act

lng 1
tlatlj

57.215.—Lard

Hill, Ohio.
_ Maim a lamp fo

having a cylindrical bod
E, fitted concentrically Wituiu 11., vu ■> ■.>... -u,,^, u. ,
upon the wick, F, substantially as herein shown and described

57.216.—Plow Clearing Attachment.—Timothy

, Terrel, Spring Hill, Ohio.
I claim the sliding rod, D, applied to a plow, substantially in

the manner as and for the purpose herein set forth.

57.217.—Process for Making Extracts.—N.

Spencer Thomas, Painted Post, N. Y.
I claim the within described process of concentrating extracts

or other substances by the action of Jets of air Injected at or
through the bottom of the vacuum pan In which the evaporation
of said substance la to be effected, substantially as set forth.

57.218.—Apparatus for Extracting Tanning

Matter from Bark.—N. Spencer Thomas,

Painted Post, N. Y.
I claim, First, The apparatus herein described consisting of a

tank. A, movable top, B, hinges a', catch, b, tie rods, a, pipes, b f,
rose, c, bottom, C, perforated false bottom, d, rim, e, and radiat
ing channels, g, when constructed and arranged In the manner
and for the purposes specified.
Second, I further claim the process herein described of ox

tractlng bark or other materials by the continuous application of
•team and intermittent application of water In an apparatus of
the construction specified.

57.219.—Composition for Removing Incrusta

tionb from Boilers.—N. Spencer Thomas,

Painted Post. N. Y.
I claim a compound for removing and preventing Incrustations

In steam boilers, made of the ingredients set forth and mixed to
gether or applied In about the proportions specified.

1.—Faucet.—Thomas J. Thorn, Skaneateles,

N. Y. and Jonathan Dennis, Jr., Washington,

D. C.
We claim a faucet stock or tube fitted for insertion In a cask,

tank, boiler or other vessel, with two holes through It, and a valve
at its Inner end, worked by a rod or screw passing through one
of the holes, and Independent of the hole through which the
water or liqnor Is drawn or flows.
And in combination with the above claimed faucet we claim a

strainer arranged beyond the valve of the faucet.
And in combination with the strainer arranged beyond the

valve, we claim an arm arranged to sweep or clear the strainer,
substantially as described.
We also claim the extension of the valve rod through the

strainer to work the arm that sweeps the strainer.

57.221.—Beer Cooler. — Matthew Tschirge and

Louis Kammuller, Dubuque, Iowa.
We claim cooling beer on Its way from the " cool beds " to the

fermenting tun, by causing the beer to flow In an unbroken
sheet over Doth sides of a series of cold water pipes, arranged one
above another, and provided with thin blades, g, substantially as
described.

57.222. — Cultivator. — J. W. Tyson, Lower

Providence, Pa.
I claim the mounted frame, provided with laterally adjustable

and longitudinally slotted ban, E, as and for the purpose Bet forth.

57.223.—Spring Mattress.—Charles Van Dycck,

Nashville, Tenn.
I claim a spring mattress, constructed with a frame, A, dia

phragm, b, and spiral springs, a a, enclosed in a casing, a, the
several parts being constructed, secured, and arranged for use,
substantially as 6ct forth.

57,224—Sorghum Evaporator.—P. C. Van Slyke,

Bloom tie M. Ind.

I claim. First, In evaporators connecting their divisions by pipes
running from one to the other, below their bottoms, substantially
as described.
Second, I also claim perforating the connecting pipes at their

lowest points, substantially as described.

57.225.—Apparatus for Augmenting Sound in

Piano Fortes.—Maurice Vergnes, New York

City.
I claim clamping two sounding boards upon the flange of the

frame, at a distance within two Inches of each other, to render
them solid with the case, and to admit of tightening them when
tho case shrinks.
Second, The use of the strips, D I and G, to prevent ajar of the

board on the frame.
Third, Using In the sounding-board the proportion as to thick*

neas of 2 of the upper to 3 of the lower one, which Is perforated to
equalize- them in strength.

57.226.—Hand Loom. —W. B. Walker and N. D.

Hartley, Salem, Iowa.
"We claim the driver strap, b, described and Bhown In Fig. 5,

made substantially as described, so as to be stiff except in the part
that Is pivoted to and that embraces the head of the Hhaft, for the
purpose above set forth.
Second. We also claim In combination the picker staff, B, the

said driving strap, b q\ made as shown, and the spring, b; for hold
ing the staff stationary, while the strap Is Umbered up, substan
tially as described.
Third, We also claim the depressors, c c, having rounded

shoulders, b\ their bottoms being Inclined or beveled in two direc
tions, and having planes formed thereon, corresponding In number
with the number of treadles In the loom, substantially as de
scribed.
Fourth, We also claim the reciprocating rod. g, attached to the

lay, whose hooked end engages with holes in the treadle shaft to
hold the shaft stationary when the lay is still, substantially as
shown.

Fifth, We also claim making the pulley, I, in sections, so that it
can be removed from the shaft, in order to change from one-sized
pulley to another, substantially as described.
Sixth, Wc also claim the stop, r, connected with the rake-up rod,

E, which gives It a vibrating movement for the purpose of acting
as a Btop to the pins, R, and so aiding In making the shaft move
around or rotate a regulated distance at each reciprocation of the
lay, substantially asset forth.
Seventh, We also claim the combination of the treadle-shaft,

having movable pins, R, a ratchet, K, and a loose pulley and pawl,
constructed as shown, with the adjustable bar, S, which operates
it from the lay, whereby a loom can be operated with three leaves
of treadles, and with other odd as well as even numbers, bv chang
ing the position of the pins adjusting the hlght of the end of the
bar, S, on the lay, changing the number of ratchet teeth, and
changing the size of the pulley, substantially as described.

57.227.—Hat Press.—Edgar A. Ward, Gallipolis,

Ohio.
I claim the shaft, D, with the cube, a, attached, and the spiral

sectional drum, E, and in combination with the lever, L, ratchet,
R, and ropes or chains, in and n, the whole operating as described
and for the purposes set forth.

57.228.—Steam Engine. — George J. Washburn,

Worcester, Mass.
I claim the cylinder, A, constructed as described, with a dia

phragm or partition at its central portion, traversed by the piston-
rod, and combined with the pistons as specified.
The combination of the cylinders, A if, constructed and operat

ing as described.

57.229. — Spring Bed Bottom. — D. P. Webster,

Upper Gilmanton, N. H.
I claim the single wire clamp, e, with its hooks, f, catching under

the topical of the spring, and noldlng it up against the slat, sub
stantially as described lor the purpose specified.

57.230. —Machine for Cutting Rasps. — Alfred

Weed, Boston, Mass.
I claim producing the teeth of rasps In arcs of parallel circles, by

giving to the tool and the rasp blank movements substantially as
described.
Also, the means for giving lateral vibration to the cutter, con

sisting of the lever, f, when pivoted to Its rocker-shaft, J, the lever
g, and the cam, u, and spring, s, combined to operate substantially
as described.
Also, tbe compound compensating law in lever, q, formed by the

two cylinders, t and n, slotted and arranged substantially as
specified.
Also, the means for intermittently feeding the blanks, consist

ing of cam, a', rocker, b, the spurs on ratchet, p\ and latch,|k', ar
ranged to operate the ratchet, f, and thereby to move the blank
carriage, k.
And the combination with the presser holder of the rod, p\

weight, u\ or Its equivalent spring and treadle, o\ arranged and
operating together as described.

57.231.—Method op Driving Fence Posts.—Geo.

E. West, Indianapolis, Ind.
I claim raising and dropping tbe weight, C, by means of the cam,

G, pins, s s s, and wheels, H and I, when mounted on wheels and
made portable, and arranged and operated In the manner and for
the purpose substantially as set forth.

57.232.—Machine for Pouncing Hats.—Sidney S.

Wheeler and Daniel B. Manley, Danbury, Ct.
First, The pouncing cylinder, L, or its equivalent, adapted to

move at a comparatively high speed, In combination with the hat
block, a, adapted to move at a comparatively low speed, operat
ing substantially as described, whether the motion oe rotary or
otherwise.
Second, We also claim carrying a rotating, cutting cylinder, or

wheel, for pouncing hats In a vibrating frame, so that such cut
ting cylinder or wheel can act both on the crown and sides of hat
bodies, which are stationary or are moving forward in a straight
line, substantially as above shown.
Third, We also claim giving an advancing motion, and at the

same time a rotary motion, to a hat-block, upon which hat-bodies
are placed to undergo the operation of pouncing, ': "
and for the purpose above set forth,

Fourth, We also claim. In combination in machines for pouncing
hat bodies, the carriage, b, the hat-block, a, so mounted as to be
capable of rotary motion, the worm, o. cog-wheel, P, and rack,
V, for moving the carriage forward, and a suitable spring for
driving the carriage back when It is released from its driving-
wheel, P, sub stantlally as above shown.
Fifth, We also claim, In combination, a conical emery rotating

surface, h, for pouncing the brims of hat-bodies, and a conical
supporting surface, 8, to hold the brim up to the cutting surface,
substantially as shown.
Sixth, Wc also claim. In combination, a conical rotating cutting

surface, h, for pouncing the brims of hat-bodies, and conical feed
ing rolls with elastic surface, g g, for feeding the brim to the cut
ting or pouncing surface, substantially as shown.

57.233.—Fabric for Tubing, etc. — Thomas R.

White and William G. Bedford, Philadelphia,

Pa.
We claim a fabric composed of threads and wires, Interwoven

and coated with a waterproof material, substantially as described.

57.234.—Shoe Nails.—A. A. Wilcox, Fair Haven ,

Ct.
I claim a shoe-nail, provided with a collar, a, or Its equivalent,

substantially In the manner herein described, as a new article of
manufacture.

57.235.—Horse Shoes.—Albert S. Wilkinson, Paw-

tucket, R. I.
I claim the continuous clip, c. In combination with the bar, A,

and continuous calk, d, whether the latter is situated on tbe inner
or outer edge of the shoe, all constructed as illustrated and de
scribed In Figs. 1 and 2.

57,230.—Calk for Horse Shoes.—Albert S. Wil

kinson, Pawtucket, R. I.
I claim an adjustable calk In B' B b, constructed and fastened

substantially In the manner and for tbe purpose specified.

57.237. — Device for Holding Eavestrotjghs

while Soldering Them.—E. Wilkinson, Jr.,

Mansfield, Ohio.
I claim the frame. F, and flanges, v, in combination with the

concave bed, B, having clamps, C C, all constructed and arranged
together, substantially as and for the purpose specified.

57.238.—Manufacture of Vinegar.—Alexander

C. Wills and Hugh Sharp, Marlton, N. J.
We claim utilizing the refuse of apple-presses and cider-stills*,

by treating these substantially as described, to form vinegar.

57.239.—Shutter Fastening.—Jacob D. Winslow,

Wilmington, Del.
I claim the notched lever, B, hnng upon the bar, A, In combina

tion with the staple or equlvolont device, projecting downward
from the lower edge of the shutter, E, all being arranged and
operating as set forth.

57.240.—Door Spring.—Alvah Wiswall, New York

City.
I claim the V-shaped spring. D, attached to the door or gate, in

combination with the roller, d, attached to a plate, c, projecting
from the door-frame, or from the part, a, of the hinge attached
thereto, and all having such a relative position with each other, to
operate In the manner substantially 11s and for the purpose set
forth.

57.241.—Door Bolt.—George M. Wood, Decatur,

111.
I claim the semicircular hollow bolt, A, provided with a longitu

dlnal slot, a. In its inner side, and a hole for a knob on its outer
side, In combination with the plate, B, having a longitudinal slot,
b. In It for the Bcrews, D, to pass through and secure the plate and
bolt to the door or other article to which the bolt is to be applied
substantially as shown and described.

57.242.—Machine for Tilling the Soil.—Syl

vester Woodbridge, Benicia, Cal.
First, I claim the tilling frame, B*. tiller shaft, G, and guide

plate or shaft, K, In combination with the crank on tbe tiller
shaft, G, and crank shaft, F, and connecting rods, H, substantially
as and for the purpose set forth.
Second, I claim the truck frame, A, and driving wheel or cylin

der, C, spur gear, D (whether internal or external), and pinion, E,
with or without Intermediate gearing, in combination with the
means hereinbefore described and set forth, of operating agri
cultural implements by cranks, rods, guide plates, or shafts, sub
stantially as set forth.

57.243.—Packing for Piston Boilers.—William

P. Woodruff, New York City.
I claim a steam packing mado of a gasket, a, braided or other*

wise produced, by hemp or other suitable material, and protected
by a flexible covering, B, in combination with a strip of tin foil
fastened to its Inner circumference by one or more strips of brass,
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

57,244—Culinary Steamer for Boilers.—Fred.

W. Bacon (assignor to himselfand D. A. Strong),

Washington, D. C.
I claim the construction of steamers for culinary purposes, pro

vided with the perforated diagram, D. or Its equivalent, the con
cave center, c, or Its equivalent, and tho conical bottom, B, with
the tubes, ttt, or their equivalents, made substantially in the
manner and for the purposes set forth.

57.245.—Method of Using Explosive Liquids

for the Production of Light and Heat.—

William Beschke (assignor to himself, P. H.

Vander Weyde, and L. Straus), Philadelphia,

Pa.
I olaim filling up the whole or a part of the interior of the

lamps, bottles, cans, barrels, tanks, reservoirs, etc. (the former to
burn, and the latter to retain and to transport gasoline or other
explosive fluid), with saw-dust, cotton, asbestus, beads, gravel,
shot, etc., and with wire gauxe or perforated thin plate, Tor the
purposes specified.

57.246.—Drop-handle Urn Cocks.—Henry Bailey

and Edwin L. Bailey (assignors to Henry Bailey),

Philadelphia, Pa.
"We claim the plug, B, having a rlghtongulnr groove, D D\ op

erating with the fixed pin, C, or Its equivalent, on the face of the
tapering hole of the body. A, provided with nut, E, and washer, F,
substantially as described, for the purpose specified.

57.247.—Shoe-lacing Fastening. — George But-

terfield (assignor to David Robinson, Jr., Dor

chester Mass.), Boston, Mass. Antedated Au

gust 1. 1866.
I claim the lacing plate, A, provided with an eye, b, having an

angular slot, a, extending from It, substantially as and for the
purpose described.

I also claim the combination of such plate, A, with a series of
lacing or eyelet holes, c, the plate being arranged with respect to
the holes, c, and to Becnre the lacing, d, substantially as shown
and described.

57.248.—Whtffletree.—Philip B. Curtis (assignor

to himself and Albert P. Sawyer), Amesbury,

Mass.
I claim the arrangement and combination of the brace attach

ment straps, B C, and the bolt, z.and its holders, e e, with the
whiffletree. A, and Its end loops, b b, the whole being substantially
as specified.

I also claim the combination of the safety spring with the
whiffletree, the bolts, z, its holders, and the attachment Btraps, B
C, applied to such whltnetree, as specified.

57.249.—Slide Bolt.—John Decker (assignor to

himself and Charles W. Wardwell, Brooklyn,

N.Y.). Sparta, N.Y.
I claim the bolt, B, fitted in a case, A, and provided with a pro
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Jectlon, d, at Its rear side, and with a shoulder or atop, e, at its
onter side, In combination with the tumblers, T>, notched as
shown, to receive the projection, d. and the oblong slot, b, In the
case. A, all arranged to operate substantially In the manner aa
and for the purpose set forth.

57.350.—Carpenter's Vise. — Orlando V. Flora ,

(assignor to himself and John G. Moore), Madi

son, Iml.
I claim the combination of the fixed catch, B, and the ratch

oar, G, movable up and down, to clear and engage with tho catch,
substantially as and for the purpose herein speciilod.

57.351.—Machine for Flattening and Punching

Umbrella Ribs.—Jacob Fox (assignor to Carr

& Company, Philadelphia, Pa.), Minersville,

Pa. Antedated August 1, 1866.
First, I claim the slides. P. with their flattening, punching, and

Indenting dies, arranged in line and parallel with each other, in
combination with similarly arranged counter dies, the whole ope
rating as set forth, for the purpose specified.
Second, The combination of the above with shaft G, and notch

ed disks, H, the whole being arranged and operating substantial
ly as and for the purpose herein set forth.

Third, The combination of the slides, D, and their punching
and flattening dice, i, with the holding rod, d, and Its spring, c.

57,353.—Mode of Utilizing Tinner's Waste.—

Charles Gotey and Aug*te Guillemin (assign

ors to themselves and Charles Fox, and Jo

seph Oppenhelmer), Cincinnati, Ohio.
We claim, First, The process of removing tin from iron, sub

stantially as set forth.
Second, The furnace, substantially as described and for the pur

pose set forth.

57.353.—Lady's Fan.—Samilcl A.Grant (assignor to

Burlington Manufacturing Company), Burling

ton, N. J.
I claim as a new article of manufacture, a fan having Ita body

nn I handle made in one piece, and of ono and the same veneer or
Bhset of wood, substantially as herein described, and for tho
p l.-poac specified.

57.354.—Apparatus for Measuring and Fit

ting Dresses.—P. A. La Meut (assignor to

himself and Eliza La Mcnt), New York City.
I claim a skeleton frame or " shape,'* consisting of a Beriea of

bands, B and c, when eo arranged and constructed together that
they can be separately and severally adjusted, substantially in
the manner described, and for the purpose specified.

57.355.—Swinging Chair.—Ernst Marx (assignor

to himself, Hermann Dittrich, and Julius Keer),

New York City.
I claim the leg, E, and Jointed and curvftd arm,D, supporting

tho seat, and operatlug substantially as described.

57,35G.—Instrument for Removing Efferves

cing Fliuds from Bottles.—Whitney W. Me-

glone (assignor to himself and L. A. Stedman),

Nashville, Tenn.
First, I claim the fluid-extracting Instrument, a c b, constructed

and operating In the manner as shown and described.
second, The combination of the tube or instrument, a c b, with

tho cork, D, or its equivalent, and bottle, A, operating in the
manner set forth.
Third, The combination of the several parts Just named, with

the auxiliary tube, t . operating substantially as set forth.

57,357.—Piano. — William Nordhoff (assignor to

William Knalee tfc Company), Baltimore, Md.
I claim the plate, B. secured to the wrest plank, c. In combina

tion with the frame, A, when said parts are constructed and ar
ranged to operate substantially as and tor the purpose herein set
forth.

57,365.—Filter Press.—L, P. R. De Massy, Paris,

France.
I claim a filter press having a corrugated surface, covered with

wire cloth or gauze, against which the material from which the
liquor is to be extracted 1b pressed, all substantially as and for tho
purpose described.

-F. A. Lange, Glas-57,300.—Repeating Watch.

hutte, Saxony.
I claim, First, The pusher, G, in combination with the levers, H

I, when constructed and operating substantially as described.
Second, The lever, I, In combination with tho puslier, G, lever,

H, pinion, E, and hammer, F, when constructed and operating in
the manner substantially as set forth.
Third, The lever, H, when constructed with the projections, M

and N, and the slot, S, substantially In tho manner and for the
purposes described.
Fourth, The lever, H, in combination with the lever, I, snail

wheel, Q, quarter wheel, P. spring, W, and spring, R, when con
structed and operating in the manner substantially as set forth.

Fifth, The lover, I, when constructed with the rack, K, tho
rack, L, the screw, T, and the spring, R, substantially in the man
ner and for the purpose described.
Sixth, Providing tho star or hour wheel, O, with twenty-four

teeth, in the manner and lor the purpose set forth.
Seventh, Tho hour wheel, O, in combination with tho snail

wheel, Q, quarter wheel, P, spring, Y, substantially us set forth.
Eighth, The hammer, F, when provided with the pawl, a, on

the sliding stem, b, and constructed substantially as and for the
purposes set forth.
Ninth, Tho hammer, F, in combination with tho spring, X, as

di-'Hciibed.
Tenth, The wheels, D and E, In combination with the levers, G

Hand Land the hammer, F, when constructed substantially as
and for the purposes set forth

In succession is conveyed to position to be seized by the pin of
one of the setting tools.
Also, a construction by which the eyelets In the magazine arc

agitated to cause them to assume positions In which they may-
emerge from the magr-*-

. „, substantially
and for the purpose set forth.

57.307.—Apparatus for Reefing and

Sails. — John Meclhurst, Drummoncl Road,

Bermonday, Eng. Patented in England, March

4, 1860.
I claim the combined arrangement of the parts for reefing and

furling a sail on a roller, c c, substantially as nereln described.

57.308.—Gas Meter.—Jean Theodore Schotte, Par

is, France.
I claim. First, The apparatns for measuring ga<\ ashcrelnshown

and described, tho same consisting of the following elementscom-
blned:
First

gas, as herein Bhown and set forth.
Second, A valve, together with fioats bo arranged that it may

open and. close automatically.
Third, A regulating or discharge pipe for carrying off all water

In excess of the proper level.
Second, In apparatus for measuring gas or other fluldn, as speci

fied, I claim the drum provided with interior spiral partitlc
and actuated as bereln shown and set forth.

Also, so constructing the lower end of the chute that each
lowermost eyelet Is detained in position until removed by tbe
eyelet pin.
Also, combining with an automatic cyelet-prcsentlng and setting

mechanism, an automatic punching mechanism, operating In the
same vertical line of operation with the clinching mechanism.
Also, combining with the mechanism, which brings each eyelet

into position before the clinching mechanism, a yielding pin, pro
jecting from the anvil set, said pin receiving the eyelet and hold-
ing it In position for the descent of the upsetting tool, and yield-
Ins; to the pre^snre of said upsetting tool, or the pin projecting
therefrom.

2,330.—Grain Binder.—Samuel Jacob Wallace,

Carthage, 111. Patented April 13, 1804.
I claim. First, A rack, c. In combination with arm, D, or Its

equivalent, for giving motion to the twister, substantially as
described.
Second, The slotted wire holder on binding arm, D, formed of

bent plates, b b, substantially as described.
Third, The spring fingers, e e, and spring, e\ for carrying the

strand to the twister, and releasing tbe strand, substantially as
described.
Fourth, The spring fingers, e e. and spring, e', in combination

with the slotted twister, F, operating substantially as described.
Fifth, The binding arm, D, provided with bent plates, b b, for

holding and afterward catching the wiro. In combination with
the spring fingers, e e. for introducing the wire into the twister,
substantially as described.
Sixth, The binding arm, D, provided with bent plates, b b, for
siding and afterward catching the wire, in combination with

the twister, F, and spring fingers, e e. for Introducing the wire
holding and afterward catching the wire, In combination with
the twister. F, and spring fingers, e e. for f -
into the twister, substantially as described.
Seventh, The cutter, d, attached to the binding arm, D. nnd

operating In combination with the twister, substantially as da-
scribed.

, Eighth, Effecting the several operations of carrying tbe strand
FURLING around the sheaf, drawing up the slack of strand, forming the

fastening, and severing the sheaf from the machine in the man
ner described, by the action of tho lever, D\ moved backward
and forward, substantially as described.
N'nth, The binding arm, D, In combination with tbe levers, Dl

rst, A drum with interior spiral partitions actuated by the
as herein shown and set forth.

tions,

57,358.—Machine for

ridges.—Timothy

Fitch and J. R.

Priming Metallic Cart-

J. Powers (assignor to J. P.

Van Betchen), New York

City. Antedated July 31, 1800.
First, In a machine for depositing the fulminate priming In

cartridge shells, I claim a feeder which descends into a box, ves
sel, or reservoir containing the priming. In a fluid or semi-fluid
state, picks up the requisite quantity of priming .herefrom, and
again descends into or over the cartridge shell, to deposit the
priming therein, substantially as herein described.
Second, I claim suddenly arresting the feeder lu its descent over

or inco the cartridge shell, substantially as herein specified, for
the purpose of insuring the complete discharge of the priming
therefrom.
Third, I claim the combination ofa feeder, a priming reservoir,

and a cartridge shell carrier, operating substantially as herein
specified.
Fourth, Commencing the rotary or spinning motion of the

Bbflll about the axis before tbe deposit of the priming therein,
substantially as and for tne purpose herein described.

57.359.—Corn Planter.—Henry Reed and William

P. Pennewell (assignors to themselves and Wal

ter Caldwell), Middleton, Mo.
We claim the sheet-iron teeth or wires, x, when attached to the

pieces, A and A', for the purpose of scattering the seed.

57.360.—Button.—E. A. Robinson (assignor to the

United States Button Company), Waterbury,

Conn,
I claim a bntton having the loop screwed to and in the mold,

by means of a metallic plate or blank. D, having a ragged edge
or Up, E, substantially in the manner described.

57.361.—Machine for Making Sheet Metal

Pans.—M. S. Sager (assignor to S. B. Yeoman),

Washington, Ohio.
I claim the combination of tbe sliding mold block, M, and sta

tionary bed plate, B, having lever arms, or binders, H, hinged to
the sides, and secondary benders or lever arms, K, hinged Co the
benders, H, for the purpose of bending or laying over the pro
jecting corner pieces of the metal sheet, arranged and operated
substantlaUy as described.

57.362.— Carpet-Bag Frame. — Cornelius and

Zachariah Walsh (assignors to Cornelius Walsh),

Newark, N. J.

I claim the combination of the Jaws. A, with the Interior frames,
consisting of the wooden pieces. C 0, metallic hr
and plates, D, the latter secured by tenons, F I
both Jaws and inner frames pivoted upon tho
constructed as described and represented.

57,303.—Clamp for Clothes Link.—William Win

ter (assignor to himself, Isaac Townsend, and

Theodore H. Beacher), Philadelphia, Pa.

I claim a clothesline spring-clamp, consisting of a hollow cyl
inder, open at each end, divided along one of Its sides, and hav
ing its inner edges beveled or rounded off, all as set forth and de
scribed.

57,364.—Manufacture of Pigment.—John Dale,

Manchester, Eng.
I claim, First, The production of a pigment, by decomposing

the known pigment, satin white, by means of chloride of barium,
or strontium, so as to replace, or partially replace, sulphate of
lime, bjjr sulphate of barium or strontium.

57,3G9.—BREECn-LoADiNG Fire-arm.—Jasper H.

Selwyn, Woodland Crag, Grasmere, Eng. Pat

ented in England, October 13, 1805.

I claim the Improvements In breech-loading fire-arms described
and represented, that is to say, making the charge chamber of a
conical or spheroldo-conical figure, end making an annular
groove or depression, the end of the cartridge box case is ex-
expanded on discharge, and retained so as to be started or drawn
on the separation of the charge chamber from the barrel.

57,370.—Harmonium.—Carl Frederick Uhlig (as

signor to George Frederick William Pabst),

Chemnitz, Saxony.
I claim. First, The combination of flexible pipe, 1, air movable

chamber, B. and bellows, D, substantially in the manner represent
ed and described.
Second, The combination of the air chamber, B. spring catch,

ra, arrauged with lip, p, operating with the button, q, operating
substantially as and for the purpose herein represented and de
scribed.
Third, The combination of the lever, F, rod, n, air chamber, B,

provided with the spring catch, m, operating with lip, p. substan
tially in the manner and for the purpose represented and de
scribed.
Fourth, The combination and arrangement of the keys, a. with

filns, a', lever, J, with pins, a^, air chamber, B, spring catch, m,
ip, p, button, q, rod, n, lever, F, flexible pipe, 1. bellows, I), con
structed and operating substantially as described, for the pur
pose specified.

REISSUES.

3,333.—Cider Mill.—Tobias J. Kindleberger, Ea

ton, Ohio.—Patented May 39, 1855.
I claim. First, A mill for grinding fruit, when constructed with

three rollers, E O and H, the former of which is placed above the
two latter, and so arranged, in relation to the sides of the hop
per, that tho fruit shall be broken by the longitudinal projec
tions on the roller, E, and crushed against the breast piece, and
then delivered upon the two crushing or-grlndtnc rollers between
which tiie pomace passes, substantially as set forth.
Second, t claim, in a cider mill, having the three parallel rollers

arranged as shown, in combination with the gearing arranged as
described, and each of tho grinding rollers revolving, by means
of said gearing, at different velocities, as set forth.
Third, An adjustable breast piece, I, or its equivalent, by which

the space between it and the upper crushing roller can be varied
as desired.
Fonrth, The scraper, h, arranged to operate in combination

with the roller, E, substantially as set forth.
Fifth, Constructing the case, B. with concave or segmental

metallic end pieces, B\ as and for the purpose set forth.
Sixth, The use of a slatted grate, or its equivalent, to form the

bottom of the tub or curb for the purpose of permitting the Juice
to drain through it, as set forth.

3,333.—Process of Making Steel direct from

the Ore.—George Hand Smith, Rochester, N.

Y. Patented July 18, 1854. (Div. 1.)
I claim the process, substantially as herein described, for con

verting iron ores directly Into steel by subjecting the ore, in the
comminuted state, In connection with carbon^and with or with'

c hinge pieces, II,
F, to the Jaws, and

i bolt, B, the whole

Second, Tl
or strontla IubL
used in making

production of a pigment, by using caustic baryta
tead of, or partly Instead or, tho lime ordlnarilv
r " satin white." '

put other flux. In a close oven, retort, or equivalent vessel to a
high degree of heat, and when converted, treating it in a reneat-
ln?iwn^eJn^e?daI\d Ml ^e Panicles, and then hammering
rolling, or squeezing the balls to express the impurities and com
plete the weld ng, and compact the mass, as srt forth.

I also claim, in the process of conversion, charging the commi.
nuted ore and charcoal, or other carbonaceous substance in So
cementing oven, or other equivalent vessel in ftlrern-Irp in««?substantially as and for the purpose spccB alternate la>erfl.

3,334.—Process of Making Steel direct from

the Ore.—George Hand Smith, Rochester, N.

Y. Patented July 18, 1851. (Div. 3.)
I claim the combination o'f the process of deoxidizing iron ore,

and carbonizing the metallic particle*, substantially snch as here
in described, with the process of molting In crucibles, substantial
ly as and for the purpose described.

3,335.—Machine for Punching "and Eyeleting

SnoES, etc.—Elmer Townsand, Boston, Mass.,

assignee by mesne assignments of Jeremiah

Keith. Patented Dec. 16, 1863.
I claim the combination, with eyelet setting or clinching tools,

of a magazine In which the eyelets are loosely contained, but
from which thev emerge In upright position for the action of the
setting tools. * , .
Also, the combination with the eyelet ninsazine nnd eyelet

clinching tools, of an Interposed chute or conductor into which
the upright eyelets emerge from tho magazine, and by which each

D2, the two latter being pivoted to the arm. T). and to the draught
frame of the harvester, on tho groin side of the drive wheel, eub-
stantlallv ns d scribed.
Tenth, The levers, Dl D2. binding arm. D, and bottom plate, E,

operating as described, and arranged independently of the grain
platform, and so that the parts can be operated by the driver, sub
stantially as set forth.
Eleventh, The reel. H, in combination with the ratchet, K, and

levers, J and D2, the whole operating substanilally in the manner
and lor the ourpose set forth.
Twelfth, The binding arm, D, in combination with the levers,

Dl D2, reel, H, plate, E, spring fingers, e e, slotted twister, F, and
rack, c, substantially as described.

3.337.—Lantern.—"William Westlake, James E.

Cross, and James F. Dane, Chicago, 111. (as

signees of William Westlake). Patented July

18, 1865.
"We claim. First, Constructing a lamp pot of a lantern, with

cdse or sides extending above the top of the pot and forming a
flange, g. the side and flange forming one piece, so that the globe
of the lantern will rest upon this flange, substantially In the man
ner described.
Second, The oil pot.'e.Tiaving Its sides, g. extended upward, and

perforated for air passages, and provided with a flange, d, so as
to form the base of a lantern. In one piece, and combined with a
detachable globe guard, a, as set forth.
Third, The hole, h, with the sliding door. 1, In combination with

tbe recess, j, of the globe, for lighting the lamp, as herein de*
scribed.

3.338.—Railway Journal Box. — Ransom C.

"Wright, Meadville, Pa. Patented Nov. 14,

1865.
First, 1 claim ihe dovetailed projecting flanges, D' D', and dove-

tattoo slides, E F, (the slide being composed of two pieces con
structed and united as described), in combination with the rod, g,
for securing the same, the parts being arranged for use, subetan-
ttn.11 v In the manner and for the purpose set forth.
Second, The bearing, B, with its protection, h. and chambered

recess, b, with or without the bar, ro, substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

DESIGNS.

3,380.—Coffin Handle.—S. D. Arnold, New Brit

ain, Conn., assignor to P. & F. Corbin, same

place, and J. C. Shurler & Co., Amsterdam,

N. Y. .

3,381 to 3,386 inclusive.—Coffin Trimmings.—8.

D. Arnold, New Britain, Conn., assignor to P.

& F. Corbin, same place, and J. C. Shurler

& Co., Amsterdam, N. Y. Six cases.

3.387.—Coffin Handle.—Alonzo B. Bailey, Mid

dle Haddam, Conn.

3.388.—Fence.—J. C. Gcarhart, Jersey Shore, Pa.

3,389 to 3,436 inclusive.—Carpet Pattern.—Henry

G. Thompson, New York Citv, assignor to the

Hartford Carpet Co., Hartford, Conn. Thirty-

eight cases.

EXTENSIONS.

8,984.—Power Loom.—R. Reynolds, Stockport, N.

Y. Letters Patent Dated'June 1, 1853.
I claim. First, Connecting the rocker of each picker stair, made

and operated substantially as specified, with the bed on which tt
rocks Dy means of an Interposed strap of leather or other flexible
substance attached at the Inner end to the bed, and at the outer
end to the rocker, substantially as and for the purpose specified.
Second, Forcing the shuttle binders Inward against the shuttle

while boxing, by a gradually-Increasing force, by means of arms
on a rocker provided with a spring which Is acted upon bv a oin
on the connecting rod of the lay, substantially as described.
Third, Securing the raw-hide pickers to the inner face of the

staffs bv means oTa leather strap, or the equivalent thereof, em
bracing and binding the two together, substantially as described,
to insure the firm union, to resist the rapid blows, aid to pre-
vent pieces of raw hide from breaking and flying, assetforth. •

8,993.—Process of Manufacturing Gutta-Per-

cha.—John Rider, New York City. Letters

Patent Dated June 1, 1853.
I claim the preparing of gutta-percha for vulcanizing by a pre

liminary separate heating of it to such a degree as to expel Its
volatile ingredient^, herein specified ; which 1 find can generally
be effected at the high temperatures, from 885 to 430 degrees Fan.,
substantially as herein set forth.

I also claim the process herein described of vulcanizing gutta
percha bv first heating it to a sufficiently high temperature to
expel from it tho volatile ingredients, herein specified, which it
Is believed can be accomplished between IBS and 430 degrees Fah.,
and then incorporating with it. substantially as herein specified, a
hyposulphite, either alone or in combination with metallic sul-
pnurets, or whiting, or magnesia, or with all of them together,
and then sub!ectine the mixture to a temperature or from 235 to
ffiO degrees Fah., all the steps of the said process being performed
substantially in tbe manner herein set forth. At the same time
desiring it to be understood that I disclaim the vulcanizing of
gutta-percha In all cases save when it has been prepared for the
vulcanizing operation by the aforesaid preliminary heating.

9,015.—Manufacture of Granular Fuel from

Brush Wood and Twigs.—Reuben Daniels,

Woodstock, Vt. Letters Patent Dated June 15,

1853.
I claim the granular fuel produced from brush wood and twig*

by cutting the same Into lengths about equal to it - nvcrngc dlnm
efer, as herein described, as a new m-mufacture.
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OR CHART FOR ASCERTAINING THE ! T3ATEXTED WOOD-BENDERS, FOR FEL

width of bells to drive any given_ machine i a»e pase 113,
Sclentiflc American), address , ^CHARLES KINKEL,

r width of bclU to drive any gi\ on machine (see
TV. Scientific American), address CHAELKS RINK

61 Canal street, New York.
ZW Price *3 "0, free by mail.

A. lies. Furniture, Agricultural Implements, etc. Machines
with rights to uso, for sot?. JOHN C. MOKKIS,

9 8* No. 122 Ea6t Second street, Cincinnati, Ohio.

SMITH'S PATENT FUSIBLE
valve o: _

Kland, and are the best application or fusible alloy

SAFETY
VALVE OH PI.UO.—These Plugs are In extentlve use in En
id, and are the best application or fusible alloy, lor safety from

accidents by low water or over pressure ; aro self-actlng,and can-

< TATE RIGHTS OF A VALUABLE PATENT
) For Sale. Apply to S. HARTSHORN, No. 03 Center street. !•

E
al of

NGINEERS, SURVEYORS, MACHINISTS,
_ Draftsmen, School Teachers, send for the Dcsc-lptlvc Manu-
of Mathematical Instruments and Brafiltio; Materials, ajpajrriph-

uot be tampered with. For Bale bv
CHARLES W. COl'ELAND, No. 171 Itroadwav,

9 8] Sole Agent for the United States.

F Address T. V.. J.., Cincinnati. Ohio.

Patent Right.

l*

f 112 pages, published and sent iroo by .fAMES w7QUEErf& i GAVE YOUR FUEL.—CARVALIIO'S IMPRO
Mathematical lnstmt. Makers. 924 Chestunt-st., Phlla. [9 10* \ V.J

WHITE'S GOVERNOR VALVE.—RIGHTS
In Wisconsin and Minnesota forsalebyP. RANSOM, Gales-

burg. III. 9 6"

iATINUM APPARATUS, WIRE, ORE, etc.
For circular, address

y 5 eowj II. M. KAYNOK, "18, Broadway, New York.

PLr

'J 5 e

w

•J V

N

OW READY:—

BOFKN-F.'S SCREW pnOPKLLER. No. 10.
COI.IiniN's LOCOMOTIVES. No. 10.
RANKINK'S SHIP BUILDING. Nos. 29 and SO.

do. do. do. Complete. 1 vol. folio, cloth.
do. do. do. Half-Russia

Jj5~ Imported and for Bale by
JOHN WILET & SON.

. ved Steam S uper-heatcr (easily attached to anyboller) .prevents
-• priming," and fnrnishes pure steam to the engine, saving 25 per

cent of fuel. It will also supply dry steam, for lieating or drying
purposes. Agents wanted in Pennsylvania, Ohio, and Illinois.
Tor circulars, etc., address HENRY W. BL'LKLEY,
9 4*1 57 Broadway, New York.

Mft 1866,

PATENTED JULY 31
Any man can make $50 a-week sell!

Patent Sconrfn

for making Forged Hcrsc-Shoc Nails. Address
PRIEST A CO.,

Yonkers, N. Y.

15,000

WOOD PLANERS, MOLDING MACHINES,
and all kinds of wood-working machincrytln store and

for sale by J. B. FULLER,
9] No. 3 Dey street, Now York.

STEAM ENGINES—PORTABLE & STATION-
ary—all sizes, with or without boilers, 2 to 300 horse power,

new and second-hand, for sale low bv^ _ J. _B. FULLER,
. 8 Dey street. Now York.

WANTED TO
Morticing Machine

crs & Co.'s make p
J. D.

PURCHASE — A POWER
_ one of H. B. Smith's or C.B. Rodg-
red. Address, sutinj' price, etc.,
BURDICK & CO.. New Haven, Conn.

bs. CAST ami MALLEABLE PIPE
ttlng for steam, gas, and wttcr; 5,000 lbs. small

malleable fittings for gas litters ; wrought and cast pipe iron and
brass cocks; globe check valves, gauc cocks, steam and water
quires, and a large stock of steam ana iras litter's goods and tools,
for sale low by

J. B. FCXLEE,
91 No. S Dey street, Now York.

_ and Pol!
tl.iware, etc. Costs but S cents,
Rights for sale low. Address
fS'l

Box fo
sells at

WI1

lllng 1866.
nlves, forks, spoons,
State ana county

LIAM A. MORSE,
Philadelphia, Pa.

H

AYES'S RAILROAD FAST EXPRESS
WAGES COMPUTING TABLES. The most complete

work of Its kind ever published. Valuable for everybody em-
tlovln? labor. Send for circular of information and sample to
ESTER HAYES, Kent, Portage county, Ohio. 75*

J ARGE ENGINE i ::■!.:.;- !•<;!; sAi.

WANTED TO COMMUNICATE WITH THE
Manufacturers of Hub Machinery. Send circulars to

STRONG & IIOSS, Spoke Manufacturer!!,
9 11 Vcrscnnes, Vt.

WANTED — AGENTS TO SELL THE
rights of II. Halns'sPatentSheaf-Band Cutter, tobe at

tached to thrashing machines. The rights of the Eastern -tatca
for sale at low terms. Address Dyersvlllo, Dubuque Co., Iowa. [1'

IMPORTANT TO MILLOWNERS.
on reasonable term. State Rights of Kemp's New Method of

ventilating mill stones. Warranteil to nave 2» per cent of power.
!•] JOHN KEMP, 17 Atlantic Dock, Brooklyn, N. Y.

For Sale, j operation.

9 41

Ilorl/.ontal Engine, 20x24, cylinder very heavy construction,
it feet fly wheel ; i Bolters Sfi lo. diameter, 30 ft. long, 3 18-ln. flues
each, and steam drums, built of charcoal Iron, with all fittings, all
In first-class order, and ready for Immediate delivery. For sale
low by J. B. FULLER,

9] No. 8 Dey street, New York.

THE STEAM SIPHON PUMP IS THE MOST
pimple, direct, and effective device for raising water by steam

! vet discovered. It In an Independent Hit and force pump, without
piston, plunger, val\ es, or any movable part. It cannot get out
of order, orrreeze up, and can be used wherever there is a steam
boiler, either with high or low pressure. It Is an efficient fire en
gine, and the best bilge pump known. Address

STEAM MFUO^ COMPANY,
9 IS Dey street. New York.

BARREL MACHINERY.—THE AMERICAN
Barrel Machine Co. now offer for sale their now and Im

proved machinery for the manufacture of s-Lwes for all descrip
tions of casks, ou such terms as will bring It within the means of
the smallest cooper. These machines are now in use at South
Boston by the " Downer Kerosene Oil Co.." In the manufacture of
Merrill's patent grooved barrel, where they maybe seen in full

^r— IVfASON'S PATENT FRICTION CLUTCHES,
jL.— 1 _LtX for starting Machinery, especially Heavy Machinery, with-

t sudden shock or jar, are manufactured by
VOLNEY W. MASON, Providence, K. I.

pOPPER VACUUM PANS FOR SALE.—

V J One of 6-fect diameter, and one of 52-in., with air pump c
plelc. Apply to GRAVES & PIER,
3 4»] 276 Water atreet, New York.

FU. STOKES, MODEL MAKER, NO. 7 West
• Fourth street, Cincinnati, Ohio. 1j l«

ERICH'S PATENT
SELF-ACTING PUMP,

pecially suited for draining collars ice houses, etc.
no manual labor, being absolutelv self-acting. It starts

'jplac
Agent

ever the water collects in the well in which it
of its own accord when it has pumped it out.
all cities that are supplied with Jivdrant water.
8 !•] Dh. A. F. ERICH, llti S. Broadwav, Baltimore, Md.

It requires
tselfwhen-

., and stops
wanted In

AddrcM
AMERICAN BARREL MACHINE CO.,

151 Devonshire street, Boston. Po&t-offlce Bo^ 3,219.

TX7R0UGHT IRON TACKLE BLOCKS—
VV all sizes. Also, Doyle's Patent Hoisting Machines, on

lliind, for sale by LEACH BHOTHEfiS,
5 laj 102 Liberty street. New York.

ATER WHEELS.—
, . Warren's American Turbine "Wheel is e\ten6ivcly taking

~T% ATLWAY INVENTIONS W VNTED A aQtl machinery situated within a Pto i'A throw of the depot at I the place of other wheels throughout the conntrv, where great.. At* V£,^.AAy-L:? __ '0 1 Stamford, Conn. The machinery and tools will be sold together ' - - J ■ »— ™-

! or separate, anil th<3 Works will oe either sold or let at a reasona
ble rate. This Is a fine opportunity for nnv party desiring to I
establish business in a coorf ]o ~ "

MACHINE SHOP FOR SALE.—THE STAM
ford Machine and Tool Works offer for sale their property

w

IV Southern Railroad wants the best improvements for rails,
frogs, switches, etc. Address D. G. JAMES, P. O. box 5105,
9 2*] New York Cltv, with full particulars.

i A. WARREN, Agent American Water Wheel Co.,

locution, a a the proprietor will give I
513*1 31 Exchange street, Boston, Mass.

A FINE TELESCOPE FOR SALE,—4-in. ap
erture, equatorial!)' mounted, extra heavy brass body, six

eye plccci!, prism, etc. Price $500. JAS. H. AN'DUl P,
l*f Almont, Mich.

► LANCHARD'S, and KNIGHT'S, and JEN-
.y kins'a J-'poke Lathes, and a lar^e lot of Wheel Machinery, of
I descriptions, Melting, etc., new and second-hand, for sale low

by J. B. FULLER,
9) No. 8 Dey street, New York.

KSSISSSSSJ "^S?*?'^^^^^..^?^?!^8. T>RAYTON'S SAFETY STEAM GENERATORmanufacture a patented article of machinery which has quite a
large sale. The tools are strictly fln-t chws and in perfect order.

W. M. BETTS,
Stamford, Conn.

Apply to
,. The long-sought for object

to wit:—A means by which steam can

MACI
1> l Plan

HIN1STS' TOOLS FOR SALE.—3
15 feet, 86x86; 10 feet, J0xS6; A foct, 20x18.

have been used about 6 months. 8 Eir.'.iite Lathes, 10 feet 17 in.
swing, 10 feet 30 In. swing, 10 feet '.'.V : in. do. For parMculars and
cuts address STEPl'OE, McFAKLAN & CO..

Cincinnati, Ohio.

XJ and Engine. A Perfect Succees.
i has been accomplished, to wit:—A

onn. , be generated saielv and used with all Its power, without the
~t leapt danger of explosion under any circumstances conceivable
iron send for Clreulur. H. A. HUTCHINSON, Agent, No. 8 Dey
These J street, New York. 8 4"

ATMOSPHERIC TRIP HAMMERS ARE
made by CHAS. MERRILL & SONS, 55« Grand street, New

York. They will do more and better work, with less power and
repairs, than any other Hammer. Illustrated circulars, giving i
full particulars, sent on application. tf 9

w
Mess

QTIMPSON'S SCIENTIFIC STEEL PENS, I Jo**

lO Patented March 20111,1966. Agencies wanted in everv city of '
tho Union. Retail price &2 per Gross. Liberal discount to the
Trade, WM. B. STIMPSON,
9 1*] General Agent, 37 Nassau street, Room ys, New York.

ENGINE LATHES, PLANERS, DRILLS,
shafting, punier, hangers, icroll and screw chucks, Stnbbs's

twist drill socket? and drill chucks1 portable forges, anvils, vises,
and a large stock Machinists' ana Blacksmiths' tools, new and
second-hand, in score aud for sale low bv J. B. FULLER,

9] No. 8 Dey street. New York.

THE NEEDLE-GUN.
THE ARMY AND NAVY JOURNAL lor August 11th con

tains a series of tine illustrations (accompanied with explanatory
letter-press} representing tho construction and nifchanfam of the
celebrated needle-gun, Prica 15 cents. For sale by all newsmen,
ora.ldje^ W. C. & F. P. Curncn, Proprietors, No. 29, Park Row,
New York.

\\TANTED.—SOME ONE TO TAKE AN IN-
IT terest in and manufacture a new Sewing Machine—ju^t

pateotcl. Makes the Lock-stitch, without rewinding; also, sev
eral other kinds of stitches, warranted to compete with, If not
surpass any machine out. Address G. L. DULANEY, Mechanics-
burg, Pa 9 5*

OODWORTH PLANERS.- ^

VTSend for circular MoFARLAN^^^

91 ,„D,P1v" htevm""boiler and

A organized under

sqTEAM ENGINES AND BOILERS.—
THE ALBERTSON & DOUGLASS MACHINE CO.,

New London, Conn.,
have on hand, and arc now building. Engines of 8, 10, 11, 12, 14 and
1G inches diameter of Cylinder. Latest improved Circular Saw
Mills. Cotton Gins for Hand and Power, steam Boilers of any
size made to order. 5 7*

TRON AND WOOD-WORKING MACHINERY
J_ Constantly on hand, at Manufacturer's prices,

Machinery Depot.
HAWKINS & JAMES,

0 !•] South Wells street, Chicago, 111.

PAPER-BAG PATENT.—THE SUBSCRIBER
wishes to associate hlrascir with parties for llic pin

enforcing Ills patent rights, wliieli are vi'ry valuable, ani
Infringed upon. One-half the l'utents will be sold low. Address

B. S. BINNET,
9 8] 61 Kilby street, Boston.

PAGE'S GRATE, WATER, FLAME, AND
Coal Lime Kiln, on new and scientific principles. Great

saving. Fuel, bird or soft coal, peat, or wood, warranted to
best finishing lime. Both new and patented 1SG4, 1S60. Rights

W. E. Everett,
Ceo. W. Qulnlarcl,
C. H. Delnmater,
N. L. McCrcady,
H.T. Livingston,
R. J. Tborne,
MIers Coryell.
Hon. Chauncey Yibbard,
Hon. Lucius Robinson,
J. G. Harrison,
T. F. Rowland,
J. L. Dongla^s.
C, W. Copcland,
James How,
W. H. Wallace,
Ellwood Walter.

The Books of Sub
will be opened at th
Thursday,
$100 each.

August 28d, 1

(i. W. Parsons,
Hugh Allen,
C. E. Copelnnd,
Col. Marsluill Lefferte,
Morris Franklin,
Edward Haight,
E. 1). Wood,
Capt. J. J. Comstock,
James Bishop,
Harrison Lorlng,
J.V.Merrick,
B. H. Bai tal,
J. J. Neatlc,
C:ipt. Richard Peck,
Hon. Edmund Rice,
Col. Wm. Crooks,

rintlon to the Capital Stock of this Company
National Bank of the Commonwealth, on

A MERICAN EMERY.—GUARANTEED SU-
/\ perior to anv other Emery In the market. F. K. Sibley's
Emery Cloth, cove'red with American Emery, superior to any

~ AV. BACON & CO., 81 John street,
112*

.mery Cloth, covered with
other. By F. "H
Sale agents for New York City.

MACHINERY AND MACHINISTS' TOOLS,
all kinds. Including; the LEONARD & CLARK PREMIUM

LAI HE. Also, Steam Engines, Saw Mills, Wood Cutting Machine
ry, etc., etc. Steamboat anil Maeliinerv liepalring at the

4 8*J QUASSAICK MACHINE SHOP, Ncwburgb, N. T.

rpHE AMERICAN VISE—A WELL-CON-

Capltal Stock $200,000 In shares of

'J 3]

EDWARD HAIGHT,
W. E. EVERETT.
Capt. J. J. COMSTOCK
N. L. MoCREADT,
C. W. COrELAND,

,1

Commissioners
of

Subscription.

burn _ _
for sale.
9 6»]

C. D. PAGE,
Rochester, N. Y.

SCHLENKER'S
IMPROVED BOLT CUTTER.

Late imnrovementi make this the most perfect Bolt Cutter in
the maaket. No running back off the thread; dies cheap and
easily kept In order. Tho Cutter Head may be used on the ordi
nary lathe, and is successfully use I on some of the best Bolt Cut
ters heretofore In use. Nut taps on hand and made to order.
Lathes, improved Shaping Machines and Drills on hand and made
to order. Send for circular. Address

W. S. SHAW, General Agent, or
R. L. HOWARD, Manufacturer,

6 4] Buffalo, N. Y.

TN. HICKCOX,
• Manufacturer of

STAMPED AND PRESSED BRASS GOODS,
Plain and Fancy Brass Caps for Pomatum and Mucllase Bottles,
Brass Baggage and Key Checks. Stove Ornaments, Brass Labels
for Oil Cans, House Furnishing Goods, Insurance Companies, etc.
Steel Dieaof any Design Required. Presses and Light Machinery
manufactured to order. Prompt attention paid to articles of new
manufacture and Patent Goods; Models for the Patent Office
neatly executed. Salesroom, 280 Pearl-st., N. Y.; Factory, corner
John and Pearl-sts., Brooklyn. 9 4*

rpUE PAINTER, GILDER, AND VARMSHER.

JL —The Painter, Glider, and Varnlsher's Companion, contain
ing rules and regulations In everything relating to the arts of
painting, gllilin^, varnishing, and glass staining, with numerous
useful and valuable recipes. Tests for the detection of adulter*
ntions in oils and colors, and a statement of the diseases and ac
cidents to which painters, gll'lors, and varnishcrs are particularly
liable, with the simplest methods of prevention aud remedy.
Eighth edition. To which arc added complete instructions in
graining, marblltiir, sign writing, and gilding on glass. 1. vol. 12mo.
Price, £1.50. By mall, free of postage.
Contents:—Tools and apparatus; colors—whites, blacks, reds,

yellows, blues, greens, browns, compound colors, or colors aris
ing from mixture ; oils, varnishes, general ob.-ervatlons on var
nishes, polishes, gilding materials, miscellaneous materials ; grind
ing and washing colors ; cleanliness In working ; practice of
painting ; practice of varnishing and polishing ; practice of gild
ing ; on lacquering ; bronzing ; Jappaunlng; foils ; fish-oil colors;
glass staining; harmony of colors ; miscellaneous subjects, and
useful recipes; diseases and accidents; general observations;
directions for graining and Imitating woods and marbles—oak,
spirit color, pollard oak, root of oak ; to grain pollard and root

1 structed Parallel Vise, recently Patented—a great Improve
ment on a 1 others. All sizes on hand, by F. W. BACON & C
84 John street, Sale Agents, New York City.

_ CO.,
1 12*

T7MPLOYMENT—" PLEASANT AND PROF-
1U ITABLE." Agents wanted to sell New Physiognomy—1000
engravings, price |5,—and other Illustrated standard works.
Send stamp for terms, to

5 4] FOWLER & WELLS, New York.

LENOIR PATENT GAS ENGINES,—WITH-
out Are, coal, smoke, or noise. Operated by petroleum, or

coal gas. Ignited within the cylinder by the electric spark. Half-
horse to four-horse power, for pumping, sawing, turning, hoist
ing, grinding, etc. With portable gas generators for farms and
plantations. Manufactured exclusively at the

LENOIR GAS ENGINE WORKS,
26 10* 435 East Tenth street, near Avenue D, New York.

TOWER'S
ALCOHOL PROCESS OF TANNING.

i requires but one-third the time necessary by
It will tan the heaviest hides In less than two

of oak in distemper; walnut; bird's-eye maple In distemper; to
grain maple in oil, satlnwood, mahogany, in distemper ; mahoga
ny in oil, rosewood, marbles, eluino, "black and i;ohi, Saint arms,
verd antique, Egyptian green; rouge rol, Italian Jasper, dove
marble, black liardellar.Derbvahire spar, granites; to polish imita
tion marbles ; instructions for sign writing.

The above or anv other of my Practical and Scientific Books sent
by mall, free of postage, at the publication price.
Of" Mv New and Revised Catalogue of Practical and Scien

tific Books sent free of postage to any arldrens.
HENRY CAREY BAIRD,

Industrial Publisher,
0 No. 406 Walnut street, Philadelphia.

Patented Dec, 1885
any other process,
months.

It will make better leather and more of it. Calfskins tanned by
It will average a qnarter of a pound more weight than can be ob-

. The leather is better. Everyone
.of alcohol upon all animal matter.

.. limed or sweated skins or hides. From
sweated skins can be made upper leather as pliable and sole
leather as easily sewed, as any limed leather in tho market.
No complicated or expensive machinery Is needed. Anv tan

nery may be adapted to the use of this process, for less than one
hundred dollars.
Specimens of the leather and the operation of the process may

be seen, and any further particulars obtained, at the office, No. :S)
Hanover street, Boston
8 2* L. FREDERICK RICE, Agent.

£IRST NATIONAL PATENT AGENCY, 134
South Third street, Philadelphia, has unequalcd facilities for

ing and Licensing. 8 2*

i^AN I OBTAIN A PATENT ?—FOR ADVICE
\ ) and instructions address MUNN & CO., 37 Park Row, New
York, for TWENTY YEARS Attorneys for American and For
eign Patents. Caveats and Patents quickly prepared. The Scien
tific Amkbicah |3 a year. 80,000 Patent cases have been pro-
pared by M. & Co.
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Improved Spoke-tnrnliig Lathe.

The automatic lathe of Blanchard, for turning

irregular forms, is one of the most remarkable in

ventions of the day. We say is, for although tho

inventor is dead and gone, his work lives after him,

and to this day remains essentially the same.

This machine is an improvement of the Blancli

ard lathe in some details, rendering it easier to handle

and more rapid in execution. By it are produced

an affair would be of immense value. It is simply a

cast-iron link, A, divided in two parts, and furnished

with studs and holes which receive tho same, the ,

whole when put together assuming the form shown

in the engraving, where also tho detached por

tions arc given. Tho studs aro larger than the I

link itself and con be riveted over so as to make tho

link solid. From this elucidation every person will

perceive the object of the invention, and also find

of Mr. Fairbanks scales aro metric—many of them

go to South America, and some to China.

spokes for wheels, stocks for guns, chair legs, ax I many uses for it not here enumerated,

and hammer handles, or any other shape that cannot It was patented through the Scientific American

be turned in common

lathes ; busts of the

human form have even

been turned in such

lathes. In this ma

chine a facsimile of

the work to be made

is used as a pattern ;

from this the machine

works and reproduces

it literally, with all its

curves and outlines.

The engraving shows

this model at A, and it

is held between two

centers, one in the up

right frame, B, the

other in the arm, C ;

this arm is attached to

the main frame by

wrought-iron bars, and

is also fastened at tho

bottom to the shaft, D.

It is capable of sliding

on tliis shaft so as to

take any length of

model, and the bars

above can also bo ad

justed for the same

purpose. The work to

be turned is placed be

tween another pair of

centers.E, lower down,

and the cutters which

do the work are in the

wheel, F, and these

are run along the

whole length by suita

ble feed at the end.

The vibrating frame

has two projections, C,

at the top which embrace the model and cause the

frame to move back and forth as the model revolves.

The centers for holding the work are one of the points

ofnovelty in this machine, the eccentric lever,H, being

used instead of a mallet ; and another is in attach

ing a lever, I, to the frame so that it can be easily

drawn over against the force of the spring, J ; tho

latter tends to keep the working frame against the

model.

The pulley which drives the cutting wheel above

is fitted to the shaft, K, below the frame, and is car

ried on a cast-iron sleeve which runs in tho bear

ings, L—one on each side,

a feather, and the shaft with a

slot, so that the pulley, car

riage and wheel can slide along

the shaft either when the ma

chine is in motion or at rest,

and there is a stop, at M, which

prevents the carriage from be

ing run out too far if the feed

clutch does not throw out ;

there is also an arrangement,

at N, by which the carriage can

be run back when the spoke

is done ; the check block, M,

can be set at any point to hold

the carriage in the right posi

tion. THOMPSON'S CONNECTING LINK.

These machines are manufactured by J. Gleason, common schools. Congress has passed a law allow-

1,030 Germantown avenue, Philadelphia, to whom ing the metric system to be used. The English had

all inquiries should bo addressed. J always made objection to it, because it was the fruit

of the French Revolution. The third bill of Congress

Improved Connecting; Link. was one ordering the distribution of the measures

This is a convenient fixture, in cases of accident, to through the States. The fourth bill allowed the

chain-trace hooks or other appurtenances of a similar postmasters to use the word gram for ounce. This

nature. Many cases occur in daily life where such work was the result of the National Academy. Half

 

GLEASON'S SPOKE-TURNING LATHE.

Patent Agency, by C. J. E. Thompson, of Providence,

R. I., on Aug. 5, 1802.

Progress or the metric System.

At the meeting of the National Academy at North

ampton, Hon. Samuel B. Ruggles gave an account

of the result of his attendance at the Berlin confer

ence for investigating and recommending a uniform

system of weights and measures. This result was

the coinage of the new five-cent piece. This coin

weighs five grams with a diameter of l-50th of a me

ter. He himself had persuaded the Connecticut Le-

The sleeve is fitted with J gislature to have the metric system taught in the

Boys I sine Tobacco.

A Btrong and sensible writer Bays a good sharp

thing, and a true one, too, for boys who use tobacco.

It has utterly spoiled and utterly ruined thousands

of boys. It tends to softening and weakening of

the bones, and it greatly injures the brain, the spinal

marrow, and tho whole nervous fluid. A boy who

smokes early and frequently, or in any way uses

large quantities of

tobacco, is never

known to make a

man of much ener

gy, and generally

lacks muscular and

physical as well as

mental power. We

would particularly

warn boys who want

to be anything in

the world to shun

tobacco as a most

baneful poison. It

injures the teeth.

It produces an un

healthy state of the

thr:at and lungs,

hurts the stomach,

and blasts the brain

and nerve.

Travelers and

geologists havebeen

at a loss to account

for the origin of the

masses of asphalte,

sometimes ofconsid

erable size, found

floating on the wa

ter of the Dead Sea.

In a paper recent

ly presented to the

Academy of Sciences

by M. L. Lartet, " On

the Deposits of Bit

umen in Judea, and

on the Asphalte of

the Dead Sea," the

author states his be

lief in tho existence

of a series of hot springs which rise through bitu

minous limestone, and bring up tho asphalte.
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The SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN Is the largest and most widely

circulated Journal of Its class In this country. Each number con-

talus sixteen pages, with numerous Illustrations. The numbers

for a year make two volumes of 416 pages each. It also contains

a full account of all the principal Inventions and discoveries ot

the day. Also, valuable illustrated articles upon Tools and

Machinery used in Workshops, Manufactories, Steam and Me

chanical Engineering, Woolen, Cotton, Chemical, Petroleum, and

all other Manufacturing Interests. Also, Frre*arm- , War Imple

ments, Ordnance, War Vessels, Railway Machinery, Electric

Chemical, and Mathematical Apparatus, Wood and Lumber Ma

chlnery, Hydraulics, Oil and Water Pumps, Water Wheels, Etc.,

Household, Horticultural, and Farm Implements—this latter

Department being very full and of great value to Farmers and

Gardeners, articles embracing every department of Popular

Science, which every body can understand and which every body

likes to read.
Also, Reports of Scientific Societies, at home and abroad, Patent

Law Decisions and Discussions, Practical Recipes, Etc. It also

contains an Official List of all the Patent Claims, a special feature

of great value to Inventors and owners of Patents.

Published Weekly, two volumes each year, commencing Janu

ary and July,

Per annum |3 00
Six months 1 50
Ten copies for One Year 25 00

Canada subscriptions, 25 cents extra. Specimen copies sent free .

Address
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